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Fans enthusiastic
despite loss at ND
By Diana Pisciotta
HEIGHTS NEWS EDITOR

A 20-10 loss and a steady
drizzle did not dampen the spirits of BC fans who traveled to
Indiana last weekendfor part four
of the "Holy War" football rivalry between Boston College
and Notre Dame.
For most, the trek began
Thursday
night,
when
winnebagos. vans and recreational vehicles invaded Lower
Campus. Otherswaiteduntil Friday morning
choosing a relatively brief flight to O'Hare over
a sixteen hour drive. Regardless
of their means of transportation,
?
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Boston College fought hard, but fell to Notre Dame's Irish 20-10 on Saturday. Over 1200BC
students braved slick roads and sleepless nights to make the trek out to South Bend, Indiana.

over 1200dedicatedBoston College students made the trip to
South Bend.
"Spending 32 hours in a car
with three other guys who listen
only to football really makes one

hate the game," said Wendy
Barry, A&S '97. "But the trip
was definitely worth it
Upon arriving in South
Bend, BC students immediately
made themselves at home on
Notre Dame's version of Shea
field. Undeterredby the rain and
cold weather, they unloaded
grills and cases of beer to create
a BC-style tailgate in the middle
of Indiana.
"Although there will be a
large group of sick students next
week, I'm sure that BC fans
won't regret holding true to their
heritage and tailgating with
abandon," said Marybeth
Esposito, A&S '96.
"It was absolutely worth it,"

said Scott Tower, CSOM '96.
"Even though it hasn'tbeen our
best football season ever, it was
great to see BC rise in support of
the team."

New financial aid system eases college choice
By Christine Hansen
FOR THE HEIGHTS

In an attempt to help families and prospective freshmen
understand the financial options
before coming to Boston College, the Financial Aid Office
has adopted the College Scholarship Service Aid PROFILE
system for evaluating studentand
family financial status, dropping
the requirement of the Financial
Aid Form (FAF).
By using the PROFILE system, BC intends to provide ap-

plicants and their families with

clearer information about what
financial services are available
at Boston College and notify
themof their personal aid status
earlier, said Robert Lay, dean of

Lay explains that since "the
financial component of the process will be less stressful and
more understandable," students
will be able to concentrate more

on the "personal and academic
aspects of the college decision

Enrollment Management.
The new PROFILE system
will allow students to find our
about theiraid status as early as
November. As a result, students

process."
Prospective students will be
receiving most of the benefits of

schools.

scholarship programs. Boston

and their families have much
more time to discuss their financial status with BC and review
their financial options at other

PROFILE this year, but within
the next five years, Boston College expects theprogram to help
students already enrolled to renew their aid and find external

College is currently attempting
to notify as many high" school
students as possible by sending
information to approximately
800 secondary schools.
According to Lay, theswitch
to the PROFILE system was
prompted by the increasing popularity and its success at almost
800 colleges, universities and
private scholarship programs
around the country.
With the help of the PROFILE system, the early-action
deadline has been moved up to
October 15 and students and

families will know about their

financial aid package, if any, by
theendof thecalendaryear.This
enablesthe Financial AidOffice
to concentrate on non-freshmen
during spring semester, said Bernard Pekala, director of Financial Aid.
Both Lay and Pekala said
they realize that the financial aid
process will neverbe completely
stress-free, however, they said
they hope that PROFILE will
eliminate much of the pressure
associated with the financial aspect of choosing a college.

Games describes her "journey to self-love"
By Jennifer Giampietro
HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

There is a health crisis with
women in America today... low

self esteem and a lack of self
worth," saidPulitzer Prizenominee Patrice Games, a Washinglon Post columnist and the author of Laughing in the Dark.
Games, part of the UGBC
Women's Issues lecture series,
spoke last Tuesday, October 24,
in the Fulton Auditorium.

Games' lecture focused on

her "journey from self-hatred to
self-love." Currently a mother
and an author, she is also a rape
survivor and formerheroine user.
Games has also served' time in
prison for drug possession.

Games said women need to
"re-invent" themselves. Women
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care for their husbands, parents,
and children, continuously nurturing and sacrificing, she said.
But in dealing with themselves,
"women put themselves at the
bottom of the list of whom they
give to."
Reading from her book.

[her]. I know what it feels like...
to be desperate for love," she
said. After being raped twice by
men, Games said she too felt
trapped in abusive relationships.
Although she said we each bear
individual responsibility, she

stressed that until we create a
society where women are not
viewed as objects in a different
class than men, "we all bear responsibility."
Today, Games spends a lot
of time lecturing to women in

prison.

Because most women are in

prison for drug-related incidents,
Games said, "I feel a special
connection to these women... I
See GAINES, p. 17

Games spoke about her best

friend, Ginny. "She was no
longer adventurous. She was
afraid of being alone... without a
man," Games said. Shediscussed
the pain they had felt and the
similarexperiencesthey shared.
"We give our lives away as

women."

Relating these experiences
to a broader scope in society,
Games reflected on the recent

murder of Nicole Brown
Simpson.
"I feel immediate kinship lo

?NEWS: Adam Sandler set to perform at
Conte, p. 4.
?MARKETPLACE: Get started on a
career in the realty business, p. 12.
?FEATURES: Mentos addictions, p. 15.
?SPORTS: Irish get revenge, 20-10;
Eagles out of bowl contention, p. 21.
?REVIEW: Smashing Pumpkins new
double disc; Godspell at Gasson, p. 25.
?OPINION: OCF fails to meet student
needs, p. 6.
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Patrice Gaines, a Washington Post journalist, has spent time in prison for drug possession. She
frequently lectures to women on their societal roles.
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BC panel discusses Jesuit paper on women
speakers, said.
Buckley explained that the
congregation was called to deal
with serious issues, especially
the injustices suffered by women
worldwide. Buckley concluded
by explaining what he believes

By Kelly Welch
HEIGHTS STAFF

Last Monday, the Boston
College community held a forum to discuss "Jesuits and the
Situation of Women in Church
and Civil Society," a paper published by the 34th General Congregation of Jesuits last March.
The conversation focused on the
paper's effect on women at BC.
"We thought it would be a
good idea to examine this document and what it means to Boston College," Chaplain Kerry
Maloney said.
Maloney was moderator of
the discussion, which featured
panelists Joseph Appleyard. SJ:Psychology Professor Mary

is the document's purpose.
"The document is an invitation to allJesuits to align themselves in solidarity with all
women. It's focus is not simply
upon the U.5.." Buckley said.

Quinn reacted to the paper
by saying, "This gives me reassurance that [guidance] is out
there...l'm not quite sure what

role is in the Catholic
Church...l really have a lot of
questions. It is still a very positive document. It does give me
my

Braebeck; Jesuit Institute Director Michael Buckley. SJ; Theology Professor Francis Clooney,
SJ; Arts & Sciences Associate
Dean Carol Hurd Green; UGBC
President Bill Lyons. A&S '96;
and UGBC Vice President Mea
Quinn, A&S '97.

hope that we are finding solu-

about why they should listen

to

what the document says.
"We're listening because
there are people in trouble. We're
also listening because we need
to hear... If we are committed to
listening as the document says,
it is a very big and important
thing, and we have to be willing
to do that," Clooney said.
Lyons discussed the steps
to take toward greater equality
among sexes. He explained how
the document acknowledges that
society systematically discriminates against women and how
we must realize that men are the

beneficiaries of this system.
Lyons also said, "I don't
have the answers to know what
exactly the next steps are. Iwould
hope that we can come up with
further steps."

HEIGHTS ASSOC. PHOTO EDITOR/SHAWN T.

MEAD
tions."
Michael Buckley, SJ, spoke on the history of the recent Jesuit
pedagogy
Urging
solidarity,
Braebeck,
Green focused on
paper on the solidarity of women in the Catholic Church.
and the educator's role. "We're a counseling and developmental
making a pledge to educate ourpsychology professor, told Catholicism and feminism, exdoing solidarity," Braebeck said.
selves and our students... We people to "engage in listening in amining gender andpower in our
"It seems to be a terrific
hope to begin this conversation the spirit of partnership and community. Included would be challenge for men and women,"
with what we can do." Green equality."
discussion of women's spiritusaid Appleyard. a rector in the
said.
She also offered an agenda ality in campus work, the effort Jesuit community. Appleyard
The role of listening as a for creating solidarity between to eradicate violence, and the concentrated on spirituality and
current images of women.
community was the basis of Catholicism anH women. This
the need for people to figure out
Clooney's discussion. He asked agenda consists of college cam"We must take theserisks if the spiritual dimension of our
members of the audience to think puses engaging in dialogue on we are to take up the work of engagement in the world.

"I've been asked to trace

some of the history of this document. I'm honored to speak about
a subject that touches women so
deeply," Buckley, the first of the

Garret FitzGerald speaks on peace in Ireland
preconditionsfor finding a solution have been brought to exist-

By Jon Ewing
HEIGHTS STAFF

ence."
The Irish Republic's gov-

The violent rift that has divided Ireland north andsouth for
many years may soon become a
thing of the past, according to
Dr. Garret FitzGerald, a distinguished Irish political figure.
FitzGerald spoke for nearly
an hour to a large crowd in Devlin
Hall last Monday night as part of
the Lowell Lecture Series.

ernment and

people. Northern

nationalists. Unionists, and the
British are all recovering from a
period in which "none of the
fourparties behavedparticularly
well," FitzGerald said.
FitzGerald stressed that
Irish people have to shift their
focus from a "monocultural" to
a "multicultural" unity. "Irish
nationalismhad to be rethought
into a broader nationalism," he
said.
FitzGerald said he is happy

FitzGerald's optimism
about the situation in Ireland is
fueled by a "willingness all
around, by everybody, to rethink
their positions." he said. "The

782-6035 P
Brighton Center

FitzGerald said
FitzGerald was even expressed optimism that the Irish
Republican Army (IRA), a terrorist group devoted to the unification of Ireland, could be
brought successfully to the negotiation table. He said a "resumption of arms by the IRA
itself seems on the whole imance,

remarkable."
He also praised the American government's efforts, saying that President Bill Clinton
has acted "very positively" in probable."
the matter. Throughout the years,
Peace in Ireland could be
he said, "Americaninvolvement very beneficial to the nation, he
has been well-judged, subtle, and said. "Ourrelations in the Euroeffective."
pean Community could be inThe United States has the
volved in this process."
"prestige and power" necessary
Overall,FitzGerald said, the
to pressure parties into compliparties involved could make sub-

|S |QUQR

It'sHappenin'...

from the

Dustbowl

QRR

Voices

with the progress made by the
British, who have controlled
Northern Irelandfor many years.
"In political terms,"
FitzGerald said, "the British reactions have been really quite

Mart"

stantialprogress in the very near
future.
"Intensive talks are going
on at the present," he said. "The
hope is that in the next couple of
weeks something will be worked
out."
Garret FitzGeraldhas been
a major force in Irish politics for
many years. After beginning a
career in journalism, he served
as Ireland's foreign ministerfrom
1973 to 1977and prime minister
from 1981-1987.1n 1985,he cosigned the Anglo-Irish Agreement with Margaret Thatcher, a
major step toward peace in Ire-

land.

SAVES

There's Always A Special

by Tania M. Vazquez

What song would you use to describe
this year's football team ?

-

Patricia Navarrete,
A&S'97

"Crying" by

Aerosmith.

rrwin wirr
mil

ntiiii

AI Soto,
A&S'9B

Ed Zacharias,
A&S '99

John Beirne,

The "Barney"
"As I Lay Me
theme song by Down" by Sophie B.
Hawkins.
Barney.

"Black Days" by
Soundgarden.

"Symphony of
Destruction" by
Megadeath.

Jorge Ribas,
A&S '98

A&S '96

The views expressedin Voices from the Dustbowl do not necessarilyrepresent those of The Heights, Inc., or its staff.
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Event celebrates
Latino heritage
By Karen Palmer
FOR THH HKIGHTS

and
Salsa
merengue
rhythms could be heard coming
from the basement of the Rat last
Friday night. The annual Latino
Night gave students the opportunity to practice their salsa
moves and experience Latino
music and culture.
The dance floor was filled
with students clapping their
hands, stomping their feet, and
simply enjoying themselves and
the atmosphere.
"It's an opportunity for everyone to get together and celebrate. Everyone is invited, and
we hope that a lot of people show
up." Loyola Tones, vice president of Organization for Latin
American Affairs (OLAA) said.
In the past. Latino Night has

drawn a large turnout, said
Torres. "Last year. 400 people
came."
Latino Night is an event that
is sponsored yearly by OLAA.
The night served as a fund-raiser,
but its main purpose was to celebrate National Hispanic Heritage Month, said Torres.
Grupo Fantasia, a liveband
that has played at the last two
Latino Nights, provided music
and rhythm for dancing. Fantasia .entertained the crowd with
popular Latino music that drew

couples onto the dance floor.
Explaining his reason for
attending Latino Night. Rupert
Smith, A&S '99. said, .'it's my
culture and my music."
"I can hear my music very
loud without people complaining." JavierHernandez. CSOM
'99, said.

HEIGHTS ASST. PHOTO EDITOR/ TANIA M. VAZQUEZ

BC students heated up the Lyons dance floor at the annual Latino Night last Friday. Latino
Night is sponsored by the Organization for Latin American Affairs (OLAA).

Adam Sandler to play BC
By Jessica Braun
HEIGHTS STAFF

event. They explained the process leading up,to the council's
decision to hostSandler. We figured that he attracts the college

Last week. UGBC announced plans to host popular crowd. We had a list ofabout 10
comedianAdam Sandler in a live comedians who were going on
Conte Forum performance on tour, and weput in a bid for him
Wednesday, November 15. and got him," Thomsen said.
Sandler'sprofessionalcreditsinAndrews said Sandler has
clude his stint as a "Saturday beeneagertoperform at BC since
Night Live" cast member, aphe began hissolo collegecircuit.
pearances in movies "Billy
"He wanted to play Boston
Madison" and "Airheads," and College because he's from
his recently released comedy alaround here,'* Andrews said.
bum, They'reAll Gonna Laugh
Andrews said that about
4;000 tickets will be available,
at You.
UGBC ProgrammingCounat a price of $ 10 each.
cil Co-Chairs John Andrews,
"We're hoping to Sell out,"
A&S '96, and T.J. Thomsen, he said. "4,000 is a lot, but we
A&S' '97v are. organizing* the think-we can do it. Itshoald be a

looking forward to it."
According to Andrews,
Sandler's show will feature both
his comical and musical acts.
"He's going to just pretty
much do stand-up comedy. He's
going to have a guitar, and he's
going to sing some ofhis songs,"
Andrews said. He addedthat local comedian Allen Covert is
scheduled to open the show.
Sandler performed at Boston Collegefour years ago with
three other "Saturday Night
Live" cast members.
"He's really articulated
himselfanddefinedhimself as a
comedian," Andrews said of
Sindlef*s'Ideeisi6n...to,g&sgife;:%

Master's Degree in Policy Studies
Johns Hopkins University? Baltimore

$

Recruiter will be at Boston Collegeon Thursday, November 2
This is a two-year, full-time program providing training in key skills
of policy analysis, the concept of citizenship and its relevance to policy
professionals, the role of private nonprofit as well as public institutions
in the policy process, and a comparative, international approach. A
special advantage of the program is its location convenient to
Washington DC. Concentrationsare available in human resource/social
welfare policy, urban and regional developmentpolicy, health policy,
enviromental policy, and the nonprofit sector.

Meet Bob Seidel, a faculty member and administrator of the program, from 4:30 to 5:30 pm in O'Neil
Room 257 on Thursday, November 2,1995. Or call
(410) 515-46241. \u25a0>??«mp«B!
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AHANA women discuss their societal roles
By Amy Gunderson
HEIGHTS EDITOR

After the recent Boston College Career Night, Johanna
Fuentes, A&S '97, said she witnessed a harsh side of corporate
America. When showing her resume to a potential employer,
the recruiter said, "Oh we love
peopleof color in our company."
"I never experienced racism before I came to BC," said
Fuentes, who is UGBC's executive director of cultural and social issues.
Experiences such as
Fuentes' were among topics discussed at Monday night's
AHANA Women Speak Out
event. The AHANA Leadership
Council organized the speak out
with the intention of opening a
forum for students to discuss issues relevant to sex, race and
culture.
"Our mission here is not to

be sexist," said Director of Student Issues Tina Hall, A&S '98.
"My department's mission is to
provide students with an extra

support service."

Issues concerning
porate world, like
Fuentes' experi-

ence, prevailed
during much of the

can lead others to make false
assumptions
about
an
individual's competence.
"Girls women in general
should be educated from day

often feelsthe pressure of acting
as a role model for younger
women. "I'm just discovering
now how hard it is to be a black
acceptance of others.
"I grew up thinking we woman today."
Finally, the speak out's foself-esteem,"
one
about
weren't capable of this power,"
said Chandra cus turned to a dilemma facing
Mohammed, women of color on the BC camA&S '96.
pus, that of choosing between
The group theirsex and their ethnicity.
"I have a double disadvanalso discussed
women ofcolor tage against me because I am a
as role models. woman of color," said Vanessa
Hosein, A&S '96, adding that
There was general agreement she believes she should not have
that women of to choose between the two. "I'm
color who do not a person of color before I'm
?Vanessa Hosein, A&S '96 succeed and a woman, and I'm not a woman
prove them- before I'm a person of color. I
selves as strong am a woman of color and that's
Tucciarone said.
leaders often must assume role my identity."
modelpositions in their commuHosein said she sees a cor"AHANA women are carelation between the problems
pable," said Massiel Medina, nities or families.
"It is very hard for a lot of related to gender and ethnicity.
A&S '96. However,she said, she
"Alloppressionsare connected,"
believes that women of color women to be role models beshe said. "They all have to do
have assumed a more supportive cause they are struggling,"
and less visible role.
Mohammed said, adding that she with silencing people."
Many women at the meeting said that even getting to the
top does not mean gaining the

?

?

the cor-

"I'm not a person of color
before I'm a woman, and I'm

discussion and
garnered some
emotional responses.
"It's sad. It's
horrible," said
Paulette
Tucciarone, A&S
'98, referring to
pay discrepancies
between women of color and
other groups.
Many attendees echoed a
belief that there is a general lack
of self-esteem among women,
especiallywomen ofcolor. They
said this lack of self-confidence

before I'm a
person of color."

not a woman

Nazi racism, dehumanization topic of lecture
her family and other Polish Jews
were herded into ghettos and
HEIGHTS EDITOR
forced to live in conditions which
Tomorrow evening, Sonia often led to death. Of the 84
Schreiber Weitz, a prominentHomembers of her family, Weitz
locaust educatorand survivor of and her sister, Blanca, were sole
five Nazi concentration camps survivors.
In an interview with The
between 1943 and 1948, will
Heights, Weitz said, "Surviving
come to Boston College to diswas dumb luck. Our lives were
cuss her experiencesand memories as recounted in her book / constantly in danger. Surviving
Promised 1 Would Tell, published the next hour was something we
looked forward to."
in 1993.
Weitz was 11 years oldwhen
Born in Krakow, Poland,
By Matt Scamardella

Weitz called the time she spent
in the ghetto and five Nazi concentration camps "six years of
darkness."
"lam forever shocked by
the unspeakable, unthinkable
horrors that were unprecedented
during the Holocaust," she said.
"As real as it was, it was like a
different universe."
In her book, Weitzrecounts
her memories of Nazi racism,
dehumanization,and mass murder stemming from her Holo-

«&?*

V

experiences. She discusses
a world where genocide was
committedwith scientific precision, directed at a race that was
condemned to torture and death
for no other reason thanbecause
it was Jewish.
A resident ofPeabody, MA,
Weitz turns to writing as an expressiveoutlet for her emotions.
"Poetry has helped me escape
within myself. It has helped me
cope with my emotions," she
said. Weitz's poetry parallels her

caust

What's
Cheryl up to?

experiencesas she deals with the
and the universal questions
of morality it raises.
In recent years, Weitz has

past

(

been active in Holocaust education and Jewish-Christian relations. She is committed to preserving the questions raised by
the Holocaust of obedience,racism, responsibility and justice
so that history will not repeat
itself.

See SURVIVOR, p. 28

She's trying to decide whether
to become a stockbroker or
work in Stockholm.
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12, Wed 2-3,Thurs 2-3. Interview:Tues 3^l,Wed 11-12,Thurs' 10?I I. Sign up Rm. 101.
?
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Dear Reader:
While most Boston College
students werewatching the Notre
Dame game on Saturday afternoon, some good newswas transpiring in Lowell, MA. at the
Tenth Annual Conference for
Campus Journalists. To our great
satisfaction, the culmination of
that conference saw The Heights
receive the award for College

Newspaper of the Year in the
non-daily category.
The conference is sponsored
by the New England Newspaper
Association, the New England
Collegiate Newspaper Association, College Business and Advertising Managers, and the
Academy of New England Jour-

editorial board for its rare mix of
talent, energy and professionalism. lam thrilled
but not at all
to learn that they
surprised
?

?

should becommendedforexcellence. I would also like to congratulate the 1994 board and my

Brian
D.
predecessor.
Mcßrearity, as this contest in-

cluded entries from their tenure.
Their strong work contributed
not only to this recognition, but
also to the development of the
current staff's abilities and creativity.
As a team, we have shared
the successes and failures associated with publishing a weekly
newspaper. The team I refer to,
however, is not merely a motley
assembly of photographers and
writers, editors and business
people. A major component of

nalists.
Entries submitted by The
Heights included the November our work is you, the reader. Your
14, 1994 issue (featuring coverweekly perusal of our pages is
age of BC vs. Syracuse, the inthe most valuable aspect of this
vestigation of a shooting near experience. Please continue to
Ignacio Hall, and the lecture de- read and let us know when the
livered by Rev. Dr. Benjamin F. work you have seen is less than
When the O'Neill Library first opened its doors, librarians and administrators hoped it Chavis, Jr.) and the May 1, 1995
what you would expect.
wouldbe a modernvariation on the traditionallibrary scene: tranquil, serene, conduciveto issue(featuring coverage of stuWhile this award is very
reading, studying and research. But as the decadeprogressed, O'Neill became more than dent center plans, FIST and DI- fulfilling indeed, it does not take
just a haven for students afflicted by pre-exam stress it soon became the main center for VERSE, and the development of the place of our sustained efforts
technology on campus. With the inception of InformationProcessing Support (IPS) in 1987, the AHANA council). Finally, to create and pursue superior
the October 10, 1995 issue was journalism. Your respect and
the functions of O'Neill Library changed drastically.
in
applicationpackincluded
is a far more valuOnerarely walks in the doorsof O'Neill thesedays with thesoleintention ofresearching age (thoughournot as an official your interest
In
weeks to come.
able
the
prize.
a project or going to a class. Many, if not most students go to O'Neill to work on a project entry); that issue covered the The Heights
will strive to deor complete an assignment at the O'Neill Computing Facility (OCF). The bustle of the OCF announcement of the new presiliver a product that builds upon
exists from the moment the door opens each morning and continues until closing time. dent, Parents' Weekend and a this acclaim.
Neither tranquil nor serene, tl.e OCF can easily be characterized as the home of mayhem. review of the R.E.M. concert.
In celebrating our success, I
Michael J. Hofman
Printers are backed up and waits are often lengthy for e-mail terminals, as well as the
would
like to thank the current
Editor-in-Chief
standard IBMs and Macintoshes.
The student body has always hoped that the OCF would be expanded, or that branch
facilities wouldbe opened elsewhere on campus. After all,if dormitoriesonLower Campus
can befilled with game rooms andworkout rooms, why can't a computer room find a home
in Hillsides or maybe in one of the Thomas Mores? The security of the equipment might be
one reason, but a few work-study positions could be created to monitor the appropriate
usage and safety of smaller computer facilities.
This concept maybe smallin scale, but it wouldfree up more of thatprecious OCF space
while adding someconvenience to the lives of many students. The dilemmaof an extensive
To the Editor:
the class of '96 is certainly no
computer center will remain, however, until the new studentcenter isconstructed. Plans for
more deserving of this opportuan expanded computing facility are in the works with the expectation that more computer
I am writing in response to nity than the class of '97. By
terminals will be available in the fall of 1997.
making this wise decision, the
letters appearing in previous ediAnother hope is that more undergraduate residents will purchase personal computers tions of The Heights that have ticket office has set a precedent
(at the BC Computer Store, of course) and use the BC networkfrom the privacy and comfort criticizedthe athletic department as to see that every student at BC
of their residence halls. While this Utopian vision is admirable, we suspect it will be some for allowing juniors to partici- will be able to have a chance at
time before each BC student is able (and motivated) to make such a large investment. The pate in the Notre Dame ticket attending the Notre Dame/BC
I understand game in Indiana once during their
technology maybe advancing, but in general, the majority of students do not use either the lottery this year.
attending this game would academic career.
that
OCF or their own computers for functions much more intricate than word processing. One
be a crowning moment for any
Athletics is a large part in
must wonderabout the sophisticated AGORA system BC has implemented this year.Do we BC
sports fan, and I also know virtually every students' day at
have the facilities to support the proper fruition of this program?And if not, what plans are that this is the final year for seBC and the greatest event in
in effect to ensure that we obtain such resources in the near future? The numbers are niors to witness.this game as Eagle sports is unquestionably
growing, but many computer-relatedtasks will stillbe required of students who areneither students at BC. However, it is the matchup with the Fighting
important to note that if tickets Irish. To limit the availability of
interested in personally owning such hardware or who are technophobic in nature.
The situation of students lagging behind these technological advances raises further were restricted to seniors only, tickets to only seniors would be
would never have theopinexcusable. BC makes as many
questions as to the educational component of the AGORA. The University cannot assume juniors
portunity to watch their Eagles mistakes as any other university,
that all students know how to take advantage of the new technology implemented on play firsthand at South Bend.
but this is not one of them. 1,
campus. The University has also dependedentirely too much upon the HELP desk to solve
I do not question the fact along with forty of my closest
even the most fundamental of computer difficulties. Perhaps the problems most students that.seniors should have priority friends, all of whom are juniors,
and faculty face with AGORA could be solved by preventitive measures suth as a basic in most events that involve the are lucky enough to have made
guide to BC computing manual. Professors could also preparepamphlets for theirstudents student body at BC, as they did the trip to South Bend this year.
ticket distribu- I have sympathy for those sefamiliarizing them with programs they are expected to use for the class instead of vague in the basketball
tion last week, but to exclude niors who did not win tickets
instructions with disclaimers stating to ask the HELP desk if problems arise. Have profesjuniors from this opportunity this fall, but I promise not to lose
sors been trained to utilize computers to both theirbenefit and the benefitoftheirstudents? would be a great injustice. For any sleep over it.
Apparently not, considering the confusing chain of command within the University when the juniorsand seniors, this year
tackling technological issues.
marks the only chance to go to
Matthew Noon
While BC has made great strides in advancing itself to a new level of information Notre Dame, and although older,
A&S '97
sophistication, this esteem cannot be granted until we implement a completely efficient
CORRECTION:
humanand technological chain of command. Different machines handling different tasks is
essential to this goal. Presently the University does not have sufficient servers to accommoIn the October 23, 1995, issue of The Heights, the article titled
date all the informationcoming into them. Print jobs, programs and applications, and the
"Skit calls attentionto sexual assault" contained a misquote. Erin'
internet are all funneling into the same server, which causes the VAX to become congested
Lawler, A&S '96, was quoted as saying that between five and
and print jobs to be delayed.
twenty percent-of rapes go unreported. In fact, the estimate is that
The number of students who do use the networkand OCF's services from their rooms
between five and twenty percent of rapes are reported. The
is increasing, but the accomplishment of freeing up terminalswithin theOCF is offsetby the
Heights regrets the error.
backlog of the new campus-wide printer queue. As more students have access to the
printing service offered by the OCF, more utilize this service. Unfortunately, there are only
two printers servicing all of the needs of the undergraduate community. While these
printers are of high quality, even they cannot quickly acclimate themselves to such a high
demand. The OCF needs more printers if it hopes to meet the needs of an expanded
usership.
A revolution takes time. Too much progress too quickly casts a blind eye toward the
problems of increased capacity and specialization. The situation resulting from the inadequacies of the OCF most dramatically illustrates this point.

BC needs not met by OCF
?

Junior defends

ND ticket lottery

Speak up this semester! Write
a letter to the editor and let
your voice be heard by the
University community.
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The Opinion Page

Forum on women's issues excluded men
To the Editor:

On Monday, October 23,
Boston College was the site of a
forum on Women's issues which
discussed solutions to the problems facing women today. The
forum excluded men from attending. I am deeply disappointed that we haven't learned
from our past errors.
Hasn't BC witnessed
enough divisiveness in the past
year? Hasn't this campus been
torn apart by racism, sexism, and
homophobia enough time for us
to learn? Shouldn't we all begin
working towards unity; unity
between all races, unity between
all religions, unity between all
sexual preferences, and unity
between the sexes? I am not saying that we don't have a long
way to go. Right now we have to
work harder than ever, but we
have to work together. Divisiveness is wrong, wherever and
whenever it occurs. And when
women are the ones preaching
exclusion, it is just as wrong as a
group composed solely of men.
I adamantly support all
groups on campus having a place
to go and meet. I support the
Women's Resource Center as a

needed and well-designed service provided to the BC community. I support LGBC, as a way
for people of varying sexual orientations to gather and support
each other. I believe strongly in
AHANA. I am disgusted that
BC has not directed more attention to the recruitment of
AHANA students. I support the
United Front as a worthy cause
that is trying to achieve racial
unity across the country and at

BC. I believe in D.I.V.E.R.S.E.
and all the goals it has realized
and all the reforms it is still try-

ing to achieve.

But all of those groups have
one thing in common. They are
open to all BC students. I, as a
white, Irish-Catholic male, can
enter the WRC. I was a member
of the BC delegation at last year's
march in Washington D.C. to
oppose violence against women.
I have attended a few of the
AHANA forums. I have attended
several D.I.V.E.R.S.E. meetings.
I could freely attend an LGBC
meeting. These groups are all
trying to achieve equality, and I
support them in their efforts. I
support them because they are
working with the BC commu-

nity in pursuit of their goals.
I oppose, however, the divisive Women's Forum. I oppose it
for the same reasons that I support AHANA, LGBC, the WRC,

radation of pornography, and the
unfair "glass ceiling" thatallows
companies to continue paying
women less for doing the same

work as men. But men have an
equal stake in the fair treatment

UnitedFront, andD.I.V.E.R.S.E.
The Women's Forum is exclusionary. The Women's Forum is
sexist. The Women's Forum is
divisive.The Women's Forum is
as wrong as a forum composed

of women.
Men need to band together with
women, so thatall of us can work
together for sexual equality. And

excluding men. simply because
they are men, is sexist. I support
the organizers of the Women's
March in their cause. I support
them in their efforts. But I cannot, and will not, support the
manner in which they are trying
to achieve their goal.

exclusively of men. The thought
of a group of men meeting, and
refusing to allow women to enter in the discourse is disgusting
to me. I am equally offended by
the thought of a women-only forum. Yes, women have the right
to gather. They need to unite to
find solutions to the pressing issues of domestic abuse, the deg-

J. Paul Secord
SOE '98

Writer supports Burmese movement
To the Editor:

Friday. October 27 was NationalStudentAction Day in sup-

port of the people in Burma. In
many ways Burma is the South

Africa of the 19905. Burma has
been under military rule since
1962, and in that time the government has violated the civil
and human rights of their citizens. In 1988, the Burmese military dictatorship murdered2000
pro-democracy demonstrators.
The StateLaw and Order Restoration Council (SLORC), the
governing military body of

Burma, took over the government on September 19, 1988.
In the face of worldwide
pressure the SLORC held free
elections in 1990. The National
League of Democracy won an
overwhelming 82% of the seats

and over 60% of the vote. The
SLORC refused to allow those
elected in the 1990 elections to
take up theirseats or form a government. They continue to rule
Burma, now named Myanmar,
through intimidation, fear, and
violence.
Since Burma has been cut
from foreign aid the SLORC is

The purpose of the National
Student Action Day and this letter is to make people aware of
the situation in Burma. Things
can only be changed once people
know there is a problem. There
is a problem here on the BC campus. One of the companies that

place the indigenous peoplewho
live there. Many other foreign
corporations also invest in

does business in Burma is
PepsiCo. Pepsi's business includes Frito-Lay, whose products are sold on the BC campus.
By boycotting Frito-Lay, BC
could make a powerful statement
in support of the Burmese democracy movement. It would
also send a potent message to
PepsiCo that BC will take action
against companies that support
the SLORC by doing business in

Burma. These investments pro-

Burma.

getting money by selling the
country's naturalresources. They
sold offshore drilling rights to
Texaco, and Unocoal is building
a pipeline through the Burmese
rainforest. This will destroy

Burma's last rainforest and dis-

vide the SLORC with political
legitimacy and the cash it needs
to stay in power.

Michael Wojkowski
A&S '96

BC football fan resents officer's actions
To the Editor:
I and about 15 of my friends
are season ticket holders to BC
Football and we also have a pass
to Shea Field to have a barbecue
and enjoy a drink before each
game.
This past weekend, there
was an incident close to where
my group was and I feel compelled to share it in the hope that
somthing like this does not hap-

pen anywhere, but especially
with my friends. I am usually
not a "boat rocker," but the actions of the police and other security people, in my opinion,
were reprehensible.
Let me preface this by stat-

ing that I spent three years working crowd.controlevents(where
alcohol was present) in conjunction with the Cambridge Police
Department, so I am not speaking out of ignorance. At the
Army game, the weather was
miserable and the game was even
worse which may have
compunded the impending problems.
My group (whose members
are ALL out of college and employed) was located neara group
of younger people when the
"youngsters"began sliding down
a nearby embankment. It seemed
so harmless that several members of my party, including me,
were readying ourselves to join

in the fun. Some police and
other security arrived to put an
end to the festivities and when
one of the "youngsters" questioned the police, he was immediately handcuffed. I and another gentleman were standing
about eight feet away and were

astonishedbecause neitherof us
heard any vulgarity or noticed
any threatening actions by the
"youngster." The next thing I
know, one of my friends was
surrounded by police. At this

point, there wereabout 15 police
officers and security people
around which seemed an excessive response for kids sliding
down a hill.
When I arrived and saw my
friend, I was told he was being
ejected from Shea Field for "using vulgarity in a dangerous situation." At this point, the police
were becoming a bit more hostile and I can understand their
point of view. . .to a point.
They were in the pouring
rain for hours, but 15 officers for
sliding down a hill and "using
vulgarity in a dangerous situation?" Next, another memberof
my party began writing down
the police's badge numbers,
something he is well within his
right to do. Suddenly, a police
officer was in my friend's face,
yelling "Do you really want my
fucking badgenumber?" and got
so close that they resembled a

baseball umpire and manager
squabbling over a close call.
Eventually, I separatedthem and
my group peacefully left Shea
First of all, "Do you really
want my fucking badge number"

sounds like "using vulgarity in a
dangerous situation" to me. In
my training in crowd control, I
was always told to use as much
restraint as possible; to solve the
problem rather than exacerbate
or incite the problem and that is
exactly what this officerdid. He
immediately jumped into my
friend's face and was almost

goading him into taking a swing.
Just because someone is wearing a uniform does not give him
or her the right to do that.
Secondly, I understand why
calling in extra man power is
necessary, butfor sliding down a
hill? Ifthat is the worse problem
your security has to worry about,
you have the best behaved tail
gaters 1 have ever been around.
Although my friend was correct
about disputing your tactics, he
should not have used the vulgarity he did and he admits to that.
But I suggest you hire security
with a thickerskin because lhave

seen dozensofcops calledmuch
worse, and I neversaw anyone
get ejected for it.

to

game.

I drive three and a halfhours

participate and I feel a bit
ripped off that my party was
ejected for a one word vulgarity.
Behavior your security and police exhibited, at least in this
instance, was improper and excessive. I hope my experience at
the upcoming Miami game
to

\u25a0

makes up for my disillusionment
at the Army game because I and
my groupof friends will gladly

forfeit our ticketsif we are treated
like common criminals.
Your security and police
have a tough job and, to borrow
a phrase, I have "walked a mile

in their shoes." But in this instance they made far more
trouble than they prevented and
such behavior will ultimately
lead to someone being injured.
For everyone's sake, I hope that
does not happen.

Your security has a tough
job but they cannot expect those
around them in a situation such

to the

remain silent. One

word vulgarity's should not constitute grounds for removal. If
so, I know of at least one member of the security team who
needs some discipline.
Finally, I and my friends
gladly pay your season ticket
prices and the parking fee on
Shea because it is a great time to
relax, be with your friends and
watch a major college football

Field.

Letters

The Heights is printed on
100%recycled paper.

as this

G. Cincotta
Season ticket holder

Editor Policy

Letters must be typed or submitted on disk by Thursdays at 5 pm.
To be considered for publication, letters must be 500 words or less, and
include the author's name, school, year of graduation,
and phone number (for verification purposes only).
The Editor reserves the right to reject, edit and condense all letters. The
letter's author, not The Heights, is responsible for all statements.

Ed Barnaby

On the

home front

I

knew something strange was
going on when I walkedinto
the Lodge andordereda steak
and cheese sub without having
to wait on line. But it wasn't
until I was the first person on the
print queue at the OCF that I
realized 1 had been walking
around campus for several hours
and not encountered another living soul.
Perhaps you, too, sensed
that campus was a little emptier
than usual this past weekend,

but couldn't quite put your finger on why. No offense, but you
really must live under a bigger
cinderblock than I do if you
missed the exodus of

pentateuchal proportions that
saw nearly a quarter of the undergraduate population embark
on a pilgrimage to
ofall places
?

Indiana for the latest installment in the annual jihad between
the Eagles and the Irish.
Perhaps the most dramatic
?

evidence of absence was on
Lower Campus ('Damn those
upperclass privileges,' rail the
freshmen). The Mods hadn't
been so quiet sincethe dayswhen
Lower Campus was still a reservoir, and you could count the
lighted windows in Hillsides on
three hands.
The clincher came when the
desk sergeant in Ignacio was actually relieved to see me. "Kind
of quiet out there," he mused
melancholically as he perused
my ID card. For some reason, all
I could think to say was, "Yeah.
Too quiet."
He eyed me suspiciously as
I turned the corner and mounted
the stairs.
Of course, I could probably
name three, nay, even four things
worse than having a 185-acre
campus and its facilities at one's
private disposal for a weekend
(this has potential as an interesting variation on that old Tom
Cruise movie, Risky Business).
Besides the obvious advantages
with regard to the dining halls
and getting a computer in
O'Neill, the Walsh cash machines were practically giving
money away for want of transactions, and I played racquetball
by myself for six consecutive
hours Friday evening without-a
single person claiming my court.
Perhaps Notre Dame could
host more events BC students
would pay money to attend.
Local commerce was not
spared the falloutfrom this drastic shift in demographics. Cab
drivers were cutting rates to vie
for fares, and Mary Ann's stock
dropped nine points overnight.
They couldn't lowerthe price of
beer any further without tailing
to clear their obviously high

overhead costs.
Now things are beginning
to return to normal as the prodigal eaglets return from their
cross-country sprees. And if you
world-weary travelers find my
perspective of Notre Dame
Weekend '95 a bit provincial and

mundane in comparison, tough
leprechauns! Don't expect me to
kill the fatted corned beef and
cabbage.:.
Really, I'm not bitteror anything, because no one actually at
the game got to see NBC's coverage of the Breeder'sCup. (Go.
Cigar!)
Besides, I'll have to put up
with your South Bend storiesand
inside jokes for the next three
months. The least you can do is
listen to mine.
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Neighborhood Center sponsors Health Week
October 24 to October 28, was

By Emily Tiberio
HEIGHTS STAFF

Adhering to the principle of
service it was founded upon, the
Boston College Neighborhood
Center once again, offered its
services to the local community,
this time in the form of a new
health care initiative. Health
Awareness Week provided
Allston/Brighton residents with
free immunizations, health
screenings. CPR training and dis-

cussions about health-relatedissues.
The event, which ran from

organized and sponsoredby BC,
in cooperation with a variety of
local organizations, including
Saint Elizabeth's Medical Center,

the Franciscan Children's

Hospital, the West End Boys and
Girls Club, the Allston/Brighton
Healthy Boston Coalition, and

the Boston College HEART Program.
Services were offered in local health centers, at the YMCA,

and via traveling vans.
According to Tim Burke,
assistant director of the BC
Neighborhood Center. Health

Student finds knife
while volunteering
outcry in the community and

By Matt Scamardella
HEIGHTS EDITOR

On Saturday, September 30,
during the Boston College
Neighborhood Center AllstonBrighton Service Day, a volunteer at Ringer Park on Allston
Street found a knife tucked in-

side a cardboard container
wedged between a rock and a
tree.

The knife was found less
than 35 yards away from the
stairs where the body of Orla
Benson, an Irish student, was
found in the early morning hours
of September 23. The AllstonBrighton Citizen Journal reported that Benson's body was
discovered with her throat cut
and her pants around her ankles.
Benson's murdercaused an

anti-violence advocates organized a candlelight vigil the following week. Ironically, the
knife was found close to a tree
planted in Benson's memory.
People who witnessed the
knife's discovery said it was "me-

dium-sized, about six inches,
with a wooden handle."
Boston police are still unsure whether theknife could have

been the weapon used in
Benson's murder last month.
An article published in an
October 19 issue of the Citizen
Journal, stated that the police at
District 14 called and spoke to

the students who were

at

the

scene, and told them that "they
were also looking for a purse,
passport and a silver sneaker,"
none of which have been found.

Awareness Week marks the
center's move in a new direction.
"This is the first event to
join the BC Neighborhood Center with other social agencies,"
Burke said. "It is a collaboration
using the resources we have, the
resources they have, and bringing students together to help the
community."

Students from Boston
College'sSchool of Nursing participated actively in several of
the week's events. They assisted
with intake responsibilities, administered immunizations and
performed blood pressure
screenings.
"This is part of [a nursing
student's] learning experience.
They are providing a service,
establishing contact with the lo-

.

cal community and receiving an
education all at once. Everyone
the community and the
wins
?

"The flyers not only let community members know about the
free services being offered during Health Awareness Week, but
also alerted people to the Neighborhood Center's existence,"
Burke said.
Although this cooperative
approach to Health Awareness
Week is only in its first year, the
Neighborhood Center looks forward to the event becoming an
annual occurrence.
"The week has been a wonderful success. We are getting
out to people who don't know
about us." Burke said. "We are
making contacts and developing
relationships that are important
for the future. We want to bring
awareness to the community, and
maybe we'llbe able to help save

students," Burke said
Burke also said that several
of the sponsoring groups have
held their own health and service events in the past, but lack
of publicity has traditionallykept
attendance low.
"By bringing the separate
events togetherfor oneweek, we
were better able to market our
services, and we were able to
create a better community focus
on health," Burke said.
The BC Neighborhood Centerenlistedstudents' help to publicize the event. Flyers weredistributed throughout the Allston/
Brighton area,with emphasison
areas targeted as high-risk for
various illnesses.

a life."

Former dean passes away
later, he was appointedrector of
Cheverus High School in Port-,
land, Maine, a post he held for
six years, until he became the
rector of Xavier High School in
Concord, MA.
In 1968, Foley's career focus changed. He undertook the
directorshipof religious retreats
for women in the United States,
Canada, England, Ireland, Italy
and Malta. He remained active
in conducting retreats until earlier this year.
Foley leaves a sister,
Catherine Cummiskey of
Belmont, Massachusetts, and a
brother, Edward Estero of
Florida and Cape Cod.

CHESTNUT HILL, MA -~ A in Oxford, England.
Foley's careerin education
funeralMass was celebratedlast
Tuesday, October 24, in Saint began as a teacher of English
Mary's Hall for the soul of Rev. andclassics at BC. He also served
JohnFoley, SJ, a formerdeanof as deanof admissionsand freshadmissions at Boston College men dean until the beginning of
and principal at BostonCollege WorldWar 11. He joinedthe Navy
the day afterthe Japaneseattack
High School.
Foleypassed away lastSat- on Pearl Harbor and served as a
urday, October 21, in Saint chaplain aboard the U.S.S.
George Africa, an attack transMary's Hall. He was 91.
Foley was born in port. He also served as chaplain
Motherwell,Scotland.He graduon the aircraft carrier Vella Gulf
ated from Boston College High in the Pacific.
Foley returned to Boston
School in 1923,and in that same
year he entered the Jesuit noviCollege in 1945, where he retiate in Lenox, MA. He earned a mained until 1951, when he bebachelor's degree in classical came principal of Boston Colstudies from Heythrop College lege High School. Four years
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BC extends Comm. Aye. bus route BC Briefs
By Rosemaryj
u
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HEIGHTS STAFF

Bread and Circus will soon
be seeing a lot more BC students
shopping their aisles. Last week.
University Housing altered the
Boston College bus route on
Commonwealth Avenue by extending it three-tenthsof a mile.
However, there havebeen nonew
buses added to the route.
The new route continues
past Chansky's down Commonwealth Avenue to Washington
Street, turning right onto Washington and then left in the parking lot of Bread and Circus
Wholefood Supermarkets. The
bus turns around in the parking

lotofBread and Circus, and then

goes back up Washington to

Commonwealth Avenue.
"It didn't dawn on us to use
[the parking lot] until now," said
Dean Boudreau, assistant director of operations in University
Housing.

Store Manager of Bread and
Circus Lynn Randall said,
"We've been really happy about

it. There have been no issues
with [non-student] customers."
Randall did receive a complaint from a woman who
claimed that the buses made traffic on Washington Street too con-

Sociologist Jackie Orr to speak
on "Panic Disorder"

gested.
The old route forced buses
to turn near Carriage Road, and

then stop on the corner of
Chiswick Street at the Bluestone
Bistro.
Prior to this year, the CommonwealthAvenue bus stopped
at Sutherland Road, near
Chansky's Super Market, turning left at that intersection to
cross Commonwealth Avenue
and head back to Main Campus.
Boudreau said, "It's going
to return service to Chansky's
Market, which tends to be one of
our popular bus stops on the
route, as well as give any students who live on campus the
additional convenience of shopping at a grocery store."
Irene Papadopoulos, A&S
'97, a commuter student who
uses the bus frequently, said, "At
first I didn't like [the new route]

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ELYSHA FIABONE

Changes to BC's Comm. Aye. bus route include a turn around
at the Bread and Circus parking lot on Washington St.
because it took longer, but Ithink
for the people who live up that
way it is a good idea. It's not fair
that they have to walk that far to
get the bus Somefriends ofmine

who live up there said that if
they knew the route would be
changed they wouldn't have

lived so far up Commonwealth
Avenue."
"I think [BC] should have
added more buses. At least that
way, it would have balanced the
waiting time, and you wouldn't
have to wait so long to catch the
bus," Papadopoulos said

.

Jackie Orr will perform "Panic
Diary: Performing Sickness,
Practicing Cure," a 50-minute
theatrical ethnography, on
Wednesday, November 1, at 7:30
p.m. in Devlin 008. Orr is a sociologist at the University of California, Berkeley. Her performance, based on recent fieldwork she conducted at the Anxiety Research Unit at Massachusetts General Hospital, examines
the cultural and political
economy of "Panic Disorder," a
disease affecting an estimated
three to five million people in
the U.S., 75% of whom are
women. Orr's lecture is sponsored by UGBC Women'sIssues
and the department of sociology.

Fulton Debating Society
reaches final round at Mary
Washington Debate Tournament
Bill Macey and Steve Bazyl,
A&S '96, lost to a George Washington University team in the
final round of the Mary Washington Debate Tournament, held

on

RECENTLY,
MORNINGSTAR CALLED
US CHEAP.
ITS NOT EVERTDAY
YOU GET A COMPLIMENT
LIKETHAT.
All

financial companies charge operating fees
and expenses some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expensesyou pay, the better.
That way more of your money goes where it should
towards building a comfortable future.
?

?

We make low expenses a high priority.
Because of our size and our exclusive focus on
needs of educational and research
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual funds
industries.'
In fact, Morningstar, Inc. one of the nation's
leading sources of, variable annuity and mutual fund
information says, "Size isn't a constraint;
it... enables CREF to realize a remarkable economy of
scale."2 According to Morningstar's data, CREF's
"minuscule" 0.31% average fund expense charge was
less than half that charged by comparable funds. 3
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges no fees
serving the

?

?

in

UGBC Drug and Alcohol
Awareness Council publishes
"The Guide to*Good Times in
Boston"
In an effort to serve BC students
seeking entertainment and ac-

tivities not focused on alcohol,
the UGBC Drug and Alcohol
Awareness Council has published an informational booklet
entitled "The Guide to Good
Times in Boston." The guide
contains the names, addresses,
phone numbers, and brief descriptions of coffee houses, restaurants, dance clubs, movietheaters, comedy andtheaterhouses,
museums, and more. It will be
distributed to all freshmen, arid
to

upperclassmen upon request.

For more information, contact
the UGBC Drug and Alcohol
Awareness Council at552-3490.
Meeting for undergraduate
majors in the department of
Romance languages
There will be a meeting for all
undergraduate majors in the department of Romance languages
and literatures on Tuesday, Nov.
2 from 4:30 to 6:00 p m. in the
Honors Library. For more information contact the Romance language department at 552-3820.

too

TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit.
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to
spend more on retirement, not on their retirement
company. Ifyou'd like to see how our approach can
help keep more of your money working for you, call
us at 1 800 842-2776 (8 a.m. to 11 p.m. ET,
weekdays). We'd consider it a compliment.

AIDS Dance-a-thonscheduled
for November 19

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. 3"
1. Standard d'Poor's lnsurancrßsuing Analysis, 1995; Upper Analytical Services, Inc., Lipptr-Dirtctor's AnalyticalData, 1995 (Quarterly). 2. Source: Morningstar, VariaiU AnnmliulLifl 4/
12/95. 3. Ofthe 2,358 variable annuity funds tracked by Morningstar, the average fund has annual expenses of0.78% plus an insurance expense of 1.24%. Source: Morningstar, Inc.,
for periods ending July 31, 1995. 4. Standard ej Poor'sInsuranceRating Analysis, 1995.

V

20-22

vidual honors as one'of the
tournament's best speakers.

aside from a very modest operating expense of 1/4 of
1% of annuity assets. Interest and dividends are
reported sifter all operating costs have been deducted.
Standard & Poor's calls TIAA's costs "exceptionally
low."
Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider
when you make an investment decision. While we're
committed to keeping our expenses down, we spare
nothing in trying to provide top-quality investment
choices, financial expertise, and personal service,
Because that can make a difference in the long run,

TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. CREF is a variable annuity and its returns are not guaranteed. The value of your investment
can go up or down, nomatter what expense levels are. CREF certificates are distributed by
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. For more complete information,
mcluding charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2773, extension 5509, for a prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you investor send money. Date offirst use: 7/95.

October

Fredericksburg, Virginia. The
pair defeated teams from Mary
Washington University, George
Washington University, Liberty
University, King's College, Old
Dominion University and Wake
Forest University before falling
to George Washington in a 2-1
decision. Macey received indi-

j

The AIDS Action Committee of
Massachusetts expects to raise
$550,000 for AIDS prevention
and care through the seventhannual AIDS Dance-a-thon at the
Hynes Convention Center on
November .19 from 6to 11 p.m.
The event will feature six different dance floors: Club Mix, Two
Stepping, Latin Beat, Ballroom,
Reggae, and Alternative. Participants are required to bring at
least $50 in pledge money because of spacerestraints. Pledge
sheets are available at Newbury
Comics, Tower Records,
Videosmith or by calling the
AIDS Action Danceline at 617-

-424-9255.
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"Surfing the Himalayas" renewed and refreshed
Pr
y
"D7 lovefor the purity of life in the mountains. Had I
had an instructor like Master Fwap I certainly would have won
even more World Cups!"
Julie Parisien, 1994-1995 Rookie of the Year & Second Overall,
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Women's Pro Ski Tour; Slalom Silver Medalist,
1993 World Championships; Olympian in 1992 & 1994

Whether you're surfing the internet or exploring the terrains of life...
you'll find this book to be an enlightening adventure.
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Dr. Frederick Lenz, Author

Available at your localbookstore from

SX MARTIN'S PRESS

vfAA)
AUDIO RENAISSANCE
?J\J\.J Books Tape
on

Visit our web site:
http://www.himalaya.com
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Marketplace

Stock of the Week

Electronic Arts Inc.
Symbol: ERTS
Price: 36 3/4
P/E: 45.94

Careers Technology JL Business
October 30, 1995

Wall Street BC Professor explores business on-line...again
Watch
By

strategies that they use." Cronin

Dennis Goett

HEIGHTS BUSINESS EDITOR

By Amanda Mayer
HEIGHTS ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

Johnson & Johnson began to
take moves to remove Cordis'
board only one day afterits bid
to take over the company. It is
unlikely that Cordis will remain independent. (10/23)
? According to a recent survey,
there has been a decrease in
corporate downsizing. Businesses are laying off less people
and creating nearly as many
new jobs as they shed. (10/23)
? Chrysler's auto repair bills
mayexceed industry standards
because its warranty-covered
costs have shot up 48 percent
in the past two years. (10/23)
? Intel will unveil new technology that will let PC users view
televisionprograms at the same
time as information on the
Internet. (10/23)
?The Food and Drug Administration has approved Summit
Technology's laser system for
?

correcting nearsightedness.
(10/23)
? John Sweeney of
the Service
Employees International appears to be victorious in the
AFL-CIO presidency vote.(10/
23)
? General Motors beat Ford
to
win a $ 1 billion-plus project in

China. The contract, to build
sedans in China, will targetChinese company fleets. (10/24)
? Canadianmarkets droppedbecause of the fear that Frenchspeaking Quebec voters would
seek a separationfromCanada.

(10/24)
?
Daimler-Benzhas plans to do
massive restructuring. It will
sell at leastthree German plants
and cut nearly 9,000 jobs.(10/

24)
?Philip A. Marineau, the president and chief operating of-

ficerof Quaker Oats, resigned
from the company. (10/24)
? Due to strength in chemical
operationsand therefining and

marketing

sector,

Mobil,

Exxon, Amoco and Shell all
had impressive third-quarter

earnings. (10/24)
?
MCI Communicationshad a
third-quarter loss of $240 million because of restructuring
charges. The carrier's revenue
increased by 13%. (10/24)
? Bond pricesrose which pulled
both stock prices and the dollar
higher. The Treasury's 30-year
bond climbed more than a
point. (10/25)

?American General'sstock fell
9.3% after it announced that its
consumer-loan unit is suffering from higher delinquency
rates than expected. (10/25)
?Afterseveral months, Melville
made a decision to concentrate
on theirdrugstores. Itwill spin
off its toy and footwear businesses and sell other operations. (10/25)
? Netscape had a surprising
third-quarter profit due to a
huge revenue gain. (10/25)
?
After Daiwa Bank's trading
scandal, Japanese banks are
now being forced to pay higher
rates to borrow money in global interbank markets. (10/25)

The Internet is
coming one of the
most

quickly be

continued.

reason for writing the book was
to deal .with the strategic issues

Managers of all kinds can
take advantage of the Internet.

success and failure when using a

thai make the difference between

that subscribe

to them. Cronin
then preceded to contact the companies and arrange interviews
with the managers that use the
service. This

important

was the raw
material that
was used to
write the book.
This book is
not the last one
that Cronin is
writing. She is
currently work-

tools in the business world today.
Its applications
and uses create a
variety ofopportunities for not
only the small

business community, but also for

ing

on

two

books. One is a
collection of
case studies
that has been
written by employees of companies that use

individuals and
large firms. One
problem that
many managers
are having is
adapting to the
changing world
of technologies,
but Mary Cronin,

the Internet that

she has edited,
and the second
is a book entitled Global

Carroll School of
Management
professor and author, has written
a second book in

Advantage.

This book will
HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/KEVIN P. BREEN
a series entitled Professor Mary Cronin shows off her latest book, Doing More Business on the Internet.
look at how in"Doing More
ternational
Business on the Internet."
from all different size companew medium like the Internet. companies are using the Internet
"Because so much has hapnies. In a sense the Internet is The book looksat different strat- and its services.
pened since I wrote the first quickly becoming the great egies that work best for compaNext semester Mary Cronin
book, it was necessary to look at equalizer. Smaller companies nies who are trying to integrate will be teaching a course that
how the World Wide Web has
can afford to do a lot more rethe web into their daily opera- every management student, and
expanded,"said Cronin. The fact searchand marketingthrough the tions," said Cronin. The Internet every student interested in the
Internet, should take. It is enof the matter is that about a year computer.
addresses issues thataddress top"It will also be a valuable ics such as marketing, customer titled "Business on the Internet:
ago companies and managers
that use the Internet were contool for management students support and research and develTools and Strategies for Elecsidered pioneers, now they are who are looking for jobs," said , opment.
tronic Commerce" (MC 274,
"I was able to write the book Mondays and Wednesdays at
just doing another part of the Cronin. The ability to use the
job.
Internet will be a valuable tool after a great deal of research," 3:00 p.m.). This course will cover
"Due to the expansion of for students as they try and go said Cronin. The first step was to a variety of topics that are at
contact some of the Internet caruses for managers, there has into the business world.
issue on a daily basis for managbeen a changing dynamic in the
"If I boil it down the main riers and get lists of businesses ers on the Internet.

Monster Board web site breaks down job search
By Stephanie Patafio
HEIGHTS EDITOR

The World Wide Web is expanding more quickly than the
ozone layer is getting depleted.
It is hard to believe that
some day in the near future we will be able to do

everything from banking
to grocery shopping right

-

fromthe comfort of your
home computer.
Now, thanks to the

company title, description and said. Having a resume in the dalocation is displayed.
tabase also allows companies
The next step is to e-mail continuous access to your reyour resume to the Monster sume. Guertin explainedthat emBoard or to complete the resume ployers will search the Monster
form that is provided at the web Board's resume databaseby skill

panics in their database.
The Monster Board is not
limited to careerinfo but includes
a section where students can
show off theircreative talents by
submitting photography or other
.creative works. There is
also a review staff which

"I see The Monster Board
growing from 5,000 to 50,000
jobs in a year."

wonders of the world
wide web and the web
site The Monster Board
finding a job just got a
lot easier. "The Monster
Board is a career site on the web site. The MonsterBoard will then
which allows you to search for e-mail, fax or mail the students
jobs in one of 60 disciplines lo- resume to the perspective emcated just about anywhere," exployer. "Your resume will get to
plained Tom Guertin. a copythe company instantly, of the next
writer for The Monster Board.
day," said Guertin.
Using the Monster Board to
There are numerous advansearch for a job is extremely tages of having a student's resimple. "The search engine does sume in the Monster Board's
the work for you," Guertin said. database. When the user enters
The user selects their field of his resume it is assigned a numinterest and desired location and ber and the student picks a secret
the search engine will produce a password which protects their
list of jobs that fit the users re- resume from other web surfers.
quirements. Once the job list is This allows a student to update
reduced to under 100 listings the his resume at anytime, Guertin

-Tom Guertin, Copywriter for The Monster Board
or location. The search engine
will search all the words in each
resume and call up all those that
match.
Guertin sees expansion and
growth in the Monster Board's
future. "I see The MonsterBoard
growing from 5.000 to 50.000
jobs in a year." said Guertin.
Along with their employment data base the Monster
Board has an entry-level job.
internship, and co-op job listing.

There are also MonsterFolio and
Monster Views, which are online information about the com-

"

reviews student bands,
Guertin explained. "The
Monster Board is wide
open to interpretation. It's
whatever you want to
make of it,' Guertin said.
The MonsterBoard got
its start in October of
1994.Guertin said. Since

.

then it has grown to include job listings for careers in marketing, journalism,
and engineering, to name a few.
Guertin recommends using the
Monster Board in conjunction
with your traditionaljob searching tools. "I wouldn't cut out
using the careercenter or searchingahe newspaper,"said Guertin.
"This is the way job searching will be done in the future."
explained Guertin. If you would
like to check out where job hunting is headed the Monster Board
pan be located on-line at their
address:
web
site
http:www.monster.com.
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Future Careers in Focus, students earn cash now in realty
By Stephanie Patafio
HEIGHTS EDITOR

While fellow Boston College students are getting stressed
out looking for apartments.
Loraine Cenedella. CSOM 97.
a real estate broker for East Coast
Realty, is renting them.
Cenedella explained being
a Realtor is not an easy job and is
often stressful. "I'm always busy
doing something." Cenedella
said. Some of Cenedella's many
responsibilities include setting
appointments, showing apartments, contacting landlords, collecting payments from clients
and typing leases, all of which
would be impossible without a
car.

Realty can be considered an
all-or-nothing time commitment.
"Missing a day of work can mean
missing a deal, " Cenedellasaid.
Really requires a lot of followup work. Once a Realtor has a
client, he or she will have to
show them numerous apartments
and work with them to close a
deal. Cenedella said. "You have

to put a lot of time into | renting
an apartment], and you have to

be on the ball because apartments
can come and go."
To succeed in the real estate
business, "you have to like to
interact with all different kinds
of people." Cenedella explained.
You need to be familiar with the
area and with the landlords, as

well.Cenedella said.
Another key to the real estate business is self motivation.

"You're paid totally on commission. A Realtor may even end up
taking a loss due to overhead
expenses, such as gas,"
Cenedella continued.
Since Cenedella deals with
a lot of college students, she has
found being a college student
herself has helped her meet the
needs of many of her clients.
Cenedellasaid. "Being a student
and a real estate agent has given
me an advantage, because 1 know
the market better and I went
through it myself last year."

HEIGHTS ASST. BUSINESS EDITOR

The finance department of
Boston College was founded by
Rev. John Collins. SJ. in 1949.
In the past 46 years. Father
Collins has worked in the department and helped countless
finance students with their postgraduate choices and careers.

Father Collins attended
Holy Cross for his undergraduate studies and continued his
education at the Wharton School
at the University of Pennsylvania where he received his MBA
in 1947.

When Father Collins first
came to BC. accounting and finance were combined in one department. FatherCollins saw the
need for a separation between
the departments and founded the
finance department with only 22
students.
During his years at BC. Father Collins has taught many

classes in the Carroll School of
Management. Although Father
is no longer teaching, he
still interacts with finance students. He spends time counseling senior finance majors on
post-graduate options.

Collins

Father Collins distributes
sample resumes and reviews par-

ticular resumes with a student.
Father Collins knows many
people in the financial world and
can help students with his contacts.

While growing up. Father

.of a help."

Cenedella feels her experience as a real estate agent will
help her later in life. "Being a
Realtor is a great experience, and
it's a lot of fun" Cenedella said.
Cenedella is considering a career in corporate finance, which
involves the renting of entire
buildings, and her work at East
Coast Realty has given her an
excellent understanding of the
real estate field.
Cenedella has been at East
Coast Realty since December of
1994. As well as helping Boston
College'juniors find apartments,

shehas assistedbusiness professionals and families.
Cenedella encourages students to find apartmenst now for
next September. Any one that
has any questions can leave a
message on her voice mail at
283-0102.

Chris Gaulin. CSOM '97.
one of Cenedella's former clients, said "It was helpful to have

Father "Employment"
By Amanda Mayer

a student as my real estate broker because she related to my
needs belter and could be more

Collins,had the opportunity

to

make many contacts in the financial world in New York City
and Boston. He had family who
worked in New York City.'became friends with many people
in the Wall Street area and helped
the greater New York club.
Father Collins enjoys giving advice and help to students.
"I was given a lot while I was
growing up. and 1 feel obligated
to give something back. 1 do this
by counseling undergraduates,"
said Father Collins.
Some former students who
Father Collins has counseled include Peter Lynch. Jim Cleary.
Jim Gannon. John Ward, Jose
Garcia and Aaron Ford. All have
been quite successful in their

careers.
Father Collins feels that
contacts and networking are im-

portant parts of finding a job. To
facilitate networking. Father
Collins has compiled a directory
of up to 4700 finance alumni
from BC. The directory includes
the alumni's name, profession,
address and phone number, and
it is broken into alphabetical,
class year and geographical listings. The directorieswere mailed
to finance alumni.
Father Collins is available
Monday through Friday in Fulton
324A from 9:00 to' 11:00 a.m.
and afternoons in St. Mary's Hall.

Many students have been to see
him this year already, bul Father
Collins will always be happy to
see more.

The next Marketplace
meeting is Monday at
5:15 in McElroy 113.
Have a Happy
Halloween!

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR/KEVIN P. BREEN

Loraine Cenedella is taking advantage of the cash opportunities while attending Boston College.

Stock of the Week
By Matt Markiewicz
HEIGHTS STAFF

When was thelast time you
playedhoops, tossed around the
ol' pigskin, and bulged theback
of the net with a blistering
slapshot, all in one day?
Chances are if you own a video
game entertainment system
such as Sega Genesis or Super
NES, it was not too long ago.
The proud maker of such
college procrastination devices
is none other than San Mateo's
own Electronic Arts, Inc.
Traded on the NASDAQ exchange(ERTS), EA is a middleagedrecreational softwareproducerthat has proven it can run
with the seasoned veterans.
When EA began to design
gamesfor SegaGenesis back in
1990, the 16-bit cartridge market was just ripe for their picking.
Theirrefreshing mix of re-

alism and sharp graphics sent
sales through the roof, as kids
ofall ages could not get enough
of the NHLPA Hockey and the
Lakers vs. Celtics basketball
cartridges. Each year EA keeps
rolling out updated versions of
theirsports titlesand are abk to
so by way of organized teams
coordinated by a producer.
Much like a movie,artists, writers, animators, sound engineers,
musicians, set designers, and
programmers all use their respective talents to quickly assemble a quality product.
Because 75% of its revenues are derived from video
cartridges, EA implemented a

strategy to release its core sports
franchise products, such as Madden '96 and FIFA Soccer '96,
during the holiday season. Electronic Arts is a firm that prides
itself in keeping pace with technology. Many of the same successful sports titles willbe available for the more advanced 32-bit game system like the Sony
Play Station and Sega Saturn.
Betting that 50% of their 1996
sales will be attributed to CDROM programs, EA is planning
to make half of its new releases
available to the CD-ROM user.
By dealing directly with retailers such as Toys 'R Us, Target,
and Wal-Mart, EA feels they can
keep on top of technological
changes and advertise them
faster.
Although it has only been
around for 13 years, EA has
employed veteran tactics needed
to survive in the ever-changing
technology sector. In 1992 they
bought Origin Systems, a Texas
software publisher, to solidify
their position in the states. EA
alsoknew that the area with the
most potential for growth was
eastern Asia, so in the same year
they formed a joint venture with
a unit of JVC (electronics) to
market EA products in Japan.
This past second quarter, fiscal
year ends March 31, revenue
growth in the South Asia Pacific
region increased 80% compared
to last year's second quarter. In
1994 another small software
company, Broderbund, had high
hopes of merging with EA (and
their internationalpresence) but
called off the deal after EA's

stock began to slide. The 52-week high was reached in midSeptember when the stock hit
42 1/4, but was at a low in the
past year of 15 3/8 in thebeginning of January. The widerange
of price, along with a Beta of
almost two, depicts the volatile
nature of Electronic Arts.
With an abnormally high
P/E hanging around 47, investors hope that EA has much
room for growth, maybe for
interactive products, and that
they will further strengthen
their market share. Compared
with competitors Activision
Inc., Nintendo Ltd., Acclaim
Entertainment,and Sega Enterprises, with P/E's of <0, 19,21,
and 40, respectively, it appears
EA is overvalued within the industry. After a swift dip last
year, EA is back on its feetand
has returnedclose to 75% in the
past year with a recent price of
38. This can be attributed to
brisk sales of EA sports cartridges and continuation of
popular titles. Electronic Arts
has never paid dividends but
they spend 15% of sales on research and development which
aim to bolster growth and refinementof products.A steadily
increasing cash flow, with the
exception of 1994, and the absence of any long-term debt
help solidify EA's financial
position. One of the questions
often asked of EA is how many
of those sports games can they
sell year-to-year until sales begin to slow? If you are in this
game, it might be time to get
out.
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Missing those "good old days" of Halloween
By Tom Masterman
HEIGHTS STAEE

I was jogging around the
Reservoir the other day in the
cool crisp air when I stepped in a
small pile of leaves. It was then
that I smelled that smell that
brought back so many memories
of my childhood: dog urine. Man.
that sucked when you jumped
into a big leafpile sprinkled with
that! Then, however. 1 smelled
that other smell: Halloween.
Maybe it was the leaves, maybe
it was the pumpkins... maybe it
was just the dog urine, but memories raced through my mind.
Things were different then.
When I think about what
most of us BC students will be
doing this Halloween night, I
feel sad. The only similarity between now and then is that we
still have to be careful not to get
sick.
Of course, now the danger
lies in the quick consumption of
15 Nattie Lights rather than 15
Butterfingers. Then, it was your
mother warning you that you'll
spoil your dinner. Now, it's your
roommate telling you not to lose
your lunch.

Times have changed.
What I wouldn't do to go
Trick-or-Treating again. I mean,

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTO/ MAIA MISURA

"Toto, we're not in Kansas anymore": Halloween just isn't the same when you're grown up.
I know there are opportunities neighbors all year round, except drops. Or worse, they might even
out there for me to take kids for Halloween. Even if theirolder have had the sheer audacity to
around and do it, but it wouldn't son ran over your dog earlier in dish out those pathetic plastic
be the same.
the week, they were the greatest spider rings!
What I wouldn'tdo to visit people on Earth that evening
Back then, if I got a couple
those houses back in my neighbecause they gave you TWQ of nickels or an apple, I would
borhood that gave out those King peanut buttercups insteadofone. have been disappointed, but I
What 1 wouldn't do to visit figured that these people might
Size bags of M&Ms, or the
double packs of Reese's Peanut even those cheap neighbors that have been trying to help me save
Butter Cups. These peoplecould had the nerve to give you fruit, up for a G.I. Joe action figure or
have been the worst, most cruel or pennies, or sugar-free cough that they cared for my dental

Procrastinating over a
plate of mozzarella sticks
and fried chicken fingers
By Brian Thomas
FOR THE HEIGHTS

Attention former Newton
Campus Residents. Do you actually miss the days of waking up
an hourbefore your class, just so
you could make it on time? Do
you cry over the loss of those
immaculate community bathrooms which you had to share
with 30 other people? Do you
really long for the 45-minute
waits behind Stuart Hall for that

bus that nevershowed up on time,
and when it finally did arrive,
the driver conveniently went on
his break? If you managed to
survive the housing lottery and
now live on Lower Campus, the

answer to these questions is probably NO. But, can you honestly
say that you don'tmiss anything
about Newton. Only a few of

health in some way.
Now, however, I realize
that, NO. these people didn't
care about me. They were just
lazy! They couldn't make it to
the store that day, so they ransacked the cushions of their sofa
for change to give to poor unsuspecting kids likeme.
What I wouldn't do to go
out there in my Superman outfit
that was three inches too long
so that I tripped on the cuffs
every two seconds. What I
wouldn't do to freeze my ass off
all night in the sub-zero weather,
with being chased by 'the
neighbor's dog (extra scary on
Halloween night) as my only
chance to warm up. What I
wouldn't do to have those nasty
snots drip down and get blown
all over my face through the
night as long as I could feel that
pride again in counting my
booty at the end of the evening
It will never be that way
again, and I've accepted it. But
as the leaves fall outside my
windowand the brightly lit jacko-lanterns flicker throughout
campus this Halloween night,
my mind might just wander a
bit, and I wouldn't be surprised
if I slip into my own little world
right before I
for a while
?

black out.

Voices from Notre Dame
memories
The beer...the Winnebago...the

When you compare the two, it is
very clear that Late Night is
vastly superior to Addie's. Here

are a few reasons why.
Variety of Food. The food
at Addie's can be good at times,
but the selection lacks any kind
of variety; it's just pizza or pasta.
Even the most indecisive of
people don't have trouble mak-

ing up their minds here. With the
variety so limited, you quickly
grow tired of the food. By the
second week of school, I- had
already sampled the entire menu.
Late Night, on the other hand,
excelled in variety. There was
always the usual assortment of
deli sandwiches, cheese steaks,
and grilled cheese, but every
night of the week featured a dif-

food. There was buffalo
wing night (my personal favorite) every Monday and mozzayou may be brave enough to adrella stick night every Wednesmit it, but deep down inside the day. The featured food was almajority of you probably miss ways good, but not always good
that one important aspect that for you, which is probably why
defined Newton Campus. That they served it only once a week.
thing is Stuart Dining Hall Late One sophomore girl stated it best
Night Food Services, or simply when she said. "1 really miss
"Late Night" to those who knew
Late Night, but my hips don't."
it best.
Overall Comfort. It is a very
The attraction to Late Night simple concept: you have to be
is difficult to explain, but it was comfortable whileyou eat so that
something that was very special you can fully enjoy the meal. At
Addie's, that can be difficult
to many residents of Newton. As
they relax on theircouch in their when you try tosit in the straightnew suite or apartment, sophoback wooden booths, v hich are
mores say they miss Late Night almost as comfortable as dorm
for many reasons, but in general lounge furniture. On the other
they miss Late Night because it side of the coin, comfort wasone
was so much better than Lower of Late Night's crowning atDining Hall's answer to a late
night dining experience,Addie's.
See LATE NIGHT, p. 15
ferent

Lack of sleep didn't stop these diehard BC fans from cheering on their team.

By John C. Sullivan

Thursday anddrove through the like Mary Ann's."
night, and we checked out
Kevin, A&S *96, said,
Niagara Falls at around 3 a.m., "Route 90 went on forever, but
OvercrowdedWinnebagos, but we couldn't see anything... I'm glad we came. The game
was cool even though we lost,
bad weather, and a 20-10 loss The driving wasn't too bad, bedid not dampen the spirits of cause we all had a lot of energy. and the ND stadiumis gigantic.
There werea lotofBC fans there.
gung ho BC fans who made the But Friday night was tight. Fiflong, long trek to South Bend. teen people-slept in an RV meant Their band madeours look like a
Although the ride there and the for eight. We were all pretty joke. People actually stayed after the game to watch them play.
tailgating may have overshadcranky in the morning."
owed the actual game, the weekOthers experienced extra ND fans are. different from BC
difficulty with their transporta- fans. They're a lot more quiet."
end will live on in drunkenreminiscing sessions for years to tion, but did not let this dampen
"Tailgating was a blast,"
come.
the party mood that BCers kept said Chris. "All the BC vans and
Here, some intrepid BC up throughout the weekend.
campers wereparkedtogether. It
travelers" describe how they
"Exceptfor abroken toilet, was a greatparty."
Despite the disappointing
came, saw, and survived 36 everything has gone fine," said
hours in an RV. Unfortunately, Stephanie, CSOM '97." I didn't end to the winning streak of the
their last names were forgotten go to SouthBendfreshman year, last two years, BCers have no
in the madness.
but it seems like so many people regrets at all about making the
When askedabout the week- were going thisyear. We went to trip. Chris summedup the genend, Chris, A&S '96, said, "It this bar called Bridget's on Frieral attitude:" Ididn'tevenhave
took us about 16hours to get to day night, andtherewereall these a ticket for thegame. I justcame
South Bend from BC. We left on BC people there. It was kind of to have a good time."
FOR THE HEIGHTS
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Deciphering wicked Bahston lingo
Best
Freshmen face off over hometown accents
Bets
for the
Week:
By Christopher Shore
I OR

THE HEIGHTS

Do you remember how of-

people made fun of your
"accent" freshman year? If you
grew up in a region other than

ten

*

Compiledby Heights Features editors

What: Amy Tan
Where: Boston Public Library
When: Thursday, November 2,6 p.m.
The author who gained
fame through The Joy Luck
Club and The Kitchen God's
Wife will sign and read from
her newest novel The Hundred Secret Senses. In this
latest work, Tan once again
focuses on the family, weaving an imaginative tale that
explores the hopes,, beliefs,

andfateofa close-knitgroup.
The reading will be held in
the Rabb Lecture Hall. Admission is free. For more information call 437-0700.
What: Flip Turtle
Where: Great Scott
When: Tuesday, Oct. 31
BC band Flip Turtle
headlines this Halloween
concert. Come in the most
creative costume you can
dream up! The party starts at
9 p.m. and runs until 2 a.m.
Of course, a valid ID is required, but if you find the
right costume, no one will
know that that isn't you on
thelicense.Cal 1566-9014for
more information.

the Mid-Atlantic or New England states, did you receive
looks of surprise and even disbelief after saying where you
were from? Did snotty
non-New Englanders
mock your use of the
letter /??

If you answered

'yes' to any of these,
then you definitely suffered from Freshman
Culture

Shock.

ter?" Hysterical laughter.
Now thoroughly embarrassed, it is time for thecornered
animal to lash back. "Where are
you from?"
"New Jersey." comes the

suspicious reply.
"Really? I hear you've.got
nice beachesthere. You just

to get used to the needles in your
feet and the little biohazard bags

will notice your unique accent
and rank on you accordingly.
The New Englander: never
use R as it was intended. Say
pahty, cah. lettuh. Don't be surprised if people from other regions give you strange looks.
Confuse themfurther by adding
R's at the ends of words: ideer.
propagander. arener, and sawr.
Replace very with wicked.

interior. I conducted a small survey to assess the range of this
geographic deficiency. The results were as follows:
Upon being asked where
Wisconsin was, one subject replied, "Like, next
to Montana?"
was
When asked what
state lies south of North
Dakota, another student
responded, "Uh, Ari?

"He was all, 'Let's get out of here,' and I
all, 'Okay,' and he was a11..."

?

still overridden by wildanimals.
There are no cities, just endless
miles of wilderness and plains.
In all seriousness, however,
it is evident that they actually
have no idea as to whatlies in the

Proper

During the first

Californianesefor clueless Easterners _ zona."Do youknow where
Yellowstone National
park is? "Nevada."

week of our college ex-

perience, you could walk into

any group of freshmen and,
chances were, they would be
ganging up onsome poor, unsuspecting individual with either a
thick Boston accent or someone
who had said he came from the
Midwest. In both cases, these
students were getting pretty
badly slammed.
The first question posed to
Midwesterners is. "So. what do
you do for fun out there? Go cow
tipping?", lo which the group
chuckles and the Midwesterner
gets mildly annoyed.
It goes a little further. "What
is it like to live on a farm? Do
you take
pigs into town for
the county fair?" More intense
laughter.
And the last straw. "Isn't it
strange to have only one set of
grandparents? I mean, aren't
maw and paw brother and sis-

floating in the water. Yeah, and
the whole northern half of the
state is a huge garbage dump for
New York City. And you're forgetting something: without my
hometown, there would never
have been any beer for you Easterners to drink." The cornered
student has redeemed himself.
Now everyone can shake
hands and be somewhat comfortable. It just takes that initial
degradation of one's home to

The Californian: aggravate
others by using hella in place of
wicked. In telling a story, forget
the function of the verb "to say."
Continually use all to replace it.
Example: "He was all, 'Let's get
out of here.'and I was all, 'Okay,'
and he was a11..."
The Southerner: never use
the pronoun you or anything remotely related to it. Use y'all
exclusively. Speak slowly to further irritate the fast-speaking

break the ice.
This is only the beginning,
though. The dimension of accents and uses of words has yet
to be explored.
Do you cringe at the word
wickedl When someone says
hella, do you wince? Do you
wish R was still used properly?
These are all common annoyances when it comes to accents.
Here's how to be sure people

Northerners.
The Midwesterner: speak in
a nasal voice and over-accentuate each vowel. Say your /Ts.
The last and perhaps the
most disappointing aspect of
Freshman Culture Shock is the
introduction of American geography to coastal inhabitants. Both
coasts are fully aware that the
otherexists.Apparently, though,
they think the central areas are

Oddest News Item

These answers are not, of
course, representative of everyone, but they wereclose enough
to indicate a general consensus.
Of 15 people asked, only two
had been to any majorcity in the
central states, and all of them
said they had "flown over them
on the way to California."
It is clear that there is a
certain shock that comes with
the package of the first-year experience. Whether you live in
New England or anywhere else,
there is someone near you who
will have no qualms about mocking you in some way, whether it
be where you lived, where you
were born, or the way you speak.
You name it, it's vulnerable.
Just keep that in mind the '
next time you share the name of
your hometown with another
person, it just might get thrown
back in your face.

of the Week

This item appeared in The New York Times on Sunday, October29.
Santa Cruz Cory McDonald, a professional clown who for the past six years has regularly put change into expired parking meters
in Santa Cruz, had the pleasure last week of seeing the entire city council don clown noses and change the law that prohibited this act.
McDonald, was found in violation of a law adopted years ago to keep parking areas free and to maintain revenue from parking
in other words, for free.
tickets. However. McDonald took his case to local lawyer Ben Rice, who took the case "pro Bozo"
\u25a0 Last week the city council dropped the citation and the fine, and, clown noses in place, repealed the law.
?

What: Halloween Costume

Party

Where: The Phoenix Landing, 512 Mass. Aye., Cambridge
When: Tuesday, Oct. 31
If you think you're too
old to gotrick-or-treating,but
still want to dress up, check
out Tuesday night's Halloween costume party at this new

bar and restaurant in Central
Square. There is no cover.
Call 576-6260.
What: Chris Isaak
Where: The Orpheum
When: Friday, Nov. 3

Best known for the

single "WickedGame" (after
which he virtually dropped
out of sight), Chris Isaak

brings more of his melodic
and melancholy pop to Boston this week. If you're not
burned out from all the partying you did on Halloween,
find out whatever became of
him at his show at the
Orpheum on Friday, with the.
Wallflowers opening up.
Ticketsrange from $21.50 to
$24.50..
What:Boston Music Awards
Where: The Orpheum
When: Thursday, Oct. 2
Whether you missed
Letters to Cleo at BC in September,or justwant to catch
them again, check out the
Boston Music Awards, which
alsofeatures Morphine,Paula
Cole, and Jennifer Trynin.
Tickets are pricey, ranging
from $22 to $50. For more
informationcall 482-0650.

?

Viewpoints.
Opinions from students on current issues.
By Hideki Azuma

Do you think that Notre Dame takes the

BC game seriously?
Kevin Johnson,
A&S 96
4

"Since my brother
goes there, and a lot
of my family went to
ND, we take it pretty
seriously. But, ND as
a whole thinks that
their big rival is USC.
That game gets more
attention there. The
students at ND tell me
that BC is pretty
much the same, except that BC is just
the place you go if you
did not get into ND."

John Korsac,
A&S '96
"I do not think that
they take it seriously.
We are just another
game
on
their
schedule. However, we
have beaten them in
the past two years, so
we are starting to get
respect. Lou Holtz
takes every game seriously, and that may
rub off on the players,
but not on the fans."
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Mentos addicts 'fess up to their dependence
By Charlie Murphy
FOR THE HEIGHTS

"Fresh goes better, with
Mentos fresh and full of life!"
Mentos. Simply a refreshing chewy candy known as "the
Freshmaker." or an addiction
sweeping the Boston College
campus? Many students have
realized that the latter can be
true.

"I was addicted to Mentos."

chewy substance over time,
hence the name "the chewy
mint" on Mentos packages.
Although Memos addicts
share the common bond of extremely frequent and mass consumption of the circularconfections, there are many different
opinions about the proper way
to consume them, as well as arguments over the best flavor
available.
"I've only eaten mint." ad-

Are Mentos addictions carried too far?
confessed Paul Bibbo. A&S '99. mittedCraig Youngren, A&S '99.
"1 know one guy who swears by
"I went through at least a pack
every other day, usually more.
the mint kind and goes through
I'm off now. but fora while I was about a pack a day at least. He
a maniac."
thinks Memos have to becooked.
Andrew Stone, A&S '99.
That is. warmed in his pocket for
agreed. "You definitely can get
at least an hourbefore eating. He
addicted to them. They're more also swears that they must be
than just a candy."
born out of the package. They
Mentos are small, elliptical have to be pushed out of the
opening of the pack. There can
candies which come in cylindrical packs of 14. offered in flabe no ripping."
This method is not shared
vors of mint, mixed fruit, cinnamon, spearmint, and strawberry.
by Bibbo.'who also swears exThe candy itself is hard when it
clusively by mint Mentos. but
is first placed in one's mouth,
likes to rip the pack so that the
but proceeds to dissolve into a
next Mento is always exposed.

"I always did it this way." he
commented.
This obsession with a small
candy seems ridiculous to many
people. "I don't understand the
fascination with them," stated
Eric Bator, A&S '99. "They
seem like just another candy to
me."
So what is this fascination
with Mentos all about?
"It's all about the dualism."
explained Youngren. "Mentos

guered person popping a Mentos
in order to triumph over the
things oppressing them in their
daily lives. In one case, it's a
broken high-heeled shoe: in another, it's a pesky security guard.

are the best of both worlds.
They're better than hard candy,
because you can chew them, and
they're also better than gum,
because they're always finished
before the flavor runs out."
"They're just so cool,"
claimed Bibbo. "The flavor, the
texture, the shape
they're the
best mint out there."
Most people know about

"I hate the commercials."
declared Bibbo. "They're so outdated and lame. They make me
not want to eat Mentos."
Youngren agreed. "I would
almost be embarrassed to eat
them because of the commer-

tributes. The chairs there actually reclined, which made it quite
easy to sit therefor several hours
without the slightest discomfort.
Throughout the year, many Newton residents managed to steal

the chairs to'replace the ones in

their rooms. If you managed to
sneak a chair out of Stuart, then
you can honestly attest to their

comfort.

Shape of the Trays. Though
this may bean insignificant comparison, the trays at Late Night
provided more convenience than
the trays at Addie's. Addie's has
the rectangular trays that work
fine, unless you have a big appetite and run out of tray space.
The trays at Late Night are an
unusual six-sided shape, which
provided significantly more
space. When bringing back food
for your lazy friends, you really
appreciate the size advantage.
Dessert. Perhaps the most
important part of any cafeteria is
the dessert selection. Addie's
puts up a strong fight here, with
the additionof Italian ices, complete with wooden spoon. This
childhood delight makes the trip
to Addie's worthwhile. Despite
this outstanding quality. Late
Night can still top Addie's. Late
Night, after all, has the frozen
yogurt machine. When the machine actually worked, you were
in for a frozen treat complete

with

sprinkles,

or jimmies, as

they are referred to by the few
and weird. Alyson Foley. SOE
'98. said. "1 really miss going to
Late Night for a study break and
getting the frozen yogurt."
In addition to fro-yo. Late
Night also had Jell-O. pudding,
and assorted prepackaged ice
cream, enough to keep even the
biggest dessert lovers happy.

Social Environment. This

is perhaps the comparison that,
once and for all, sets Late Night
a step above Addie's. While
Addie's is just a place to get
food. Late Night was a social
institutionfor many Newton residents. Irene Sarantas. A&S '98.
said, "Late Night was a complete waste of time. Eat. Talk.
Eat. People-watch. Eat. Laugh.
Get a big cup of fro-yo. Leave."
This is the routine that many
people followednight after night.
Carrie Sbrolla, A&S '98, who
holds the unofficial record for
longest time spent sitting at Late
Night (three and a half hours),
stated nostalgically, "Late Night

became an institution between
my friends and I. We spent every
night there, not for the food
except the mozzarellasticks on
Wednesdays but for the social
?

?

atmosphere."
Late Night was a place for
friends to meet. Alyson Foley
commented, "There is not so
much of a need to leave your

suite this year to socialize. You
go to Addie's more for the food
and not to see people " The so-

at the camera and grinning with
newfound happiness, while the
voice-over proclaims: "Mentos.
The Freshmaker."

captured perfectly that happy,
fresh feeling one gets from eating Mentos."
Yet there is still the problem of
addiction. Are Mentos dangerous?

HEIGHTS STAFF PHOTC7SUZY HARRINGTON
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Mentos through the ridiculously
campy and seemingly foreign
television ad campaign. The
commercials all play the same
silly theme song andhave a similar plot involving some belea-

Lodge late night 'in-Addie-quate'
Continued fromp. 13

All Mentos commercials
end with the fully refreshed person hoisting the pack of Mentos

any English until the very end.
It's a very international campaign. I'm a big fan of the commercials."
Youngren did admit that
"one addict 1 knew loved the
commercials. He thought they

cial environment that surrounded
Late Night provided people with
some of their best memories of
freshman year, but that quality
just can't be found in Addie's.
The only quality ofAddie's.
that is superior to Late Night is
the fact that it is open into the
early hours of the morning. This
is especially convenient when
you get the munchies after a
weekend night of liquid con-

sumption.
However, you can run into

problems if the calzone with ex-

doesn't sit
well with the fluid intake from
earlier in the evening. The dash
to the bathroom, down the twisting stairs, around the corner, and
past the security camera, can be
a difficult one. especially if your
center of balance is not at. its
best. More than a few people
have not made it in time and the
results have not been pretty. So I
guess in the long run. this quality., is not that great. At least at
tra sauce and cheese

Late Night, everyonewas able to
digest their food.
In the end. with a victory
almost as lopsided as a BC football game.Late Night comes out
as the winner, hands down.After
all. Late Night was a great experience that it missed by many.
So. I would urge all former Newton residents to go back as often
as possible, even if you do have
to deal with the freshmen. Maybe
I'll even see you there, if that
damn bus ever shows up.

You know you want to write for the coolest, Ray-Ray:
most fun section of The Heights. Just bring Thanks for coming
yourself and your ideas for witty, insightful through for me this
week. I owe you
stories about trends, activities, and quirky big?Late
Night
aspects of BC life to McElroy 113 on Monhere we come!
days at 4:30. Ask for Laura, Amy, or Tricia.
Love, Tricia

cials."

Freddy Caminos. A&S '99.
has a different and positive take
on the commercials. "I travel a
lot between North and South
America, and most commercials
here aren't understandabledown
there. But Mentos commercials
are understandable anywhere.
They're happy and don't speak

"No, I don't think so," said
Youngren. "I think they are definitely addictive and give theperson a happy feeling like a drug,

but it is an easy habit to break
and much less harmful than illegal drug use."
"You know it's getting out
of hand when you'realways buying them." stated Stone. "But
you can easily stop."
Mentos are definitely
freshmaking, but they are also
potentially addictive. For students at Boston College. Mentos
are certainly not just another
fresh, chewy candy.

Newton men discover
their "field of dreams"
By Charles Brumskine and
Ryan Driscoll
FOR

THE HEIGHTS

Every Sunday, the men of
Newton Campus bond together,
challenging their skills on the
football field. After watching
football all weekend, finally the
stress of the week builds up. and
it's theirturn to shine. They walk
onto the field without helmets,
pads, or any regard for personal
safety. There are no fans, television coverage, or cheerleaders.
There are no TV time-outs. All

the players. If I ever find them
off the field, they're dead."
Jim O'Brien, the quarter-

back for Keyes South 300. believes these friendly contests are
more than just games. "It personifies the struggles of man in a
small battlefield on which the
men of Newton Campus participate in a small scale war, where
men become men."
On any given Sunday, the
fields by the Quonset Hut are
covered by many individual
games. The shouts of "If only
Bledsoe could do that!" or "I'm

"It's

not the competition, it's thefun."
?Justin Cunningham on Newton Campus
football games

they have is the desire to win. As
Dave Campbell. A&S '99, says.

"I'm not

out

here on a scholar-

ship. I'm just out here for the
hits, the competition, and most
of all. to win."
These are the men who are
isolatedfrom the rest of the BC
community, but create theirown
special community in many
ways. One of these ways is the
football games. They gather in
groups from their dorms and
challenge others in the competi-

tive spirit. Close teammates,
football buddies, and good
friends are made.
"This is a chance for all
freshmen to make friends that
they will have for all their years
at BC." said Mike Walsh. A&S
'99.
However. Dan Finkle noted
these friendships, but
the rivalries, too. "1 feel Newton
football is a bonding experience,
even though 1 don't like some of
not only

trying out for the Eagles next
year!" ring throughout the campus.
After long hours of diving
catches, hard hits, deep passes.
and bruising runs, the game
ended when the darkness of the
evening forced the players to
limp home. They picked up the
torn remnants of their clothes,
their broken egos and broken
noses and hit the showers or the
infirmary.
The residents of Newton

have their "field of dreams" ev-

ery Sunday. Sure, the competition drives them, as does the
chance to meet theirfellow New-

ton Campus members, but the
pure fun drives them the most.
When Justin Cunningham
was asked how he felt about the
games, he came lo life. "It was
[he best thing! I had so much
fun. and I can't wait to play the
other dorms. It's not the competition, it's the fun."
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offer one of the most challengng and rewarding
careers ,n business for individuals who arebright, motivated, and energetic Learn
more about our exciting Executive Training
Program and talk with
recent BC alums TONIGHT at, our.
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Two Famous

Rhyme and Reason
Mike TySOn Fight On OUT 8 foot
Big Screen TV
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.bring your friends!

DtPAPTMENI MORES

Monday Night Football Madness
Budweiser Night with prizes & giveaways
\u25a0 1 .
10 c. buffalo wings all night
long
specials
cheap
and
food & beer

Grinning Lizards

Tonight.

We look forward to seeing yog

Live Bands
5 Nights A Week

Home ofAUston's Best Pint of Guiness"
I"The
Bass*CiderJack*Harpoon I.P.A.&Oktoberfest*Pete's*Sam's*Black Dog*
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Great Food-Great Beers

OpenDaily
ll:00am-2:00am

finest talent in retailing.
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BOOKS & MEDIA

COMES WITH 4 SLICES OF CHEESE, LETTUCE,
TOMATO, AND A TON OF FRIES!!

Filene's and May Department
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DAUGHTERS*

ONE POUND OF HAMBURGER!!
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Games expresses concern for welfare system
Continued from p. 1.

poor people, and people of color
blacks and Hispanics." Games
said this situationreflected "racism," and said that she believes
mosi of these people should be
in treatment centers rather than

out." she said. "All our lives are
affected by women who have
more children than they can afford. | We need to reevaluate our
priorities and] see the worth of
men and women."

prisons.

An audience member asked
Games what changed her life
around, and she responded that
there was not one "turning
point," but "more of a curve." It
was a "day-by-day" process, she
said, with her daughter and
mother always there to help and
give her courage. She also said
two-and-a-half years of therapy
helped get her life on track.
"When you have nothing,"
she said, "what do you have to

?

see myself." She said her own
heroineaddiction began as a way
to get the attentionof a man, and
it was her lack of self-love and
her desire for approval that led

We need to change our priorities, she said, because "the
men in power believe they are
only connected to the people they
associate with... One day they
will find they have created a jail

her to jail.
While in jail, Games met
other women like herself. Each

one had followed behind some
man. she said, unable to stand on
herown. She said it was in prison
thai she learned how much
womencan do for one another.
"Without children, men, or parents, we were forced to nurture
each other." she said.
Much of Games' lecture
focused on change. She spoke
about the mandatory drug sentencing for crack use.

for themselves."
Games also touched on the

"Who predominantly uses

this drug?" she asked. "Women.

welfare system, saying. "It is the
concern for money that propels
the change of the welfare system." She said women that have
too many children make bad decisions because they don't understand their own worth.
"We cannot just eradicate
the system and shut these women

retary at a newspaper, and

ficult. but necessary. "It's really
hard, but 1 think it's important

workshops and serves as an active member of the Speakers'

that the experienceoutweighs the

Bureau.
Weitz has taught at Salem
State College in Salem, Massachusetts.ln 1981, Weitz founded
theHolocaust Centerof theNorth
Shore Jewish Foundation.
Sponsors of Weitz's visit
include the Emerging Leader
Program, the Office of the Dean

lose?"
Games said her writing
helped her to become the person
she is today. She began as a sec-

Survivor to discuss her "six
years of darkness" in camps

.

Continued from p. 5
"A tragedy of such overwhelming dimension creates an
uncommon opportunity to explore, to question, to challenge,
and hopefully to learn." Weitz
says in the preface to / Promised
I Would Tell. Weitz believesthat
survivors have an obligation to
warn others, because she knows
that under the right conditions
"it can happen anywhere to any
people."
For Weitz. speaking about
her Holocaust experience is clif-

pain," Weitz said. "When I speak,
I don't sleep the night before and
the night after."
In 1979, Weitz became involved in the Facing History program, a teacher training and curriculum organization that provides services to teachers and
students for confronting issues
of racism, anti-Semitism and intolerance in 20th century history. Through the program, she
participates

in teacher

training

through the help of a minority
program for aspiring journalists,
started freelancing for different
newspapers. She eventually be-'

write a novel and continue with

came a features columnist for

her motivational speeches.
Games stressed to women
that"there is a power we all have
to take control of our lives. We

the Washington Post: where she
remains currently.
"Journalism gives a great
gift," she said. She said sheseeks
truth in her articles and tries to
bring a "voice" to all people in
the community.
Games said she hopes to
continue writing books, Her latest project, entitled Moments of
Grace, is what she calls "a spiritual book."She hopes one day to

must start small, questioning
ourselves and helping our
friends. Women need to find their
self-worth and do things for
themselves. Most importantly we
need to become involved in a
cause we believe in to make a
change."
According to Games, "We
can change our own lives... and
if every person did that, we could
change the world."

Happy B-day Brie and Pete!
Brie, Don't think you're getting away without posters.
?Chris and the CLF
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Earn $200 In Calcium Study

Women needed for apreliminary blood test for a study thatwill examine

for Student Development. UGBC
Lecture Series, and the Jewish
StudentsAssociation. Weitz will
speak tomorrow evening at seven

(located on the Green and Orange lines on the T)

in Fulton Hall, room 511.
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Nutrition Research Center on Aging
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genetic traits for developing osteoporosis,a bone disease which affectsprimarily Caucasian women. Iffound eligible, participants will eat a low calciurn diet at home for 21 days and stay at the Center for 24houis on the final ;lj|
day. Vegetarians and those taking birth control pills are not eligible. All par- "5
tiapants must be covered by a health insurance policy.
For further information call 617.556.3300 and request study #940. S|
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Semester break begins 24 hours after your last exam or 5:00 PM
on Wednesday, December 20, 1995, whichever comes first.
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ALL RESIDENTS MUST VACATE THEIR
RESIDENCE HALLS BY 5:00 PM ON
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 20,1995.
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Procter&Garnble latinoamero

REASONS LOCKS
* FOR SECURITY
WILL BE CHANGED ON ALL BUILDINGS,
INCLUDING THE MODS.
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"Un MurMo deOpoftunidades"

Only students with travel conflicts will be granted a one day
extension. Verification of travel arrangements must be submitted

.

2 dc novicmbre 1995 '
6:00 8:00 p.m.
Boston Sheraton Hotel and Towers
39 Dalton Street, Boston i '
COMMONWEALTH ROOM ;

-

with request.

RE-OPEN FOR THE
* BUILDINGS WILLON
SATURDAY,
SPRING SEMESTER
JANUARY 13,1996.

Ejecutivos dcProcter & Gamble

LatinoameYica hablaran dc

tvs

oportunidadespara ocupar posiciones
permanentes o realizar practicas dc

verano en nuestras subsidiarias dc
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia,

Edmond's hall, the Modulars, Voute Hall, 80 Commonwealth
Avenue, Ignacio Hall and Rubenstein Hall will be open for early
arrivals as of January 1, 1996. Students with special academic or
employment circumstances, may request to return to campus.
Verification of the circumstances is required.
To request an extension or early arrival status, please pick up an
Early arrival/ Late Departure Request Form in the Office of
University Housing. You may also call 552-4727 to request that a
form be mailed to you. All Early Arrival / Late Departure Request Forms and appropriate documentation must be submitted
to: Heather Turner Office of University Housing-Rubenstein Hall.

Guatemala, Mexico, Peril, Puerto
Rico y Venezuela. Ofrecemosla

poslbilidad dc una carrera en las areas
dc Mercadeo, Finanzas, Ingcnierfa,
Sistemas, Ventas y
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Melissa Madden
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Procter&Gamble
Latinoamericana

DEADLINES FOR REQUESTING AN
EXTENSION OR EARLY ARRIVAL STATUS IS:
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 1,1995.
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Interested in becoming an
RA. in 1996-1997?
attend an

to find out more:

Wednesday, November 1
Roncalli Hall
Main Lounge
7:00 p.m.

:

\

:

\

Thursday, November 2
Edmond's Hall
Main Lounge
7:00 p.m.

Sunday, November 12 in Cushing Auditorium at 9:00 p.m.

Monday, November 6
Walsh Hall
Bth Floor Lounge
7:00 p.m.

j

:

\

:

Thursday, November 7
70 St. Thomas More Drive
6th Floor Lounge
7:00 p.m.

Applications can be obtained in the Office of University Housing, Rubenstein Hall.
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Good beer. Better food. Best Prices.

Raw Bar, Mexican, Pastas,

Seafood, Salads, Sandwiches,
and Vegetarian Dishes
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brownle-Uke cookie
ItU * chunks of chocolate
**
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oatmeal cookie loaded with
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Monday-Sunday

From 11am to 12am
Saturday & Sunday Brunch
Served 11am to 3pm
Daily Lunch Specials Include
Soup and Sandwich Prices
fr m $ 2 -95 to $7.95

°

classic
*
,

chip cookie with
l*>lt**VJ'r.lt:lllL'itlll chunks ofchocolate
chocolate

$12/
7___D,
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®(617)731-8844

Pre© Delivery
-fr Open Sunday-Thursday
*7pm-Midnight
?fcVISA. MC. AMEX accepted
\u2605 Delivery Zoner^OT^gigr
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alu IMSLMMtatMS ImOlLJtilM butter cookie with crushed peanut butter
cups & chunks of chocolate
mini
liMil Quart of milk
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IC6 Cream "NY Sup.rludge Chunk
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Mini Chocolate Cookl* ? ChunkyMonksy ? Vanilla
«^-«
Heath
Bar ? Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough
Coffee
Chocolate Fudge Srownl* ? Heath Bar Crunch
Cherry Garcia ? Peanul Butter Cup
decorated with your
a delicious while Icing
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WE SHIP COOKIES ANYWHERE

Kf3»VJ

BREW & GRILLE

ORDERS:

''

VISA MC AMEX accepted
$4.00 FOR SHIPPING
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handling

:

356 Chestnut Hill Aye.
Across from the B.C. bus stop
566-1880
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OUART OF MILK

WITH ANY ORDER OF
LATE NIGHT COOKIES
(617) 731-8844
(a $2.00 value)
«as alwags free delivery
In our delivery zone
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Boston College Rental Specialist
Secure your housing needs for
September/96,

NOW!!!
We have the best selection of Apartments, Condos, and Houses.
We have the BEST DEALS FOR YOU.
Nobody can beat us!!!
Looking for a sublet or trying to sublet, call us...
We are proud of serving the students, Faculty and Staff of Boston College for eight years

1/2 MONTH FEE ONLY
WE ARE CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN CLEVELAND CIRCLE
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RECEIVE A FREE CD WITH PURCHASE OF ANY REGULAR-PRICE JEANS. Only at Gap, Chestnut Hill.
Offer good on adults jeansonly, while supplies last.
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This Week

in Sports:

Women's Soccer, p.22
Andrea Durko
Feature, p. 24
Field Hockey, p. 24
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Third time the charm for Fighting Irish
Marc Edwards,
ND get revenge
in 20-10 victory
By Matt Gelb
HEIGHTS asst. sports editor

As Mark Hartsell's final
pass floated incomplete and out
of the end zone, Notre Dame
fans finally had their chance to
storm the field following the 20-10 Fighting Irish victory. After
the Eagles of Boston College,
now 2-6, shocked the college
football world in 1993 with The
Kick and followed suit in '94
with a 30-11 drubbing, the Ireland Trophy fell into the hands
of Lou Holtz, as he and his
twelfth-ranked golden-domers
finally got their revenge. Two
ill-fated BC drives which ended
in interceptions, as well as the
bruising, Craig Heywardesque
running attack of ND's fullback
Marc Edwards, spelled trouble
for the seemingly born-again
Eagles, while the heart and motivation they put forth was not
quite enough to pull out a victory.

"We didn't win, but our football players played hard and
wanted it. They're very disappointed that they didn't get it,"
explained Head Coach Dan
Henning. "It's no secret that our
players and our school consider
this a big football game, and I
think they'll always consider it a
big football game, and they
played accordingly... Our team
was ready to play."

Down 17-10, Hartsell and

Omari Walker (#33) divesfor a first down on fourth and two, sustaining the Eagles' first scoring
later, Walker carried the ball two yards for the touchdown, tieing the score at 7-7.
the Eagles opened the fourth ing Dan McGuire's 41 -yard field ball from Hartsell, a 22-yard requarter at the Notre Dame 44goal, and the offense used that ception that was the key play of
up until third and
-yard line as a result of an 18 yard momentum to move the ball the drive
punt return from Kenyatta
down to the Irish 15. Steve seven from the 15, that is.
Watson. The defense had held Everson caught his third pass of Hartsell dropped back to pass,
the Irish to three and out followthe game on a beautifully thrown looked over the middle, hesitated, and finally let one go for
Dennis Harding inside the five.
The hesitation proved costly,
however, as ND linebackerTyron
Cobbins stepped in front off the
pass and picked off his third in
his last two games, crushing the
aspiring hopes of the Eagles and
turning the tide in favor of the
Irish.
Edwards and the gang proceeded to take9:41 off theclock,
an 18-play, 83-yard drive culminating in a 26-yard field goal
from Scott Cengia, leaving the
Eagles with a 10-point deficit
and 2:57 remaining in the game.
"I hate to tell you this," explained Holtz during the postgame press conference, "but
that's the way 1 like to see a team
sort of old fashioned."
play
The drive, which all but
killed the Eagles' hopefor a third
?

?

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN

Justice Smith returned to the starting line-up Saturday vs. Notre Dame andrushed for 97
yards on 25 carries.

straight victory in the Holy War,
was a microcosm of the entire
game. Edwards, who rushed for
36 yards on 12 carries throughout the drive, had a total of 28
carries for 167 yards. It was a
career high for the junior from
Norwood,Ohio, whoseprevious
high had been 97 yards back in
1993against Navy. The totalrepresented the largest on the ground
for Notre Dame since Lee Becton
ran for 177 against USC in '93.
"We felt this was the type of
defense that the fullback was
going to have a game [against] if
we were going to have one,"
Holtz commented.
Edwards began his trouncing of the Eagle defense (and I

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN
drive of the game. Two plays

do mean trouncing, getting at
least fouryards per carry on most
carries by simply barreling forward through oroverthe 1 me) by
amassing 28 yards on the ground
on threecarries and taking a short
pass over the middle and scampering 17 yards for the score.
"Yes, I was apprehensive,"
stated Henning, in reference to
Notre Dame's opening drive,
which consistedoffive plays and
70 yards in just over two minutes. "They were [in the end
zone] in five plays, and that
would make anybody apprehensive."
The Eagles moved the ball
well on theirensuing drive; however, on second and eight from
the Irish 20, Hartsell dropped
back for his firstpass of the game,
rolled right, hesitated, and threw
the ball into the arms of Irish
safety Laßon Moore.
"The one thing you can't
have no matter how much the
quarterback can hurt the other
team is you can't have him hurt
your team. On both of those interceptions he hesitated. He hesitated on the first one, and if he'd
thrown it on time, I think we
would have had a big play possibly into the end zone, and on the
second one he doubleclutched it
and threw it low, and it was
picked off," Henning recalled.
"I think he played better thanhe
has, and we'll stay with under
those conditions (15-25, 149
yards). I think we got a little
spark from him there in the second half."
Following Hartsell's first
pick, it seemed as if the game
was going to emulate the debacle at Alumni two Saturdays
See NOTRE DAME, p. 23
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Sports Shorts
Eagles overtake Irish 7-5
The men's ice hockey squad defeatedthe Irish of Notre Dame
on Friday night in what seemed to be a BC vs. ND weekend.
After fallingbehind I -0 in thefirst period, the Eagles were able
to tic the score early in the second when freshman Marty Reasoner
scored a short-handedunassisted goal.Within minutes, however,the
Eagles fellbehind 2-1, and 14 seconds laterfell behind 3-1 .Continuing the flurry of goals was BC's Brian Callahan, who scored two
goals in the second period to tic the score at 3-3.
ND took the lead late in the second, 4-3, on a power play goal.
The score remained the same until midway through the third, as BC
went on a run, scoring three goals in one minute and six seconds to
take a deciding 6-4lead.Senior co-captain David Hymovitz scored
the first two, assisted by Brendan Buckley on the first and co-captain
Don Chase on the second.Reasoner capped the flurry with another
unassisted goal of his own.Ken Hemenway added an insurance goal
a few minutes before. Notre Dame scored late in the third to make
the final 7-5.
Juniorstandout goalie Greg Taylor recorded 34 saves, while
Notre Dame'ssecond goalieof thegame, ForrestKarr, was barraged
by the visiting BC crowd with chants of "Run Forrest, Run!" after
allowing the Eagles' three mid-thirdperiod goals.

Cross Country at BIG EAST
The men'sand women's cross country teamsparticipatedin the
BIG EAST Championships this weekend at Van CortlandtPark in
Bronx, New York. The women finished fourth of 13 while the men
finished sixth of 13. Providence took first in both the men's and
women's races.
LeadingBC in the women'srace was sophomoreAngie Graham
in seventh place overall with a time of 17:48. Juniors Amy Lyman
and CarolinePimblett came in tenth and eighteenthoverall,respectively. Providence's Marie McMahon finished first at 17:04, while
two runners from Villanovafollowed at second and third.
BC senior Chris Georgules took sixth overall in themen's race
for the Eagles at 25:06. JuniorDarrenKeenan followed in 20thwhile
senior JohnWassenaar came in 35th.Mark Carrollfrom Providence
was first overall in the men's race at 24:30. Andy Downin from
Georgetown and David Healy from PC finished second and third
overall, respectively.

Water Polo finishes season
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SHAWN T. MEAD

After suffering a 3-1 loss to Notre Dame, ranked fifth nationally, in South Bend Friday night, the
women's soccer team crushed Loyola of Chicago 6-0. Earlier in the week, the Eagles lost to Brown 1-0 at ThayerAcademy, a game that was originally scheduled for Shea Field.
The women, who finished theirseason at 9-6, fell behind 2-0 beforeKiera McKeon score with less
thatn 4 minutes left in the first halfon an assist fromKara Nance. The Irish went on to score an insurance
goal in the second half to secure the victory.The Eagles could only mustertwo shots on goal, both from
McKeon. GoaltenderVal Daniel made 10 saves along the way.
The Eagles bounced back to close out their season with a 6-0 victory over Loyola. Goals were
scored by Jessica David, with an assist from April Parker, Diedre Byrnes, unassisted, Jen Kelley,
unassisted, and Parker, with an assistfrom Nance. Allison Davidnotched two goals; one unassited and
one with an assist from her twin sister, Jessica. Val Daniel made five saves on the day.
Pictured above with the ball is junior Kara Nance in action Tuesday afternoon against Brown. Jen
Kelley (#10) is looking on.

The Boston College water poloteam finsihed their season this
weekend, as they were unable to advance to the Eastern Championships. The Eagles began the North Division Playoffs in Cambridge
by suffering a humiliating 20-1 loss at thehands of Queen College.
BC came back in their next game to defeat MIT 14-6; however, the
Eagles then lost to Harvard in the final game of the year 11-8.
Leaading the team in this past weekend's tournament was senior
Marcus Williams, who recorded 12 quarters of play, four goals, one
two-point goal, two assists, five steals for a total of eight points.
Freshman Eric Malzone chipped in with 12 quarters played, two
goals, and eight steals.
The squad finished the season ranked sixth of ten teams in the
Eastern Water Polo Conference with an overall record of 7-14.

STILL AVAILABLE:
STUDENT HOGJKEY
TS.
SEASON TIC

Men's soccer continues success

IIRT
GET A FREE |
WITL VERY PI
OF SEASON TICKETS

The Boston College men's soccer team continued thiersuccess
Saturday afternoon, defeating BIGEAST foe West Virginia 4-0. The
win improved the Eagles' record to 9-4-1 overall and 7-1 in the
conference. Every victory is key as the BIG EAST Tournament

Ihase

approaches.

BC tooka commanding 3-0 leadinto thesecond halfwhere they
added a fourth goalbefore the game was through. Anthony Buckley,
Paul Keegan, Marius Lund, and Paul Johnston all scored for the
Eagles, while Buckley alsorecorded two assists and Keegan added
one of his own.
Marc Bala recorded his sixth shutout of the season while
making six saves.

/»

Eagles crush Loyola, fall to Irish
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COME WRITE FOR SPORTS
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Game #8: Notre Dame 20, Boston College 10

Bowl hopes disappear as Eagles fall to Irish
straight wins, for the squad to
win the BIG EAST Conference
outright, posing a confusing situation for the bowl coalition.
"What are they going to say
when we win four straight conference games and wind up sitting at home? Who are they going to send in our place?" questioned Pete Kendall.
In any discussion about
Notre Dame, questions usually

arise about conference affiliation, as the Irishremain as one of
the only independents left in
Division I football. When
Henning was asked about the
possibility of Notre Dame moving into the BIG EAST conference, Henning was skeptical. "I

don't think that'll happen as long
as Lou [Holtz] is here. It might
happen if there's a changeover
somewhere down the road.
They've got too many commitments along the way, as I understand it."
When questioned about
shots in the media. Henning replied. "If somebody took hits. I
didn't see any. I got some nasty

mail from alumni. That's disap-

pointing... We have to worry
about inside concerns. John
Wooden said, 'Let's worry about
our team and not their team,' and
Al Davis said, 'Never worry
about what somebody outside
said. They usually don't know
what they're talking about.'"

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN

Kiernan Speight (#34) wraps up Notre Dame tight end Pete Chryplewicz.
From NOTRE DAME, p. 21
ago. This time, however, the defense stepped it up after the Irish
had taken the ball down to the

Eagle 20. Notre Dame, giving
their work horse Edwards a rest
of sorts, looked to Randy Kinder
to keep up the pace. After a loss
of one on second down, Ron
Powlus droppedback to pass and
was sacked by Matt Haff. Lou

Holtz chose to go for it on fourth
and 16 and was stuffed when
Daryl Porter forced Powlus to

fumble, with Markell Blount
pouncing on the prize.
The Eagles proceeded on
what may have been their top
drive of the season, highlighted
by some nice passing from
Hartsell, a reverse from Watson,
and some great running from

drive culminated in a two yard
dive from Omari Walker. BC
converted three third downsand
one fourth down along the way
to tic the score at 7-7 in the

second quarter.
After falling behind 10-7 at
the half, the Eagles opened the
third quarter with the ball. A
delay of game penalty and a
costly timeout led to a 49-yard
field goal attempt from Dan
McGuire which had plenty of
distance but sailed wideleft. The

Irish came right back on the ensuing drive to go ahead 17-7 on
a two yard touchdown run from
Edwards. Although the Eagles
were able to come back with the
41 -yard field goal from McGuire,
another costly timeout was used
prior to the failed third-and-two

Justice Smith, whoreturned from

which preceded the kick. Once
again, Hartsell showed flashes

his ailing knee injury to rush for
97 yards. The 16 play, 77-yard

of brilliance, as he completed
four of five on the drive for 55

yards.

Holtz commented, "We
knew this thing was going to go
downto the wire... I thought Dan
Henning had [his team] ready...
It was a good win against an

emotional defense."
Summing up the team'sperformance, Henning addressed the
team's ability to keep their spirit
and intensity level up for the rest
of the season. "Well, I think We'll
play hard no matter who we play
against. Obviously we have to
be able to score more points and
not make the errors down there
that kept us from scoring points
today."

Although the Eagles were
statistically eliminated from a
bowl bid (requirements of at least
six wins and arecord above .500).
it is still possible, with four

HEIGHTS PHOTO EDITOR / KEVIN P. BREEN

Daryl Porter snags Ron Powlus from behind and causes a
fumble in the first quarter. Markell Blount recovered the ball.

Owls look for second BIG EAST win at BC
By Azim Nakhooda
HEIGHTS STAFF

The good news is that the
famous alumni of our next

most

opponent is comedian Bill
Cosby. The bad news is that he's
not as funny as our offense, wish-

bone run defense, or play-calling.

The good news is that we
really should win this game. The
bad news is that we've said that
aboutseveral teams on the schedule already and wound up los-

ing. In any case, BC's mathematical bowl chances have been
eliminated; however, if we win
each of our remaining four
games, we will win the BIG
EAST and be stuck at home.
The Owls are certainly a
beatable team, but they are
young, improving, and hungry.
They return 40 lettermen from
last year, including starters at
skill positions and in each defensive group. Coach Ron
Dickerson's rebuilding program
at Temple is in its third year, and
he has managed to instill enthusiasm, if not overwhelming skill
in his players.
Leading the charge for the
Owls will be three players whom
Temple is touting as All-Ameri-

can candidates: seniorlinebacker
Lance Johnstone (6-4, 242), senior guard John Summerday (62, 290), and quarterback Henry
Burris (6-1, 198). Johnstone is a
swarming presence around the
ball, placing among the league
leaders in fumbles recovered,
fumbles caused, and tackles. He
is one of the prime reasons that
the Owls led the BIG EAST with
a plus .82 turnover ratio last season. This fact could be especially potent to the turnoverprone Eagles on Saturday. In fact,

Temple's Ashermond Singleton (#94) celebrates with Robert McWilliams after a blocked punt.

the entire linebackingcore is the
strength of the defense, since
juniorAlshermond Singleton and
Alabama transfer Willie Brown

are formidable, as well.
The defensive line, however, is a concern for the Owls
andcould prove to be vulnerable
if Justice Smith and company
can establish a ground game
early. Good trap-blocking especially could exploit the inexperienced front four and lead to
some easy offensefor the Eagles.
Offensively, Burris is
clearly the man for Temple. Already among the career leaders
in most school passing categories, Burris' 1995 effort is aided
by some talent around him His
offensive line boasts four returning starters who haveplayed as a
unit for most of their careers.
The running backs are an untested corps, led by two tailbacks,
Juan Gaddy and Danny Davis.
The receivers, on the other hand,
are a talented group with experience. Marc Baxter and Tim Israel are fifth-year seniors who
work very well with Burris and
could severely test the depleted
Eagle secondary.
The Eagles will go into
Saturday's game with a 2-6
record and will be looking to end
their three game losing streak.
Perhaps more importantly, it's a
game we should win and need to
win for respect. The Owls, however, will be looking for their
second BIG EAST victory ever
after defeating Pittsburgh earlier this season.
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Boston College Field Hockey Ranked #12
Eagles defeat UNH 2-0, move winning streak to 8
hands deeply snugged into their
pockets of their fleece jackets,
warmth radiated through the stadium. It wasn't some technologically advanced heating system
that Boston College installed to
keep the fans warm. Instead, it
was the BC field hockey team,

By Leanne Smith
FOR THE HEIGHTS

If you were cold the night of
October25.it was probably because first you forgot to watch
the weather channel before you
left your room. It would have
informed you that it was going
be 70 degreesduring the day and
then plummet to below 32 degrees at night. Remember, this is
New England, where weather
ranges from tropical to arctic in
a single day.
Second, you must not have
been aware of the heat wave
which hit only Alumni Stadium.
Even though Alumni's aluminum
seats may have been ice cold,
and the fans may have had their

.

which, of late, has been on fire.
The Eagles haveburned past their
last sevenopponents, and as wild
fire travels quickly, so have the
Eagles, up the rankings that is.
Presently they are seated #12 on

the national poll.
It seems as if the Eagles

have forgotten how to lose, because they haven't lost a game
since September. BC persisted
in this memory loss on Wednesday night, as they made Univer-

sity of New Hampshire wish they,
too, could forget about losing.

This initiated Boston
College's rush, as they soon got
a penalty corner. The Eagles hit
the ball with some force, but the
goalie dove and captured the ball
as if it were her prey. However,
fire doesn't let up very easily
and neither do the Eagles. Seconds later.BC was setting up for
anotherpenalty corner. This time
the clever Eagles decided to tantalize the Wildcats. BC passed
the ball out for a shot, but instead the whole UNH team
jumped as a fake shot turned to a
pass to freshman Alexi Siglin.
Siglin shot a bullet which slipped
through the claws of the goalie
making it 1 -0. No longer did the

BC defeated UNH 2-0.
In the first 10 minutes of the
first half, BC did not seem to
display itsusual fiery spirit. They
did not seem to be attuned to the
game at hand. During this time,
the UNH Wildcats capitalized
by using their good stick work to
put pressure on the BC defense.
However, the Boston College
defense, lead by Nicole Statua
and Robiri Rozycki, did not let
the Wildcatsromp through their
part of the jungle for too long.
BC's defense ignited the whole
team. BC senior Rozycki took
the ball away from one of the
UNH forwards and then stormed
the whole length of the field.

Wildcats seem that wild.

In the second half, BC con-

tinuedwhere they letoff? cruising by the Wildcats. The Eagles
did not evenallow the scoreboard
time to rest, as Gabrielle Bieg
scored within the first two minutes. For the next 30 minutes,
the Eagles played incredibly. In
theback field, Siglin. who scored
earlier, was making her contribution to the defense, assuring
that the Wildcats would not
score. Boston College's goalie,
Sarah Egnaczyk. did her part by
making a couple of gravity-defying saves herself.
Oh, by the way, did I say
that BC soared by seven competitors in a merciless "winning
streak? I'm sorry, that's a mistake...
Make it eight.

Rozycki, Eagles look to BIG EAST Tourney at BC
By Carrie Sbrolla
HEIGHTS STAFF

With a season record of 12
wins and six losses, the women's
field hockey team looks ahead to
this weekend's BIG EAST
Championship with an optimistic attitude. Although the team
suffered a disappointing 2-0 loss
to Rutgers on Saturday, thus
breaking their eight-game wiiv
ning streak, their spirits are high
in anticipation of the tournament.

"Honestly, we just didn't
play well on Saturday," said senior co-captain/mid fielder
Robin Rozycki. "Rutgers had to
play well, because if they didn't
win. their making it into the tournament would have depended
on a coin toss. They just had a
littlebit more incentive than we
did. because we already knew
that we had made it. We always
seemed to be one step behind
them throughout the entire
game."

Durko number one
By Mike McKenna
HEIGHTS EDITOR

It was only last year when
the Boston College Eagles field
hockey team captured the BIG
EAST Championship and went
on to reach the Eli.te Eight of the
NCAATournament. As that team
was captained by several seniors,
the faces of the leaders on this

year's squad have changed. Players have been asked to take their

game to another level and have

responded. Evidence of this is
the play of sophomore Andrea

Durko, who has established herself as the team's most dominant
offensive player. In fact, at
week's end, she rested atop the
BIG EAST in scoring.
Through 17 games this season, Durko has netted 13 goals,
which accounts for almost half
of the team's total output. Starring on the Eagles' first line, she
has been an integral part of the
team'srecent success. Rebounding from a 4-5 start, the Eagles
are riding an eight-game winning streak into the final two
games of the regular season. A
torrid pace like this could very
well bring their second confer-

remember I was at a tournament
and I drove by here and I was
like 'Oh. I love this school.' I
decided early that I wanted to
comehere, so Ireally didn'tlook
at any other schools."
Durko came into Boston
College last year as a freshman
playing behind the core of seniors which led the squad. She
feels that they taught her a lot
about the game and this has
helped her take over in their ab-

But Rozycki also stressed
that the game.against Rutgers
hadn't been a disappointment in
every department. Senior co-captain/goalkeeper Sarah Egnaczyk
was credited with 11 saves,
which Rozycki praised. "Sarah,
our goalie, has been doing extremely well this season," she
commented. "She's one of the
best goalies in the country. The
loss on Saturday certainly wasn't
her fault, we were just completely flat as a team."

The squad was scheduled to
face off against Cornell on Sunday, but the game was canceled
due to Cornell's Saturday game
against a conference team having also been canceled and rescheduled for Sunday. This
proved to be anotherdisappointment for the team, which now
heads into the BIG EAST Tournament immediately after a loss.
"I'm upset that the Sunday
game against Cornell was canceled, because we felt as though

?

we really had a shot to win," said
Rozycki. "Ending our season
with a win could have put us in
really high spirits forthe tourna-

But our first tournament
is against Rutgers again,
so now we have the whole idea
of revenge in our heads."
ment.

game

But the Eagles don't have to
on revenge going
into the tournariient. They are
currently ranked at 12th in the
nation and are seeded thirdin the
tournament. Rozycki is especially optimistic abouther team's
impending tournament play.
"We're really looking forward to the BIG EAST Tournament this week-end," she stated.
"It'll be tough, but we have a
good shot to win the whole thing.
Now that we lost to Rutgers,
we'reall looking forward to that
game. Butourbiggestopponents
are still probably UConn and
Syracuse."
Syracuse is seeded first in
the tournament, and remains the
count entirely

Eagles' lone BIG EAST loss,

other than the

recent

loss

to

Rutgers in regular season play.
The team's 1-0 win against
UConn in Connecticut was probably the high point of their season. "We' ye had an amazing season," said Rozycki. "We had a
great year last year, too, and some
people thought it was a fluke. I
think we've proved that, even
though we're a young team, we
have talent.There's even a huge
possibility that we could make
the NCAA's this year."
The Eagles are a young
team. Other than Rozycki. there
are only two seniors. The team's
leading scorer, Andrea Durko, is
a sophomore. The future is very
bright for the women's field
hockey team.
Boston College wiri be hosting the BIG EAST field hockey
tournament this weekend, November 4 and 5. The Eagles'
first game is on Saturday against
Rutgers.

sence.

"I think I used last year as a
learning experience," commented Durko. "This year we all
had to step up and go out there
and put the ball in the goal."
Head Coach Sherren
Granese echoes the comments
of her sensational forward. She
agrees that Andrea has indeed
taken what she learned last year
and applied it to her game this
year.
"She has definitely stepped
it up. She has become someone
who the team looks to in order to

on offense."
Granese believes that
Andrea's belief in herself as a
player has strengthened significantly. This year, she has the will
ence title.
to go out there and make the big
"I think our forward line play. As a result, all spectators of
has really come together this BC field hockey are becoming
year," said Durko. "We have all eyewitnesses of her talent.
new people and we're all going
"I think the biggest differto be back next year. So we reence in her game this year is that
ally have time to work together she is so much more confident,"
and improve."
declaredGranese."This year, she
Hailing from Briarcliff is creating opportunities out there
Manor, New York, Andrea beon the field and finishing them.
gan playing field hockey in sevShe's just extremely fast and
enth grade. She was only followquick."
ing in the footsteps of her two
Unlike last year, the BC field
older sisters who had made the hockey team* will not be dismansport apart of their lives as well. tling after this year's season.
Becoming one of the most reMany players are returning and
nowned players locally gained
her the attention of recruiters,
but she only gave her attention
to one of them.
"Boston College was oneof
the first schools that really contacted me," Andrea affirmed. "I

create things

will continue to grow at their

positions. If the team can win
the conference titlethis year, then
NCAA's will again
be awaiting them. Andrea Durko
will be learning no more. This
time around, she'll be teaching.
a trip to the
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BC sophomore Andrea Durko leads the BIG EAST in goals scored as the Eagles take their
national ranking (12) and number three seed into the BIG EAST Tournament this weekend.
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Contemporary Theater's Godspell a success
By JENNIFER BECKER
For The Heights

Tucked away in Gasson Hall, far
from the bright lights of Robsham Theater, the ContemporaryTheater ofBoston
College staged a mesmerizing performance of Godspell. This musical, with its
witty allusions to modern society and
exquisite odes to understanding among
all peoples, tells the tale of Jesus Christ in

The cast of Godspell performed timeless themes while adding modern twists.

Godspell is peppered with references to
Groucho Marx, Monopoly, and even
"Family Feud" as it portrays Jesus' attempts to teach patience and love to his
imperfect followers.As a result, theplay's
dialogue is laden with humor as it works
towards its inevitably tragic end.
The extraordinary acting of this ensemble from their amazing vocals to
their ability to interact with their audiguaranteed a night of laughter
ence
and tears. Michael Ferrera, with his gentle
mannerisms and magnetic personality,
tackled the daunting role of Jesus and
masterfully revealed His feelings of love
and concern for His followers. Chris
Capobianco, in an ironic bit of casting,
portrayed John the Baptist at the commencement, and ends by playing Judas.
In these and the other assorted roles, he
proved himself a fine actor and even able
to dance. Michelle Miller's remarkable
range and deadpan wit, as well as
Susannah Kilmer's clear soprano, also
deserve recognition. All of the performers involved in this play, which requires
each actor to jugglemany roles during a
single performance, were outstanding.
The stage property consisted of three
black boxes which served as an altar, a
judicial bench, and Jesus'cross. The costumes were equally minimalist, consisting of black shirts which were torn off to
reveal bright ones. This lack of emphasis
on the spectacle of the play served to
heighten the audience's awareness of the
characters' actions and dilemmas.
The Contemporary Thgater's production of Godspell was a truly enchanting
?

?

a vivid manner which breathes new life
into the Gospel of St. Matthew.
Directed by Wendy A. Gordon, the
10 members of the troupe represent ordinary inhabitants of Jerusalem who heed
the advice of Jesus. Through its extensive
use of parables, the play reveals theweakness of human nature and the grace of
Christ. Yet, not once is the musical a dull
sermon. Rather, the teachings are presented in an irreverent way which incorporates current slang and multiculturalism
into the dialoguewith ease.
The music, alternatingbetween contemplativeand buoyant, captures the spirit
of the play. Fortunately, the members of
the Contemporary Theater possess voices
which do justice to Stephen Schwartz'
score. The majority of the songs are arranged so that a soloist gives way to the
entire ensemble. Thus, while the harsh
acoustics of the setting sometimes
drownedout individual voices, the cast in
unison belted out the tunes quite strongly.
While all of the cast members were
skilledat conveying theiremotions musically, they also did a bravura turn at interacting with the audience. Since the seating encircled the small performing area, event. This is most likely due to their
everyone had a perfect view of the action intelligent handling of its subject matter,
and an equal chance of being roped into as well as the timeliness of the play's
the dancing interlude. The script of themes of love and understanding.

Flanery's performance colorful in Powder
By CHRISTY APPLEBY
Heights Staff

POWDER: A sentimental tale ofan isolated youth, starring Scan Patrick
Flannery, Mary Steenburgen and Jeff
Goldblum.

Powder is a magical journeyinto the
world of a boy whohas been hidden away
from the world. Although other films,
such as Nell, have tackled the theme of
isolation, Powder is special in its own
right, because of the incredibletalents of
the cast, particularly Scan Patrick Flanery
(Powder, AKA Jeremy Reed) and the brilliant simplicity of the film.
Powder derives his name from his
albino-coloredskin that was the result of
his pregnant mother's encounter with a
lightning bolt. From that spectacular instant, Powderbecame separated from the
rest of the world, .both physically and
mentally. Although he has the world's
highest intelligence quotient level, he
cannot understand the gratuitous violence
and cruelty thathe sees around him. When
his grandfatherdies, Powderis takenfrom
the safe haven of a farm and placed in a
state honie.ThecharactersofJes.se(Mary
Steenburgen) and Donald (Jeff Goldblum)
work to help Powder adjust to life in
civilization, but his teachers soon find
that they have a great deal to learn from
him. Powder has the ability to sense pain
and affliction in others, and as a result, he
is able to help the characters attempt to
work through their own problems. However, at the same time, even though he is

tremendously special, he is not accepted
by the community at large. The majority
of the film is about him fighting off the
divisive forces around him.
Certainly, the film does not have a

Powder (Scan Patrick Flanery) peers out of the glass and into an intolerant community in Powder.
highly unique plot, but the cast is what However, Goldblum and Steenburgen do
Powder is a wonderful film that is a
makes it truly special. Flanery portrays
add a certain charm to their respective departurefrom the recent deluge of serial
killer movies. It is a sweet and innocent
Powder with a refreshing combination of roles as a high school teacher and a direcinnocence and tremendous wisdom. His tor at the state institution. Both actors flick that is meant to reinspire faith in the
character is really
revisit old roles from their past glories. spirit of humanity. The film is schmaltzy
only fully develand certainly not apologetic in the least
opedone, but Flanery's performance is so Goldblum highlights the same mad sciwonderful that any lacking in the plot is entist with a heart of gold that made him about that fact, so if the tear-jerkers are
fully made up in his performance. famous in The Fly, and Steenburgen simyour thing, then Powdershould definitely
Flanery's portrayal of the sensitive geply revisits her performance as the caring
not be overlooked. However, those looknius will melt your heart and cause tears maternal figure, struggling to fix everying for action and adventure will only
one else's problems from Parenthood. find the heart of Powder and a distinctly
to fall.
The supporting cast is there, essenTheir performances are good, but not paranti-violence message. Powder is, in a
word, magic.
tially, to bolster this central character. ticularly awe-inspiring.
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Smashing Pumpkins in time for Halloween
emotional charge, "Zero" is also a definite highlight.
Through his screams and wails,
Corgan expresses his frustration and passion. The Pumpkins are able to take
Corgan's lyrics and transform them into
jolts of electricity, as shown by Iha's gutwrenching guitar chords in "Jellybelly."
It is in these songs that they show some of
the punk style which was prevalent in
Gish. In contrast, the softer melodiesalso
succeed on this album. These tracks enable the listener to truly grasp Corgan's
message. He takes us on a wild ride
through his innermost jthoughts, from his
childhood in "1979" to his older, more
jaded self in "Galapagos." He embodies
his mistakes and his lost loves in such
songs as "Love" and "In the Arms of

By JORGE RIBAS
Heights Staff
"Wanna go for a ride?"
That is the question that Billy Corgan
and the Smashing Pumpkins ask on their
much-anticipated release. Mellon Collie
and the Infinite Sadness. Two years since
their music last filled our hearts and ears
with wonderful tributes to the joys and
agonies of life, the Pumpkins return with
a whole new array of energetic symphonies. Now. with their over-powering
double album, the Smashing Pumpkins
once again ignite the music world as only
they can.
The Chicago-based Pumpkins, which

feature singer/songwriter Billy Corgan,
bassist D'Arcy, drummer Jimmy
Chamberlin and guitarist James Iha, began theirquest for stardom in 1988. Their
1991 release. Gish. exemplified the band's
original punk influence and background.
Corgan wrote the majority of the songs,
taking fromhis own personal experiences
and expressing them through his music.
The result was a fantastic, yet somewhat
overlookeddebut. After a tumultuous two
years away from the studio, the Pumpkins
regrouped and recorded the smash follow-up, Siamese Dream. Containing such
tracks as "Cherub Rock." "Mayonnaise,"
and "Rocket," the album exploded onto
the music scene and catapulted the band
to fame.
Aftertouring, the band quickly turned
their attention back to the recording studio. Opting for a new producer (therefore
releasing longtime friend and producer
Butch Vig), the band signed the talented
and experienced veteran. Flood. Having
worked with U2 and Nine Inch Nails in
the past. Flood provided the Pumpkins

Sleep."

****The Smashing Pumpkins

Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness (Virgin)

with the freshness and innovation they
desired.
Comprised of two separate discs,
Mellon Collie and the Infinite Sadness
features a superb composite of musical
endeavors. "Tonight, Tonight" is a perfect opener for the album, capturing the
feeling of a journey about to begin. When
Corgan sings, "The indescribable moments of your life tonight, the impossible
is possible tonight," he places an emphasis on the direction in which this album is
headed, which, in this case, is a voyage
probing into the innermost feelings of
Corgan, from the agony of betrayal to the
pain of innocence lost. The Pumpkins

utilize this by grinding out rhythms that

correspond to the emotional intensity of
Corgan.
In its entirety, the album does an
incredible job in mixing loud, furious
rants with hush, soothing lullabies. The
first single off the album, "Bullet with
Butterfly Wings," displays the Pumpkins'
dynamic abilityperfectly. Beginning with
Corgan's low undertone and D'Arcy's
steady bass riffs, the song quickly explodes with Iha's forceful guitar strings.
"Muzzle" is a raging homage to the un-

certainty of life. "Bodies" echoes this
same theme, but this time with a much
harsher delivery. With its keen lyrics and

Perhaps the Pumpkins' greatest asset is their ability to focus on a specific
point in life and extract the feeling associated with it. They are able to take this
emotion and crystallize it for us to hear.
Unfortunately, this has also been a point
of reproach. Much of the criticism surrounding the Pumpkins in the past has
centered around Corgan and his overall
attitude towards the business. He has often been viewed as an egotistical whiner
with no core beliefs. However, with the
Pumpkins' success in the past, as well as
a kick-ass new album, no one can deny
the extraordinary level of talent that the
Pumpkins possess.
On Mellon Collie and the Infinite
Sadness, the Smashing Pumpkins embark
on a trip through the emotionsof life, and
sound damn good along the way. The
music lifts you up, brings you along for
the ride, and in the end, you won't want to
go home.

Indie compilation gets Red Hot and Bothered
*** 1/2VARIOUS ARTISTS Red Hot and
Bothered (Reprise)
Wanted: AIDS conscious indie rockers who appreciate saucy attitudes and
new music to listen to Red Hot and Bothered. This album is not for the weakhearted. Must be open-minded and adventurous.
For the past six years, the Red Hot
Organization has been promoting safe
sex, good music, and diverse tastes. Their
releases (No Alternative, Red Hot and
Blue, Red Hot and Country, and Stolen
Moments: Red Hot and Cool) have featured everythingfrom the whaling vocals
of Chris Cornell, the phat beats of the
pharcyde to the cool tribute tones of

Sinead O'Connor. This time, the AIDS
activist company has pooled some of the
latestsounds to come out of the indierock
scene and juxtaposed them with a zany
(and rather racy) gamerelating important
informationabout the number-one killer
of peoplebetween 25 and 44 in the United
States.
While the featured artists donot necessarily have household names, their
musicrepresents the experimental movement that has taken over the non-pop
scene. Freedom Cruise, which features
Kirn and Kelly Deal, opens the album
with the guitar-dominated "Sensational
Gravity Boy." Its intentional background
noise and occasional feedback are not
uncommon to the Breeders girls, butRobert Pollard's lead vocals veils the influence of the Deal Sisters.
With a gruff like Tom Waits, Tim
Thomas leads off Babe the Blue Ox's
"Hazmats." Rose Thompson's driving
drums and counter vocals compliment
Thomas' on a chorus that pushes through
with a barrage of instruments that include
Hannah Fox's shekere. Folk Implosion
(from the Kids soundtrack) also contribute to the album with their track,
"indierockinstrumental." Mixed at Fort
Apache studios, it adds a bit of Boston
fame to the release. Without vocals, it
allows the listener to focus on Lou
Barlow's guitarexpertiseand John Davis'
booming backbeats and occasional cymbalcrashes. Another Fort Apache-accredited track, "Servicing Man," comescourtesyof the Flying Nuns. Though its opening theme seems banal, the shift in the
two-part chorus brings the song up to
speedand introducesan onslaught of new
elements.

"The Mirror is Gone" from Lisa
Germano is a pleasant stab at an ex-lover.
Germano's vocals are raw, with an occasional clearing of the throat, but the music is expertly orchestrated, creating an
ironically soft, yet scathing piece. Jay
Farrar and Kelly Willis vocalize atop
DavidBoquist's twangy fiddle for a soothing (almost) country ballad. Their close
harmony is exquisite, and the instrumental accompaniment brings a new twist to
the genre.
Other up-coming bands like the
Verlaines (whose track, "Heavy 33". was
featured on 1993's No Alternative), the
Grifters, Juicy, and Noise Addict add notable contributions to this 18-track album. Each new songis different, drawing
a common thread only in theartists' independence.

Like every Red Hot organization album, this one stresses safe sex. While
they do not include a textbook full of
discourse, the RHO offers tips for safety,
emphasizing that those whodo engage in
the act should make informed decisions,
ending their message with, "If you are
getting Red Hot andBothered, enjoy yourself and play safely."
Anne Marie Borrego
?

**l/2Various Artists Hempilation
Welcome to "Rock's Latest Crusade!" This week's cause, the legalization of marijuana Contrary to popular,
Hempilation attempts to prove that not all
pot smokers are unmotivated. In fact,
users of the drug are extremely motivated, especially when it comes to finding more of it.
The bands who appear on the album
cover old anthems made famous by other
smokers and revamp their own odes to
Mary Jane. Included are The Black
Crowes, Blues Traveler, Cypress Hill,
311, Screamin' Cheetah Wheelies, and
others, encompassing the sounds of rock,
rap, and reggae.
Such subtle hints as "I Like Marijuana," "Legalize It"and "Who's Got
The Herb," are listed on the back of the
album connote its nature and message.
Among some of the songs are classics
likeBob Dylan's "Rainy Day Women # 12
and 35," containing the infamous refrain
"Everybody must get stoned!" as performed by The Black Crowes, and Black

Sabbath's "Sweet Leaf," performed by
Sacred Reich, and some lesser known
songs, such as David Peel and the 360's
aforementioned "I Like Marijuana,"
which the band's leader calls the "National Anthem of Pot" in the CD's liner

Bush at the helm. Bush's gruff vocal style,
with Scott lans thick guitar playing and
the rhythm section of bassist Frank Bello
and drummerCharlieBenante, was a great
combination on 1993's Sound of White
Noize. Unfortunately, with the growing
notes.
popularity of bands like Pantera and HelThe music itself is a mixed bag. The met, Anthrax makes a weak attempt at
Crowes' jammed out version of Dylan's altering their sound. Instead of keeping
classic breathes some new life into an old with theirfamiliarthrash-metalfused with
song, even though it isn't really needed, hard-core, hip-hop andpunk. Anthrax tries
Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers' to bring their heaviness to a new level.
"In the Flow" is a funky tune, with a
"Fueled" is a prime example of the
catchy beat and a good sound. But along kind of band Anthrax is striving to bewith a few other quality tunes are some come. Their concentration on the main
songs that serve moreas novelty pieces to rhythm guitar riff and its stop-and-go
style is a step in the right direction. Anshow your friends or'to taunt some rightwing newspaper reporters with by blarother worthy track is "Nothing," which
ing it outside their rooms, such as David displays the non-stop guitar and double
Peel's anthem. One of the funniest songs bass drumming which have pleased-Anever written, "I Like Marijuana's" lyrics thrax fans for nearly a decade.
like "I wanna be a hippie, I wanna get
Unfortunately, this trend of audible
stoned," and"I like marijuana, you like songs doesnot last. It seems like the guest
marijuana, we like marijuanatoo" speckle appearance of Pantera's "Dimebag"
the tune, along with the opening refrain Darrell on the tracks "King Size" and
of "Marijuana, marijuana, hey hey hey, "Riding Shotgun" made them wish they,
get high!" set to the tune of that chant in fact, were Pantera, thus making John
"Hey hey hey. good-bye." These perform- Bush strain his voice, wasting his wide
ersare not ashamedof the stigma users of vocal range. His vocal strains take their
toll on the album's last track, the acoustic
marijuana seem to bear.
Overall, the CD is a lot of fun, as a "Bare." Instead of sounding like the sintoy, but as music, it leaves something to cere ballad it should be, it turns into the
be desired. The cohesion is there, sure, most agonizing five and a half minutes of
for no one can mistake the theme, but the Bush struggling to get all the lyrics out.
quality of the music just doesn't match
It's heartbreaking to see bands that
the sincerity of the cause. So it's up to once had a great deal of success struggle
you, but I leave you with Gov't Mule's to sell records. Unfortunately for Anrequest: if you go to buy the album, "Don't thrax, they have fallen into this category.
Step On The Grass."
Stomp 442 is theirfailed attempt to singleMichael Julianelle handedly bring thrash-metal back to the
mainstream.The album is filled with outdated speed-metal drumming, screaming
1/2*Anthrax Stomp 442
vocals, and ear-piercing guitar solos.
Brian Lumauig
There once was a time when the
choice of music for the testosteronecharged youth was the heavy metal of the
late '80s. Since the advent of a new breed
of artists, heavy metal has suffered the
plight of being forced underground. These
Instant Classic
are the obstacles that New York thrashmetal band Anthrax has had to endure.
Excellent
The release of its latest album Stomp 442
Good
marks the departure of lead guitarist Dan
Spitz, the second member of the original
Poor
line-up to have left (original lead singer
Joey Belladonna left the band in 1992).
Awful
Stomp 442 is the second album with
former Armored Saint lead singer John
?

?
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Young actresses dominate in Now and Then
By RACHEL COHEN
Heights Staff

NOW AND THEN: Starring Christina
Ricci, Rosie O'Donnell, Thora Birch,
Melanie Griffith, Gaby Hoffman, Demi
Moore, Ashleigh Aston Moore, Rita Wilson.

With the recent onslaught offemale
bonding movies, major actresses have
been taking sentimental roles of characters who are finding themselves. In the
most recent movie to add to the bonding
craze, Now and Then, the big stars who
are supposed to be in the film are sadly
missing from the majority of the movie.
Demi Moore. Rosie O'Donnell, Melanie
Griffith and Rita Wilson do nothing more
than set the frameworkof the story. They
only appear for a brief moment at the
beginning of the film and again at the end.

Worst of all, there are characters that are
even needed and do nothing for the
film. It mightbe best not to know how the
girls turnedout aftergrowing up. Without
the wonderful young actresses who feature in most of the film, the movie would
have been a complete flop.
The "Then" part of the movie is set
in the 1970s with fourbest friendswhoall
live in the same development, The Gaslight District. It centers around the summer when the girls are 12,a summer they
later dub the best of their lives. They are
on a quest to find out how Dear Johnny, a
young boy they summon during a seance,
died. It is also a summer about family
troubles, boys, and getting to know one
another that supposedly shapes their future roles as women.
The four young actresses do a wonderful jobof making the movie sweet and
not

Ashleigh Aston Moore, Gaby Hoffman, Christina Ricci and Thora Birch steal the show in Now and Then.

sentimental. Christina Ricci (Casper ) is
believable as the tom-boy pre-teen who
tapes her breasts to appear flatter and
wins fights against boys. Sajnantha, the
angry, hurt young woman whose father
has abandoned her, is decently portrayed
by Gaby Hoffman. Thora Birch fits well
in theroleof the young girlwho practices
her Academy.Awards acceptance speech
and stuffs her bra with puddingballoons,
and Ashleigh Aston Moore is well suited
for the naive girl whose life thus far has
been sheltered.Theseyoung actresses are
the best aspects of the film, going beyond
the mediocre, unrealistic plot.

The "Now" part of the film is a bit
too predictable. It implies that one summer completely shapes the women's entire lives. Having somewhat of an effect
is probable, but having their lives be totally shaped by this one summer is unlikely.
The film fails in an attempt to be a
female version of Stand By Me. It had the
potential to be so, with great young actresses, but the plot leaves it extremely
lacking. It is too unrealistic and divergent. Though most of it comes together in
the end, some parts seem unnecessary
and unexplained. Having theadults at the

with other men. Moreover,the jobmarket
leaves him without many options or a

Brothers deceive the audience with previews of action, explosionsand thrillkilling. The bank scene is at the very end and
in no way an integral part of the plot. It
seems as if the creators attempted to show
the trials of black Americans in the aftermath of the senseless Vietnam War. But
the plot wasn't exciting enough to attract
Insertany viewers to the ticket
ing extra murders, adding a couple million dollars, and creating interesting disguises did not aid in getting the message
across. The Hughes Brothers couldn't
have given any depth to such a mindless
plot with more action scenes. In fact, if
advertisers want viewers to see a serious
film about a historic time in America,
directorsshouldn't ever allure and excite

end does nothing to help explain these
unresolved problems. The movie should
have stuck to its original title, The Gaslight District, focused more on that one
summer, and completely avoided its implications.
Overall, the film is not bad and is
enjoyable. The only depressing aspect is

that it had the potential of being much
better, especially with its credits. The
summer's tale may bring back memories
of those friends you thought would be
around forever and the warm days that
brought trouble, exploration,and a deeper
knowledge of life.

Presidents croaks while Get Shorty delights
By

LAMBROS KATSOUFUS

Heights Staff
DEAD PRESIDENTS: A new post Vietnam warfilm from the creators of MENACE 11 SOCIETY. Starring Larenz Tate

andKeith David.

steady income. As a result, Tate turns to a
ploy his friends had once mentioned: a

bank heist.

Allen and Albert Hughes do not repeat any successes as in Menace 11 Society.

Dead Presidents is another incomparable artistic creation from the makers
of the acclaimed movie, Menace 11 Society. However, the Hughes Brothers fail to
please this time due to an insignificant
plot with which to make, any powerful

meanings.
Anthony (Larenz Tate) is graduating
high school in the Bronx in 1968. Unlike
his brother who is in college, Tate wants
to do something different and heads for
The Vietnam War.After two tours of duty
and a silver star, Tate returns to the States
wishing for the best. Although he seems
to be unaffected by the misery of war
other than having the occasional nightmare, Tate finds more difficulties in the
aftermath. His wife was fooling around

There are many similaritiesbetween

the two movies that are singular to the
artistic ingenuity of the Hughes Brothers.
Unfortunately in this case, the Hughes
Brothers did not have anything of substance to create a powerful drama. The
unpredictable plot unfolds randomly and

without direction or purpose. As a result,
the main characterseems to have no depth
or personality. Because the protagonist
doesn'thave much of a conflict, he can be
neither a hero nor a victim.For example,
thereare many grotesque scenes ofbattles
in Vietnam, perhaps the most graphic
ever portrayed. However, because they
don't affect Tate, they are void of meaning and the shock is easily forgotten.
The slow-flowing plot adds to the
numbing of the characters. The Hughes

On Campus murders
Murders and mysteries abound litis
week as two major productions are
mounted:DramaticsSociety's suspense
play MurderbyPhone', directedby Mary
Stroineyv A&S '96, and the CCE's fall
MurderMystery, Death, Spies, andVideotape: The Cut&eof Akhenaten.
The Hitchcock thriller Murder by
Phone centers around a husband who
hasmarriedfor moneyand now plans to
kill his wife for the same reason. He
arranges the "perfect murder" with a
foolproof alibi, but his plans unravelas
the attempt goes horribly awry. A ringing telephone, a pair of stockings, forgotten scissors... all these lead the inspectorsofScotlandYarddown a treacherous trait. Meanwhile,also in London*,
a similarly sinister story unfolds. In this
year's production, O'Connell House is
transformed into the London Museum
ofNaturalHistory, nestledin the middle
of the Cold War
1982. The recent
discovery of thetombofAkhenaten has
uncovered a statue emitting an unexplained force. The statue is smuggled
from Egypt to England by a team of
archaeologists. A heated debate erupts
over the right of possessionof the pos?

sihiy radioactive statue, which in the

midst ofthe nuclear armsrace triggers a

political time bomb as countries from
arounddie worldsend their represtntd
rives into the fray.
CGE performances are improvisational and completelyaudience interactive. Rather than using a fixed stage, the
charactersintheplayroam freely through
the rooms of O'Connell House, speaking directly to the audience whenever
they're not in a scripted scene. During
the course of the evening, the audience
is introduced to the characters(suspects)
and their relationships to each other,
witnessesa murder, andthenfollows the
survivors' attempts to piece togetherthe
evening, trying themselves to solve it.
At the end of the show, all comes to
light, the murderer is unmasked, good
triumphs (usually), and a prize is given
to one among the audience who correctly solvedthe crime.
Foot of Akhenaten, plays in
O'Connell House on Upper Campus on
Friday and Saturday Nov. 3 A 4, doors
opening at 7p.m. and close at 8. Tickets
are available for $4 at the booth in
McElroy and $5 at the door.

with violence.

GET SHORTY: A Hollywood comedy
based on the novel by Elmore Leonard.
Starring John Travolta, ReneRusso, Gene
Hackman and Danny DeVito.
Get Shorty is a refreshing comedy
about everyone's love for the movies,
including gangsters. With an all-starcast
and a nonchalant attitude, Get Shorty is
an enjoyable alternative to all the generic
plots and predictable characters thatkeep
showing up in Hollywood.
Chili Palmer (John Travolta) is a
successful loan shark working in Miami
with more to chase than a few hundred
thousand dollars. Having always been
attracted to the silver screen, Chili sets
out to Los Angeles in an attempt at producing the film of his dreams. In LA he
runs a couple of movie ideas past a
clueless director, Harry Zimm (Gene
Hackman), while taking care of some
unfinished business. Together with
Zimm's most popular actress Karen

Flores (Rene Russo), the three set out to
sign the two time Academy Awardwinner
Martin Weir (Danny DeVito) to play the
main role. With t*vo crazy gangsters in
the way, a Colombiandrug lord whowants
his money and his "retarded" nephew,
bodyguard stunt men, a drug enforcement agency, and a little romance, anything can happen to anyone.
The subtle humor and comical characters are this film's champions. Without
any detailed pranks or clever jokes, the
actors' styles and eccentricitieskeep the
audience smirking. Travolta charms with
cool disposition and static temperament,
as he manipulates and coaxes friends and
enemiesalike.Both Hackman andDeVito
also have impressive performances that
make their interplay alluring. Furthermore, the often crude dialogue between
the characters constantly shouts out their
singular personalities. With snappy remarks such as "dead as disco," the conversationsbetween all the characters are
enticing. Given such an interesting combination of characters and dialogue, the
plot is easily able to take the audience
through amaze ofbizarre twistsand turns.
Although the plot is rather elaborate
and involves more than 15 integral characters, each adds spice to the mix. The
multiple directions that the plot takes
keeps the audience guessing. Unfortunately, the ending is a little abrupt and
unsatisfying, and is compoundedwith an
expected climax.Nevertheless,Get Shorty
is an inviting change to the majority of
Hollywood endings in which the heroes
defeat the bad guys in a neat fashion. All
the emphasis in the film is placed on the
unusual personalities of the characters
instead of on the underlying conflicts at
hand. A film that has such likablecharacters is sure to be a worthwhile comedy
regardless of the ingenuity of plot.

Hip Hop Hooray,
there's a Review Staff
meeting today @ 5:00
in the Eagle's Nest.
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Fleabag relieves exam-stressed crowd at Cafe
By TED COLEMAN
Heights Staff

Only at a cafe night at Boston College could you find Bay Watch star David
Hasslehoff in a kick boxing match with a

schizofrenic mime. Sound a little weird?
Well, if you check out My Mother's
Fleabag, you will see things like that are
a common occurrence. In order to do
some of these acts, it appears that performers need not only ingenuity, but to be
slightly offkilter, as well.This past Thursday the Fleabag improv'comedy troupe
put ona fantastic show, giving theperfect
relief to any midterm stress by making
more than just one audience member
double over with laughter.
The show began with a burst of energy as the troupe ran into the cafe with a
routine called "double blind position" in
which a cast member was "sculpted" into
a certain pose. This had everything from
two members of the Bee Gee's dueling
with swords to the tune of "Stayin' Alive"
to Prince Charles and his brother Andrew
trying to yank the crown awayfrom each
other, with an English accents to boot:
The next routine had something which
everyonecouldrelate to. Called "Styles,"
it showcased scenes done in differentTV

styles, from a Folgers coffee commercial
on the Spanish channel to Marsha Brady
doing an advertisement for Campbell's
soup. Things only got weirderfrom there.
The troupe, with suggestions from the
audience, competed in a "pina colada

bowling competition".

The highlight of the night was a skit
called "Love Connection for Losers,"
complete with host "Guy Handsome."
The loser of the night was Dirk
Smallwood, a "plumber from Ipswitch"
who got matched up on a dreamdate with
Muffy of Payless Shoes. Besides some of
the normal games of charades and O.J.
jokes, the show wound up with the hilariously funny "Story, Story, Die." The audience selected a fictitious place, and
each of the cast members had to tell the
story in their respective emotions: perky,
PMS, and even an evangelical preacher
speaking on the virtues of dog flogging.
That's right, dog flogging. Cast members
passed the story off to one another, and if
the audience thought a performer was
horrible, they shouted "Die!" forcing the
cast member to perform a famous death
scene, my personal favorite being the
death of Yoda.
Overall, it was a great show, limited
only by the audience's imagination.
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SAVE 15%
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\u25a0 IllijlUl UI ONTOUHNHTPUKCHAaAT I
for a change PIER 1 IMPORTS
'l Toke 15%offyour total purchase of all regular-priced items when (
use your Viso* card at Pier 1. Your roorji or apartment could |
I you
use o few charges. You could use a good deal. Pier con supply
bom. Offervalidfrom January 1,1996, through June30,1996.
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'I restricted by law Applicable taxes musl be paid by
TST
Monoger key code06. For rhe store nearest
I beorer.
you, fal l-6DO-TO*MST (1-80MA%3178).Only mmWHBmMh
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clothes. The latest shoes. The latest equipment. So when you ]
wont to see whoKs next, come to Chomps Sports first. Foi the
store nearest you, coll 1-800-TO-BE-IST(1-800-862-3178). \
|
Offer valid August ,1,1995, Hirough December 31,1995.
emis
condirions: Cerlrlicole redempiion a solely the reiponsrlxlity ot |
Chomps Sporrs Offer vdid Augusr 1. 1995, Throuah December 31. 1995. Offer |
so to
VQ on ty wn ou
cert! ,CG,E Dl Qny |
*,esent ispurchase
$10" offo merchandise
Chomps iporh
*' in me U.S. ro receive
of 535 or ?
*""
mo,e OFKG e m«t non(i'W
Certffico(e
presenled
mus! be
ot rime of putwk
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©Visa USA Inc 1995 Visa Rewards
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j stuff you want before you evenknow you want it. The latest

\
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Save SI0 on your purchase of $35 or more when you use your l
II Visa*
card at Chomps Sports. Theyhave all the top-name sports I

'
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OFF YOUR PURCHASE
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j OF $35 OR MORE AT CHAMPS SPORTS j
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rotisserie-

1roosted chicken or turkey, double-glazed horn, or double-sauced 1
meot loaf...and don't forget the freshly prepared sandwiches and
side dishes. Offer valid September ], 995, through November

J

.

[J

.

1

TermiJ and cowdltwnt: Certificate redemption ,s solely the respons.bdity of
BostonMorVet. OffervalidSeptember 1J995through November 26,1995.Offer If
volidonlywfien youuseor showyour Viso® cord. Present Ifirscerhficole with your
| Visocorclot time olpurchase oiony porricipoting Boston "'orketorBoslon Chirien \)
Onlyone certifkafe per visit. Any otheruse constitutesfraud.Cemficoleis rj
I locolion
redeemable lor cosh and is not valid withany other tertfficote or specialoffer. |
I not
lor alcoholic beverages, lobouo. or doiry products. No |
\u25a0 Certificate notredeemable
refund. No reproductionsolkrwed. Voidwhere proj
\u25a0 cosh
hibrted, taxed, or restricted by low Applicable toxes
VZS4
j musl be paidby beorer.Only reoeenwble inthe U.S.
I

ICAMELCyr"GETS3OFF:

any camelot music
!
! CD OR AUDIOCASSETTE PRICED AT 59.99 OR MORE i

I
I solfrpnced
merchandise Offer validonly when youpay with your Visa" cord, t
ete mcertificate at time ol purchase ot any porticiI
*
selections per certifxate. Not

valid withanyother offer or drscount. Offer excludes

*
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Iredeemoble in the U.S Cosh value 1/100cenl.
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Please write the Environmental Defense Fund al:
257 Park Aye. South, NY, NY 10010 for a free brochure.
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Colombo Frozen Yogurt
Bavarian Chocolate Chunk,
PeanutButter Cup> chocolate Chip
u_

PIJPp

Pizzaßing

Choice of Dressing: Italian,
Low CaL Ranch, Greek
or Blue Cheese

Ptaß

'
JkUk-

M

Wmoiviine.MA

fSSSSSSfSSSSmQ,
Honey Mustard
Salads

*MALT! Jim
*Tli in lenses
*Espirit Eyewear

44 Washington St. (RT. 9),

6 Different Sauces To Choose From:

95
12" Item
$1.24
14" Two For One Item
16" Item
$1.24
Extra sauce is FREE.
Try our Thin crust pizzas.
Try our FREE seeded crust.
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Sunkist
& Nestea Iced tea $.70 per Can

??-

Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas
Panama Cltv. Davtona. Padre

non-prescription sunglasses

Bread Sticks (8)
$1.95
With Pizza Sauce
Chicken Rings (12) $4.95
With Sweet& Sour Sauce
Chicken Wings (10) $4.95

$

Airport Service
(617)224-5629
24 Hour Notice for
ggftAppointmentsgaß
k
-y-^1
1 rr
U

Call for a FREE
v \
information packet!
mm Sun Splash Tours

Pond Street
*Near Greenline
REVO NIXON
Brookline Village T
Visit us now at The BrookHouse and
"see" whatmakes us better!
Special BC Discount: A $25 coupon to be used
towardthepurchase of a completepair of
prescription eyeglasses or a 15% discount on

III I
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Spring Break 1996
TRAVEL FREE!!

We have A Lot To Offer

sII'PARKING is available

CASE\rVESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY
R.S.V.P. 1-800-825-2540, ext. 2529

Sausage, Ham, Onion, Anchovy,
Green Pepper, Green Olives, Double
Cheese, Black Olives, Pineapple,
Spinach, Eggplant, Tomato, Broccoli,
Garlic, Prosciutto, Canadian Bacon,

.

'

BCX Limo & Sedan

|
Shop at The Brook House is afull Frff
Sfe j The Optical
specializing in
shop
service
optical
IPSI
le?<VP5
W A \u25a0 I"?
personalized service, we offer you:
\u25a0 'Value

mSr V&

AdditionalToppings
Pepperoni Ground Beef, Mushroom,

*

>M*l=*

'^

jSmtjb*

Our Superior Cheese Pizza
12" Medium Pizza
$5.90
14"Large (Two Pizzas)
$8.76
$8.95
16" SuperLarge Pizza

v

** Great ,owr low Prlces
Free
Tri|3 on on ls sales
**

country,

a

nn

\u25a0

sdilSlO *

The Nursing Doctorate (N.D.) is an innovativefour year program thatleads to a
professional clinical doctorate in nursing-designed to build onrather than repeat
the baccalaureate degree,

I

|l

""*"""" ~""""""

The Frances Payne Bolton School of Nursing at Case Western Reserve University in
Cleveland, Ohio is one ofthe oldest and most prestigious nursing schools in the

MHH
Mflflj

*%££*""£> """" ~

ls23forwomen

TheDoctor of Nursing (N.D.) Degree
Open To Non-Nurses with a Baccalaureate Degree

HH|M|lM||MM|»

I

1187Centre St>

$14for men
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Full Service Salon
332-8392
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or more Toppings
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ornighls.Baby-sitteralsoneededinNcwtonfor

3children-4yrs..2yrs.,smonlhs.Experienceand
references required. Non-smoker. mile fromT.
Call 244-8483.8 A.M.-BP.M.

1

lI

1!lalllA AVn3?TI

. .-

$1750 weekly possible mailing our circulars

Noexperiencerequired.Beginnow.Forinfo.call

301-306-1207.
"?FREE TRIPS & CASH!"" Find out how
hundreds of students are already earning FREE
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with America's #1
SpringBreak company! Sell only 15 trips and
travel free! Choose Cancun. Bahamas. Mazatlan,
or Florida! CALL NOW! TAKE A BREAKP C NT IRAVEL 8 ".0| g5 :-BRtr^ K
?XV.
INTERNATIONALEMPLOYMENTHam up
to $25-545/hour leaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. Noleaching background or Asian languagesrequired. For
info call: (206) 632-1 146 ext J50381.
RESORT JOBS-Earn up tos 2/hr.+tips. Iropi1
cal & Mountain destinations nationwide. 1-206632-0150 cxl. R50381.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up to $2,000+/
month. World travel. Seasonal & full-time postlions. No exp. necessary. For info call 1-20663 4".04^8 ex''"P.8
1

'

.. .

'

'

ALASKAEMFLOYMKNI-Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3,000-$6,000+ per month.

Room&Board!Transportation!Male/Female.
No experience necessary! (206) 545-4155

\u25a0

cxl.

Alsocall usfor the student
discounts on domestic
flights. Tax not included

restrict
http://wwyv.sta.travel.comW
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A50381

SHIM'S AVAILABLE 7:00-9:00 A.M.. 12:01)-

1:30 P.M.. & 6:00-9:00 P.M. starling November
Isl @ $10.00/hour for personal care. Call for
details: 787-9022. Vacancies also available for
Thanksgivingßreak.X-masßreak.Springßreak.
& Summer.
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT INIEKMSHIP IUNPAIDI- BOSTON LAW OFFICE*PartTimeorFullTimestudent internneeded
for active cases / Law / Business School not
required. ?Research, investigate, wrilc. Client &
business contacts. Close supervisionby attorney
/ business consultant. Opportunity to participate
in active cases and businesses. 'Seeking bright.
energetic, self-disciplined students seekingexpe\u25a0
\u25a0 \u25a0 in1working
\u25a0 \u25a0withu a dBoston
T
nencc and1 training
lawycrandbusinessconsullanl.People.lclcphone
and unling skills helpful Flexible hours
*»*Please specify in writingwhat day or days /
times you are available inthis officeor a library or
.elsewhere (on campus or in Boston). *We are
now interviewingfor Fall '95 and Spring '96.
Resumes only.Located next 10 Boston City Hall
and thecourts. MBTAstops nextdooron all lines.
Parking at Government CenterGarage. ***When

apply, please specify: Name. Local Telephone. School. Year. Dav/s oftheweek and limes
you areavailable. Resumes only to Suite 360. 15
t nut Square. Boslon. MA 02 DS-2503.
NO GIMMICKS- EXTRA INCOME NOW!
Envelope Stuffing- $600-$BOO every week. Free
Details: SASE 10 International Inc.. 19515 Tom
Ball Parkway. Suite 185. Houston. Texas 77070
EARN $2,500 & FREE TUTPS- SPRINC
BREAKlSludentHohdays.lhenalion'sleaderin
springbrcakvacations.seekingenlhusiastic.highly
motivated students and organizations 10 promote
and sell our ALL-INCLUSIVE CANCUN
TRIPS! CALLI.OV/- .Vy360
CARE-GIVING NEAR-BY TO ELDERLY
WOMAN. Food shopping and preparation, light
housekeeping.lhreehoursdaily.lhreedaysweekly.
Caressential.Senseofhumorandgoodorganizalional skills helpful.Evenings. 617-444-4051.
Wanted!!! Individuals, Sludent Organizations to
you

I

I

.,

,-?. 1!:

FREE TRIPS CALL INTER-CAMPUSPROGRAMS.http://www.icpt.com.1-800-327-6013.
Restaurant Help- Graduate and Undergrad.
Students. Bartenders. Servers, Cooks. Assistant

Kilchenmanager.Full/part-time.Daysandnights-

Gmlind Round Restaurant, Fresh Pond Circle.
Cambridge. (617) 492-4656. Apply in person
anytime
Sample team members needed for Sprint national marketingprogram. Mkl.cmmn. experie nce preferred. Resp. include distributingprod-

8%l Hkl Akl
PH
?H
B\l I B\l fl nW.
I
P_j LV

9553 or comae! Jan
EARN FREE TRIPS & CXSHH
BREAKAWAY TOURS is looking for molivale(] siudents, organizations & clubs 10promote
SpringBreak& New Year'sToursto Mexico,
F oridil Montreal. Quebec City & Vermont!
years.
Leader in student tours for the past
BEST commission! Call 1-800-465-4257.
MEMBER OF THh BBR
Volunteer in Africa, Latin America. One
year posts in environment, health, journalism.

,

i,

andhours flexible(no weekends).Duties include:
lyping. phones, general office work, knowledge
of computers a plus. Competitive salary. Call

~

JOINOURTEAM!!! Newton Retail Store Looking for Full-time / Part-time Employee. Must be
able to work mornings, nights, and weekends.
Excellent benefits, perfect for undergrad. and
graduate students. lnleresled?Ca|] Lenny at (617)
244-5437 or Drop by: Lids al Ihe Alrium Mall.
\u25a0\u25a0
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/Vii Analyst Position in Investment Banking,

_

.
~ One X/f
More ~^Thing.
Consider
_.

? ,:?? Ai.,
Consider the investment bank that IS uruquely
in tune with the abilities and aspirations of the
T

451

people who comprise it. Where high
professional standards are reflected in
principled every day practices. Where the
of each individual is an integral part of
the team effort And where those who choose
to

set before them &ow

acceP*

both personally and professionally.

in short, Consider

Investment Banking

Wed., NOV. 1
5:00 p.m.
O'NeJI 255

atGCdman Sachs
Information Session on
Thursday, November 9, 1995
at 7:00 p.m., Gushing Auditorium, Room 001

& display/info table 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
McElroy Commons Lobby

All undergraduates encouraged to attend
Please dre3B casually.

.

Goldman Sach.3, an «C|uaJ upporturutv employer, does no', discriminate in
employment on any bjiis that in prohibittd by ledeul, state or local Uw.

ii

Sponsored Dy tne

Boston College Career Office
Tel: 552-3433
usit
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Call! AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
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.Tons more! Cleveland Circle,

Cummings, Chansky's,all along Comm.
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AT HOME REALTY- 738-

,$l9OO-$2300.

1820.
4 BEDS.
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Awesome unit, awesome locauon.
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great.BCbuildings,modernandhuge!Onshuttle.

parking, brand new wall-10-wall,

2 ltd! balhs,

"
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4BEDS. .OrkneyRd.behindCilysidc.Gigantic

and renovated, 2 balhs, 2 available.. .$2400. AT
HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4 BEDS. Exclusive! Large
and, cheap! Great
r
layout, modern, near ?South ?St.. 3 available.
$1400 AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4BEDS. ..Exclusive!Brand new and huge! 1680
Comm. Aye., awesome BC building. $1900$2050. AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
4 BEDS. .Stralhmorc Rd.. in Cleveland Circle,
sunny, clean, large, parking,walk to Mary Ann's.
$2100. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4 BEDS.. .Exclusive! 1653-1657 Comm. Aye.,

REALTY-738-1820.
6 BEDS. .Extra large apartment in Cleveland
Circle. Huge eat-in kitchen, dishwasher and
disposal. One of the finest BC locations!.
.$2900. AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
5 BEDS. .Completely new Slrathmore Rd. apt.

Available frOITI

517
657

student exchange employment program

.
..
..

parking.yaid.campusatyourdoorstep!...s4s4o.
Af HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
7 BEDS. .Comm. Aye. mansion! 2 lull balhs,
modern eat-in kitchen, washer and dryer, porch,
yard. giganlicrooms, on the shuttle.. .$4OOO. AT
HOME REALTY-738-1820.
,
6 BEDS.. .Lcammglonß?d., 3-~ level lownhouse. 3
full baths, 2 modern kitchens, parking, ullra cool
huge loft, exposed brick, fireplace. .$4OOO. AT
HOME REALTY-738-1820.
6 BEDS. .Wallingford Rd., totallyrenovated! 3
floors. 4 parking, ultra modern townhouse. All
new, on the BC shuttle. $3850. AT HOME

mm^^

ICIIIIIS0

HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
5 BEDS. .Exclusive luxury lownhouse on
Cummings Rd. 3balhs. washer and dryer, working fireplaces, yard, alarm, wow! $2550. AT
HOME REALTY-738-1820.
5 BEDS...Foster St.. walktoclass! Cheapest five
bedroom available. Large house, plenty of parking,a steal als 1350. AT HOME REALTY-7381820.
4 BEDS. .The nicest and largest four beds
availableareat 1705-1711 Comm. Aye. and we've
got'em! Gorgeous. Won't last long. .$2OOO$2200. AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
4 BEDS. .Ullra modern contemporary house!
Alarm.parking,laundry.2baths,more.. .$2200.
AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.

garace parking, bigenough for 10!.
AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
g
BEDS.. Slralhmore Road at Cleveland Circle.
2 large renovated kitchens, huge bedrooms, 3
baths, parking inside and out. porches. .$4200.
AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
7 BEDS.. .Thebest house on AlgonquinRd. and
we've got il! 2 modern kitchens, 4 baths, lols of

AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
u BFD S The heart of Cleveland Circle!
Large renovated 2 huge modem kitchens 2
balhs.nillbasement.GreatßClocation' ..$5400.
AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
rri

|

an(

$4000.

highc<-ilings,lolsofdetail,hugerooms!...ss4oo.

communitydevelopment, human rights, democ-

476

way

.

realty- 738-mo.

. .. .
.. . .. .
. . .. .
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apartment in house. Steps lo Comm. Aye., drive-

SEPTEMBER '96 APARTMENTS and
HOUSES. .ready to be seen and secured
TODAY! All the BEST BC LOCATIONS....
.LARGEST SELECTION of GREAT BC
PLACES...CALLTODAYfor the mostPROFESSIONAL and RELIABLE SERVICE in
town. AT HOME REALTY IS BC's #1
SOURCE FOR GREAT OFF-CAMPUS
APARTMENTS and HOUSES.. .738-1820.
.Read about our great listingsbelow!
I 3.14BEDS. ..Comm Aye al Chiswick Elegant
Victorian mansion! Twoeal-inkilchens.fourfull
balhs. laundryin thehouse! Parking,yard...57995.
AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
12BEDS. .Gigantic house at Comm. Aye. and
chestnut Hill Aye. 3baths. 2 kitchens, parking.

.

,

.. .
home

Collision Rd.
porch,

sBEDS...2levelhouseonChiswickßd.Elegant,
ultra contemporary, new gourmetkitchen, 2 full
balhs, parking, uuly gorgeous!.
$3300. AT

BBEDS...Gorgeous.gigantic, 100%new2level

,?.-,-.?

Q545
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apply.
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sa

tor

including printer only $499. Call

ralizalion. voulh. scientific & social research.

Frankfurt

REALTY- 738-1820.
9BEDS.. .Chiswick Rd. Awesome, ultra modern
3 level house. 2 fully applianeed gourmet kilchens, 4 full balhs. 6 Parking, steps to Ihe shuttle.
$5700 AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.

Office Assistant- Slock, Boston Inc., a Back Bay
company, seeks an O/A.P/T, 8-20 hrs. wk.-Days

12

paris° n.ZZ!47O

lonsofparking.Bestlocalion...S499o.ATHOME

Hhl^nnFS^^^^rT^nn 1

uctandeducalingconsumers.Upper-class/gradualeslalus.sB.ooperhour.Faxresume,(so4)s24-

Davis. (504) 522-5900.

kitchens. 3 full baths, yard. 2 driveways means

Call 202-625-7402.

rplelc

HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
5 BEDS. .Beautiful building on

'"
REAUTY-738-1820.

wJJTflklflkl I Wk\
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After-School Child Care: T-Th 2-6 P.M.
Coolidge Corner, Brookline. Near BC trains on
Green Line. Fordelightl'ul5 year-old. Non-smoker
only. References required 739-9185.
Child Care- Do you need pan-lime, flexible
hours'? Have your own car? Love children? We
have a job for you! Work w/special needs kids in
theirhomes. Earn $6.50 to $7.50/hr. Trainingand
-supervision provided. Call Veronica or Dccnic @
235-6884.
CHILD CARE NEEDED: Flexible afternoon
and eveninghours for Iwo great kids in Newton.
Taccessible.bulcarhclpful.Rel'crencesrequired.
Call 969-2648.
r
r
Needed. Baby-sitter for one 3rd grade boy. We
need someone Saturday eveningsand someweek\
u
25a0
1
\u25a0kidstand
a
day evenings. We hope that you enjoy
that you will call Andrea al 964-6490. Referenccs. Thanks.
Sitter needed for occasional wceknighls and
-some weekends. Car necessary. W. Newton
Square. 3kids. 11. 8. 2. 964-4951.
PART-TIME BABY-SITTER WANTEDNEWTON CORNER: 10 care for Ihree greal
children, aged 8. 10and 12.from 310 6:30 P.M.,
includinglaundry and meal preparation. Need
own car. Cal] Amelia al 965-5231.
STUDENT(S) WANTED TO BABY-SIT 16
mo. old. Chestnut Hill area, weeks of November
6th and 3 th. Monday. Tuesday .ind/or Thursday
afternoons, 2:30 P.M. 10 6:30 P.M. Must be reliable, non-smoker,with experienceandreferences.
Car required. Please call 327-0158 day or everungs.
BABY-SITTER WANTED: LookingloFli:
sponsible, non-smoking baby-sitter. Two children ages 7& II for Tuesday afternoons in
Chestnut Hill.Occasional evening and other aflemoons also available. Call Marsha Joselow.
731-3674
Mother's Helper Needed. Flexible hours- days

!

li ItKIIS .Renlall
near South St. 3 kitchens, 3 baths, balconies, lons

I
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3 BEDS. Hundreds available! Sutherland,
Orkney. Foster. Gerald. Town Estates, Cummings.
Egremont.Collislon.Soulh.upanddownComm.
AT HOME REALTY-738-1820.
-2 BEDS. ..I BED. .STUDIOS. .Too many lo
list. Call! AT HOME REALTY- 738-1820.
HUNDREDS MORE! ALL SIZES! WHOLE
HOUSES. -APARTMENTSIN HOUSES.
.LARGE APARTMENTS IN BUILDINGS!
WESPECIALIZEINLARGEGROUPS.CaII
today. 738-1820. We'll come pickyou up. AT
HOME REALTY-738-1820. BC's APARTMENT HEADQUARTERS. 738-1820- BC's
Aye...Call!

'

APARTMENTHEADQUARTERS.73B-1820-

HOUSESFOR RENT- Great oft-campus BC
houses available forSept. '96.4-12bedrooms!
Don't lose
last year the biggest and best
houses were gone by November. Call today
and be first in line for the best BChouses. 738great service.
1820. Greal selection.
the

out...

\u25a0

?'

??

REAL

great places! AT HOME REALTY. We
specialize in largegroups. AT HOME REALTY.

738-1820.
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES"! SEPTEMBER APARTMENTS AVAILABLE NOW
FORSNEAK PREVIEWS!GREATPLACES
REALTY OFFERS THE BEST & FINEST
OFF-CAMPUS SELECTION OF HOUSES/
APARTMENTS/AND CONDOMINIUMS!
CALL US NOW FOR SEPTEMBER
HOUSES, CONDOS, AND APARTMENTS.
CREATPLACESREALTY-242COMMONWEALTH AYE.-CHESTNUT HILL-(617)
964-8900. BC'S #1 OFF-CAMPUS RENTAL
OFFICE!GREATPLACESREALTY RENTS
GREATPLACES!
Houses. Houses, Houses!! Do not miss Ihe rush.
We'have alreadyrented houses nearcampus. We
have whole houses, apanments in houses. Large
apis, in buildings, brownslones, condo's. We
specialize in large groups!!! We have apartments on Gerald St., Foster St., South St., Lake
St.. Algonquin, Orkney, Strathmore, Beacon.

. . .

AT HOME REALTY. 738-1820-AT HOME
REALTY RENTS GREAT PLACES. 7381820,

October 30,1995
Comm. Aye., Collision and many more.
8 Beds. $2400, in house parking.
10 beds, in house, ultramodern, $4200
10beds, in house, best house, $3600. 566-2000
6 Bed. in Brunstown, $2400. 566-2000
5 Beds, in Building,healed. $ 900. 566-2000
5 Beds, in house duplex,Clev. Circle. $1800
4 Bed. 2bath on "T\ $2000. Parking. 566-2000
3 Bed. new flows, great apt, $1600. 566-»00
5 Bed duplex with basement, Sutherland, $2200
4 Bed, near "T". 1 1/2balh, $1700. 566-2000
3 Bed, clean, porch, parking avail.. $1200. 5662000
Jusl a small selection- Let ushelp you!
100's more. Call Park Realty Associates, 5662000
OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING '96-Apts.. Houses.
Condos near campus, T + Shuttle. Greenline
Realty has thebest selection ofoff-campus housing. specializing in large groups- Call or walk-in
our office located at Clev. Cir. (next to Cityside).
GREENLINEREALTY-1956 BEACON ST.BROOKLINE, MA.
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REALTY- 527-6655.
3 BEDS- *Clev. Circle, wall lo wall carpeting.
modern kitchen and bath. Shuttle. $1600.-*IO
mm. to campus, luxury unit, many amenities.
storage, ww carp., pkg.$1500. *10min. walk,ww
carpeting, modern kitchen, pool,pkg.,security, 2
balhs. $1400. NEXT MOVE REALTY-5276655.

*

MANYMOREAPTS.ANDHOUSESAVAIL-

ABLE!!!! NEXTMOVE REALTY HAS THE
LARGEST SELECTION OF STUDENT
HOUSES! SSOOFF YOURFIRSTMONTH'S
RENT! OFFER GOOD_nL_M)\T^mFR

((Selected Skis, Bindings & Boots^

l^lso on Sale:

Skates ®

SKI
Boston's Best Discounter

BikesJ
&.S

M
I[JCI
| MUUIUUULV

New Rossignol Ski or Boot

PI

I IJ

yljnjl

NYU Summer '96

SNOWBOARDS ARRIVING DAILY

I

m>

30%0FF Last Year's Boards

(Ne-w&Used Gear-Trade -InsWelcome)

H

I

Midtrwn Newton Centre (Opp CVS) minutes from Campus
easy access by car or the T
1193 Centre Street

832-0300

MCMsA/DISCOVKR

r^j^
I

graduate courses

nf|_fJjQ-A|lU|l
UUU 111
1«QOIIU
I

E-Mail: summer96_ad@nyu.edu

Pleasesend mea free
1996 SummerBulletin
(available in January).

?

QVh 17D
CAw.

I/u

Web Site: http://www.nyu.edu/summer

NewYork University Officeof Summer Sessions
P.O. Box 2442, New York, NY 10117-1335

seat**
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CometoanyTimberland® store from now until
May 3i, 1996 and show usyour student ID. We'll not only
let you in.we'llgiveyou 15% offthe price of everything
in the plaCe?boots and shoes clothinB and accessories.
The Timberland stores nearest you:
7* Newbury Street, 617-236-8659
The MaU at Chestnut Hill, 617-244-2584

'

NAME

Session I:
May2o-June2B
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Lift Ticket with
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1800.

Downhill &
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\u25a0| Crosscountry
GEAR s
oss lsnol: the All-Terrain
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pus.s3soo.»3tloortownhouse,hardwoodfloors
3 balhs, working fireplace, eal-in kitch. $3200
NEXT MOVE REALTY-527-6655.
4 BEDS- *New]y renov. back porch laundry
modern kitch. and bath, spacious rooms $210o'
*5 mm. walk to campus, hdwood fl., modem
kich.,d/wdisp.,laundry,2carpkg.s24oo. *Modem kitch. and bath, hdwood 11.. driveway pkg..
laundry.5 mm. wlk. tocampus. $
*Nice2nd
floor apt., pkg., laundry, 5 mm. walk to campus,
and
$1900.
modern kitch.
bath.
NEXT MOVE

1 5Q% Off Ski Sale

a

AmmWmt
lkj|

$4400

NEXT MOVE REALTY6 BEDS- 'Living/diningrooms, hdwoodfloors
eat-in kitch. d/w, working fireplace,pkg $4000
«Fronl porch, basement storaae, 1 1/2 baths driveway parking, fireplace. $2900. 'Unique custom
built house. 2 full balhs, skylights, d/w disp
working fireplace, 2 carparking, minutes to cam-

MOVE REALTY- 527-6655.
8 BEDS-Student street, 5 mm. walk. 2 balhs, 4
ar parking,modern kitch.. hardw. floors. $4800.

Jmmmm

O

slreelfromcampus.abundantpkg.,dw/dd

beds, fireplace.livinganddiningroom,hardwood
parking, ideal location, 5 mm. walk to
campus. $2000. 2nd floor: 6 beds, 2 full balhs.
laundry, parking, sludenl street. $2900. NEXT

:,.\u25a0',:?

H1

j

large bedrooms. $4400. * 4 balhs, house across

COME TO NEXT MOVE REALTY- AFFORDABLE HOUSES, GREAT LOCATIONS, FRIENDLY PERSONALSERVICE.
WE WILL HELPMAKE YOUR OFF CAMPUS LIVINGSEARCH A LITTLE EASIER!
-MAKE NEXTMOVEYOURBEST MOVEJUSTIN-LOTSOFNEW LISTINGS-COME
AND CHRCK THEM OUT! Block two or
more units Inthe same building!Several locations!
CLEVELAND
CIRCLE,
SUTHERLAND RD., CUMMINGS RD.,
CHISWICK, WALLINGFORDRD., UPPER
COMM. AYE., CROSBY ROAD, FOSTER
ST., GERALD RD., LAKE STREET,
CHANDLER'S POND, SOUTH ST., AND
THE CHANSKY'S AREA.
13BEDS- * CharmingSinglefamily brickhouse
on Shuttle, Huge rooms, 4 lull balhs, laundry,
parking.$8000. NEXT MOVE REALTY-5276655.
10 BEDS- * Awesome house, MIN. TO CAMPUS. ultra modern, looks like a Swiss Chalet,
wo°d burning stove, skylights. $6000. NEXT
MOVE REALTY-527-6655.
9 BEDS- BEAUTIFUL HOUSE- *lsl floor: 3

\u25a0

m

*cie^CiH!earCitySideTmodenTeaHnTH

LIVINGOFFCAMPUSNEXTYEAR7NEED
AHOUSEFORYOUANDYOURFRIENDS?
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October 30,1995

15th-ONE PER APARTMENT-JUSTMENTION THIS AD. NEXT MOVE REALTY?
NEXTTO WHITE MOUNTAIN!?S27-6655.
ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!!! SEPTKMBER 1996 HOUSES, APARTMENTS. AND
CONDOMINIUMS.AREAVAILABLENOW
TO BE SEEN ANDPREVIEWED! GREAT
PLACES REALTY HAS MANY GREAT
PLACES FOR ALL OF YOUR OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!! GREAT PLACES
HASTHEMOSTLISTINGSANDTHEBEST
EXCLUSIVES! GREAT PLACES REALTY
RENTSGREATHOUSES.GREAT APARTMENTS. AND GREATCONDOMINIUMS!
CALL US NOW FOR BEST AND FIRST
SELECTION OF SEPTEMBER 1996 LISTINGS. GREAT PLACES REALTY RENTS
GREAT PLACES!!!!!
TWELVEBED-Grealvalueforlhedollar! Walk
to Chansky's from Ihis 12-bed, 3 kitchens, 3
living rooms. 3 bathrooms, porches, plenty of

EIGHT BED-A brisk walk to BC and the South
St. shullle for those athletic types! Like afralernily although wall bashers arestrongly discouraged- $350+ each. GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
SEVEN BED-Greal house for greal tenants,off

Miardwood floors, washer/dryer, parking.

,

dryerinlheapartment.cenlrala/c.parking,s4ooS47seach.Onlyl'orthediscriminaling.!GßEAT

PLACESRENTS GREATPLACES- GREAT
PLACES REALTY- 964-8911(1.
SIX BED- A stone's throw from j slice ol pizza
at Bluestone Bistro. Renovated and new this hnck
townhouse is jusl what thedoctor ordered Haul
wood floors, carpet, two kitchens, three baths,

I^sloooff- '
Any $15

|

balhrooms. 2 livingrooms, hard-
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Get 3 Additional OR Sandwich, GetA
Bagels Free
Free Cup of Coffee
i
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Please show BC ID at Cashierfor this special
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************
Buy 6 Bagels
Buy Any Bagel

g
1280CentreSt.
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Tues.-Fri. 7am-6:3opm
Sat 7am-7pm,
bun/am
Sun7am-snm
3pm

33HJ
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your first day'
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JtW on tne slopes
is free, and you can buy lift tickets at

w

Closed Mondays
Newton
Centre
NewtonCenlre
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tunityto

FREE

wimts?
Varieties
*20 Bagel \r?
*
*W%rtetfes
*3 types of Imported Smoked Salmon*
*Gourmet Coffee and Cappuccino*
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And now college studentsJiave aljjj
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Rosenfeld Bagels
CROUP LEADER discounts CALL FOX INFO

FREE

more than a short
drive from die finest skiing and snowboarding in the East. Just think, wicked
half-pipes, kiUSEHunps, "take your
breath away" steeps...it's all here

tfKtJOT England,
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Students and Faculty Special
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New patients get complete
GYN exam, free birth control
Counseling & three cycles free
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HOULIHAN'S

do miles
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GCt ACQUSiIItCd With US BcfOrC

Apply Monday-Friday
10am-2P m&4Pm-7pmat
the Royal Sonesta Hotel in
Cambridge (across from
the Cambridgeside
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S.W+eac" GREATPLACES RENTS

Wiih this deal of a house there will

RENTSGREATPLACES-GREATPLACES

REALTY-964-8900.
FOUR BED-EXCLUSIVE!OffChiswick Road.
large and spacious, modem kitchen and 2 baths.
fun and funky,unique condo., great stealof adeal.
$1800-$2OOO. GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
THESE ARE SOME OF OUR RENTAL OFFERINGS FOR SEPTEMBER 1996. CALL
USNOW FOR THE BEST OF THE RESTOF
WHAT'S AVAILABLE FOR YOUR OFFCAMPUS HOUSING NEEDS!!! GREAT
PLACES REALTY RENTS GREAT
HOUSES,APARTMENTS,ANDCONDOS!!
-, ? ? I I ll|ll||l|l HIIIMIIHM4UH^,

HbV
/*Jn»fIQBMMhV

bedrooms, hardwood flooi"s, large ultra modern

Circle!

8900.
FOUR BED- Near Sutherland Road, four beds.
livingroom, eal-in-kilchen. modern bath, all sludenl building.$2000-$2200+.GREATPLACES

.

*B-''i^fck:';

IT>/I / f° t?T /~\ I/ C T\ Ciff I CT>C
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condition-available for good tenanis. Two

new kitchens.4

ggg|; ..-.? A

large livingroom, modern kitchen with dw/disp
hardwood floors, greal building,parking, $410+
each. GREAT PLACES RENTS GREAT
PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY- 964-

::
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'/'« 1 wKji
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$440-

$475each.Goodtcnan,sonly;GREATPLACES

F

PLACESRENTSGREATPLACES-GRF.AT
PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
FOUR BED-EXCLUSIVE!Off Comm Aye.,
beautiful house, alarmed, new floors, beautifully
modem kitchen and bath, laundry, very sunny.
porch, parking, exquisite. $2300. GREAT
PLACF.SRENTSGREATPLACES-GREAT
PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
FOUR BED- Lovely condominium in house.
Beautiful floors, ullra modern kitchen and bath.
prislmecondition.laundry.rmrking.walktoshutlle
at Chansky's. $400+ each. GREAT PLACES
RENTSGREATPLACES-GREATPLACES
REALTY-964-8900.
FOUR BED- EXCLUSIVE! Huge Victorian
condominium on 1600 block of Comm. Aye..

two

RENTSCREATPLACES-CREATPLACES

a^ue°one X
IGreat

apartmcnlinbrownsioneinagreatloealion.Steps
from Mary Ann's and the Circle. Great kitchen
with exposed brick! $400+ each. GREAT

PLACESRENTS GREATPLACES-GREAT
PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
FIVE BED-EXCLUSIVE!! Turn ofthe century
Edwardian manor house, ballrooms. 2 designer
balhs, 20 ft. ceilings, European kitchen with balcony, fireplace, skylighted loft bedroom w/spiral
staircase. Quiet tenants only!! $2850. GREAT
PLACESRENTSGREATPLACES-GREAT
PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
FIVE BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Besl location!!
Beacon Streel al Cleveland Circle, 5 bed. I 1/2
baths, modern kitchen, laundry,hardwood floors.
5425-$475 each. GREAT PLACES RENTS
GREAT PLACES- GREAT PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
FIVE BED-EXCLUSIVE!! Single family attached townhouse, two floors. 2 beautiful balhs,
all while modern kitchen, cathedral ceilings. Tireplace, central a/c. laundry. parking,lake the Tor
driveloßC.SSOO+eaeh.Beautil'ulspace.GßEAT
PLACESRENTS GREATPLACES-GRE \ f
PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
FIVEBED- lBooblockComm «ivc. Greatcondo
with two balhs. huge amounts of space, like

PLACES RENTS GREATPLACES-GREAT
PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
SIX BED- EXCLUSIVE! Wonderfully stunning skylighted lofl duplexin pristine house off
1700 block Comm. Aye., designer kitchen and
two baths, living room, dining room, fireplace.
yard, parking, laundry and much more! High on
ihe hill, just like a Swiss chalet! Guaranteed lo
please Mom and Dad. $475+ each. GREAT
PLACESRENTSGREATPLACES-GREAT
PLACES REALTY-964-8900.
SIX BED-Live in luxury'This house is off Ihe
1600block of Commonwealth Aye. wall to wall
carpet,two modem kitchens, three baths, washer/

parkin2.greatlocalion.s4oo+perperson.GßEAT

parkine. etc. 52300.
GREATPLACESRENTS GREATPLACESGREAT PLACES REALTY- 964-8900.
FIVE BED- Come on down! to Cityside! Great

having your own house,

kitchen.2balhs.fireplace.laundry,parking.Quiet
tenants only!! M25-5475 each. GREAT

Sulherlandßoadinquielneighborhood.bcautiful
floors, three renovated bathrooms, two kitchens.
parking, laundry. $425-$475 each. GREAT

PLACES REALTY RENTS GREAT
PLACES?GREATPLACESREALTY-9648900.
TWELVE BED- MIT would certainly love to
call this house a fral.but il is inBC territory. Huge
rooms, mo kitchens, balhrooms galore, washer/
dryer, parking, and shuttle right there make this
house a greafplace. $415+ per person. GREAT
PLACESRENTSGREATPLACES-GREAT
PLACES REALTY-964-8900.

houses off-campus! Completely renovated,

parking. 5425-5475 each. GREAT PLACES
RENTS GREATPLACES-GREATPLACES
REALTY- 964-8900.
SIX BED- EXCLUSIVE!! Five minulc walk lo
BC Main Gates. Located in the heart ofChestnut
Hill. Beautiful duples in a 2 family, hugemodem

I
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i
Killington, Mount Snow/Haystack,
SugarloafiOJSA, WaterMeyalley or
Bromley-Mouhtdn forfjriB|to $30. And g
new this year the card is vahd every dayg
throughout the
,
,
-i?_
JS
or snow- m
If you've never tried

seaso|

_-

_?,

boarding, try a leamrfctpfckage. For jufflj
1^
$35 a day, you get a lesson, a lower
a'complete
hft
and
ticket,
mountain
rental package.
So get the card that gives you something
extra...and en oy» the payback,

'

* *

Call 1-800-88-PSAKS
f 1-800-88?-3257) t© gOt y©UrS

'

http://www.peaks.com/

,*

Some restrictions may apply. Must be a full-time college student.

.
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SEE WHY THE COMPETITIONIMITATES
GREAT PLACES. WE OFFER THE BEST
AND MOST COURTEOUS PROFESSIONALANDREI.IABI.ESERVICE.CALL
US TODAY!! WE ARE LOCATED TWO
BLOCKS WESTOFTHEBCMAINGATES.
ATTHE CORNEROF MANET ROAD AND
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE.
GREATPLACESREALTY-242COMMONWEALTH AVENUE- CHESTNUT HILLGREATPLACES REALTY964-8900.
KASI LOAM REALTY- 739-2211. September Apartments Now!
8 BEt) HSE. on Gerald Road wiih .Vfull balhs
Pkg. Laundry. Dishwasher & Disposal. 2/Frpls..
brand new renovation, walk locampus. $5200.00
HTD ($414.00 per person). people max. EAST
COAST REALTY- 739-2211.
7 BED HSE. on Wallineford Road. Mull balhs.
4/pkg. brick Town Hse.'BC Shuttle in front. All
new renovation. 3/levels laundry. Dishwasher &
Disposal. $4000.00 HTD ($406.00 person). 10
people max. EAST COAST REALTY- 7392211.
5BED BROWN STONE on Stralhmore Road.

Clcve/Circle. 2/lull balhs. Dishwasher & Disposal. All new renovation. Plush carpel Pke.

.
12

GREENLINEREALTY -1956 BEACON ST..
BROOKLINE, MA.
Best selection & Best Prices- Discounted fees

Greenline Realty- 731-5434
Next to Cityside Restaurant Cleveland Circle.
We have many joining apts. in houses and
buildings.Great Tor big groups.
8 Bed Close to Clev. Cir. beautifully renovated
floor ol" the house, modern kilchen and balh.

parkin" 53400.00. Greenline Really-731-5434.
11 Bed Across from Mary Ann's 2 kitchens. 2
balhs. hardwood floors, near Ihe T and Shops.
$4700.00. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
6 Bed Clev. Circle + Beacon St. Hardwood
floors, near T + shops, cat-in kitchen. $2500.00.
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Earn up tos»i

Qualified men, ages

T

000
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m

participate, you must maintain a regular sleep schedule
for several weeks at home
and then spend 11 days
sleep and hormone levels.

You may engage in leisure
artivitips; fnrmurh i.fthe
time in trie
Benefits
include a free medical
evaluation and up to $1000.
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2Bed Cleveland Circle-6unilsavailablc in same
building.Each Apt.good for4Students, spacious.
sunny, lots ofclosets. $1200. Greenline Realty-

731-5434.

2 Bed Reservoir Place- Pool, dishwasher/disposal. wall to wall carpet. $1250. Greenline Realty-731-5434.

2 Bed House- Warm + cozy, modern kitchen +
balh. porch. 2 car pkg. SI 000. Greenline Realty731-5434.
2 Bed, Many Apts. Available- New campus
prices vary, tell us whal you need. Greenline
Really- 731-5434.
Studio and 1 bedroom on T. shuttle + close lo
campus, prices varfy. call today. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.

,

Greenline Realty-731-5434.

Walk-ins Welcome
Realty
Grejnline
1936 Beacon St.

and Baths~
Hardwondlloors. nearComm. Avc+Chansky's.

Brookline. MA
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Round Trip Airfare To
California for Only:
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Manage Your Own

Team of Your Favorite
Eagle, & Other Big
East Players
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Big East, Big Ten, & More...
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twenty-five
additionalword. All ads
must be submitted by
Thursday at noon prior to
|the insertion date of the ad.

inflation. ThismeanstheaveragetuitioninNewEnglandschools
will increase roughly $ 1,250 next year. (Sources: AP, College
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The COSt of a classified ad is
-.
five dollars for the tirst
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for inpoinlmenl
IN VFNTORS'Mike BIG $$'Avoid the Scams'
No Cosl Invention Marketing Top Inventors
Manual. Send $9.95 to Windfall Marketing IK"
78 Box 190 Unilv ME 04988
Back to School Special- * Hull Sel of Acrylic
tips, only !P5 *Pedicure & Manicure only
$25'. Bringthisad foradiscounl. Nail Imaees355 Washington Si.- Brighton MA O°T35
pi

(

?

Tor

SPRING BREAK 96'- Largesl selection ol Ski
& Spring Break Desunitions including Cruises'
Low-est Prices olus Travel Free earn Cash &
Year Round Discounts"'FDicurcanf oursV 800
231-4-FUN
AIDS&Sexually 1 ransmitted Disease Testing
and Treatment Confidenlial Drivatc MD office

3 Bed GiganticApts.- Modernkitchens + baths.

?

'

5"

No
a
Ou \
immediately 1-800-"M3-2415
NAIKINA'I S{ HOI ARSHIFM- HVII F Wrfind money for college. $Bimons of
can helpyou
dollars in scholarship and cnni mnnev <?s i,»
claimed because siudents don't know it exists
where to annlv Call lod-ivfor i free orocnurehrnchnrr. I1-

731-5434.

?

M
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Sour,

100 000
eD-in
/Ceo7^rorfnf^d?nt»
ri

Send'larse
seil-a'ddressccfstamned fnJe&ne in-'
HmncoPOt^^Uc)Bc^MAW\lX
DOSIOn MAuzl l
"
<p\i
IrASHFIIKt 111 I H.F yunimilemnKjwlml

617-782-6161)

(next to Cityside Restaurant)

Millions of $$$$ in SCHOLARSHIPS go UNUSED each
year. Non-government private sector funds provided by
corporations, foundations and community service groups. Why'
dothey? Mostwillanswerthatthevareinvesting?in AMERICA
AMtKILAIN!).
inAMFRICANS
m
WHO QUALIFIES?MOSTDO/MORE THAN YOU THINK
WILL: Thosewithspecializedacademicinterests(i.e.computers,
hcalth educatio". engineering, etc.), and those with special
'
characteristics
(i.e.ethnic background, married students, veterans'
children and more).
,
over 80% of the sPonsors d, not evaluate
family income;
over90% de-emphasize academic gradepoints.
FACT: Tuition costs are now over two times those of

Call Johnette: (617)732-4311

(

alt,-731-54.14
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5434.
3 Bed Immaculate + Gleaming-Modernunils.
Jacuzzi, garage parking. $1800. Greenline Re-

«

*

18 to 30, are

needed to
study on circadian rnytnms
and sleep at Brigham and
Women's Hospital. To

!

,

ScholarshiniGuaranteed'
BaseNoGPA

Greenline Realty-731-5434.

* * *

o**%*%

Greenline Realty-731-5434.
5Bed Duplev in House. Modern kitchen, 1/2
bath, fireplace, Irvine room, diningroom, porch.
parking.$1800. Greenline Realty-731-5434.
Bed Exclusive gigantic House. Good for a
quiet group ofsix. 2 1/2 balhs. large and spacious
rooms, parking. $2500. Greenline Realty- 7315434.
4 Bed Nice charming house. Good for quiet
siudents. $350/person. Greenline Realty- 7315434.
4 Bed Near Bluestone Bistro. Modern Eal-in
kitchen w/ dish + disp.. 1 car parking. $1450.00.
Greenline Realty-731-5434.
4 Bed Gorgeous House for serious + sludenls.
near campus, modern appliances, storage.
$1400.00. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
4 Bed Cleveland Circle. Gigantic + clean, near
shops and T. $2000.00. Greenline Realty- 7315434.
4 Bed Claridge house- Man) units
Humongouslivmaroom.andspaciousbedrooms.
kitchens and balhs. ranging from $ 1750
moderni
lo $2200. Call Today!! Greenline Realty-731on shultle. $1500. Greenline Realty-731-5434.
3 Bed ExclusiveBC Building-1 1/2balhs, sieps
to Man-Ann-s. Cityside and BC shultle. $1355).

?

1

spaciousl,vingroomlireplace.parkrng.s246o.OO.

4 Bed Featuring Modern Kitchen
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max EAST COAST REALTY- 739-22J1.
OH-CAMPLS HULSING ")6- API'S..

HOUSES. COMPOS NEAR CAMPUS.. T +
SHUTTLE. Gel your { m»,.< together, before
you're hack nn campus. Greenline Renin Inn,he
best selection ofoff-campus housing. Specializing in large groups. Call or Walk-in our office

parking, near Chansky's and shultle bus. $1175.
Greenline Realty-731-5434.
3 Bed Sunny, Clean, Great views- modem
kitchen+bath.pool.dishwasher+disposal.SlSOO.
Greenline Realty-731-5434.
3Bed Townhouse condo-Wall lo wall carpet, a/
c. pool,parking.51450. Greenline Realty-731-

Greenline Realty-731-5434.
5 Bed Near Mary Ann's. Huge clean Apt.,
Hardwood floors. Eat-in kitchen. 1/2 baths.
$2300. Greenline Realty- 731-5434.
5Bed Modern. Kitchen, dishwasher, disposal.

avail. $2850.00 HTD(s3s6.ooncrvm). Bpeople
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Realistic Head to HeadFormat
start a League With YourFriends
As* Atour studentDiscounts

i=or Free mto: 1-800-511-7300
Press Box Statistical Systems, Inc

BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENT AGENCIES
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' Bouquets of Balloons
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INTERNATIONAL & DOMESTIC FLIGHTS
INTERNATIONAL ID CARDS FOR
STUDENTS AND STAFF
SPRING BREAKI /
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' Foreign and Domestic
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Delivery

,

InternationalIIDCd
ID Cards!
SPRING BREAK!!!

BC Storage
c imr olmgP

Semester Storage
The only University
approved storage agent
?
?

552-3034
Office Located in Carney 30
Pi visions of BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENT

I

.

[BC TEES )
* Customizedt-shins
? For Dorms, Clubs,

Offices & More!!!
?
Mwork on File
' GAME® hats available
for specialized designs

552 - 3034

SpeCi^l!!!

AGENCIES (B C S A")|

October 30,1995
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The Heights

U.G.B.C. Communicator

Double,Double, Toil and Trouble

Even Shakespeare and History had it wrong.

Dispelling the Myth:
An Evening with Laurie Cabot
"Official Salem Witch"
Devlin 008 Monday, October 30th 8:00pm.
UGBC Lecture Series Presents:
The Emerging Leader Program (ODSD),UGBC
Lecture Series, and Jewish Students
Association proudly present:
"I Promised I Would Tell"

Sonia Schreiber Weitz
Holocaust Survivor
Tuesday, October 31st Fulton 511 7pm

artwork,

photos,
poetry
and prose
to McElroy 120
written work on 2DD Mac
formatted disk with hard copy.
For more info., call Marybeth
656-2372

UGBC AIDS Awareness
Join the BC Team for
T

HI US UanCe-athon

-

Laughing Medusa
Submission Deadline
November Ist
submit::

Sunday, November 19th
_
6pm
Hynes Convention Center
For more info, call Sam
655-2005

Saturday Night Live's Rdam Sandler,
Wednesday, November 15th, Conte Forum
UGBC TV Show, Just Watch It
BC Cable Access Channel
Director of Safety position open on UGBC Cabinet.
Applications available in McElroy 120. Due back by
November Ist.
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Look for daily updates on the
Eagle's Eye Home Page located at
http://www.bc.edu/bc_org/svp/
odsd/ee.html
or in the Calendar section of
Infoeagle.
E-mail submissions to:
Eagle's Eye@hermes.bc.edu
Fax submissions to:
552-3473
Deliver submissions to

McElroy 141
Eagle's Eye Calendar
Produced by:
Office of the Dean for
Student Development

Monday, October 30
9:00 AM?10:00 PM
Book Fair
Campion Gl3
Over 500 children'sbooks
available at a 20% discount!
Sponsoredby the
Educational Resource
Center. Call 552-4920 for
more information.

3:00 PM? 4:OO PM
Interview Workshop:
Learn Tips for a
Successful Interview
Sign up in Room 101.
Sponsored by the Boston
College Career Center. Call
552-3430 for more

Thursday, November 2

1 imvu

government

service, development

Lecture:

organizations, etc.
Sponsoredby the Career
Center. Register in Room
101 for discount.

9:00 AM?10:00 PM
Book Fair
Campion Gl3
See October 30 event
description.
2:00?3:00 PM
Center for Cross-Cultural
Study Informational
Session on Program of
Study in Seville, Spain
Gasson 201
Sponsoredby the Foreign
Study Office. Call 552-3830
for more information.
5:30?7:00 PM
All You Can Eat Spaghetti
Dinner
Murray House
Admission price is $2.
Sponsoredby Murray
House. Contact Renalyn at
552-8460 for more

information;

6:00?7:00 PM
Arts & Sciences
Association General
Meeting
Gasson 210
Planning meetingfor
campus events open to all
A&S students. Sponsoredby
the A&S Association.
ContactKirn Trudell at 655-5854 or Melissa Culkin at
656-0375 for more

information.

7:30 PM
LGBC Weekly Meeting
McGuinn Third Floor
Lounge
Programming alternates on
weekly basis social, guest
speaker, discussion, support.
Sponsoredby LGBC.
Contact Ryan Brady at 656-3510 for more information.

THE HEIGHTS

Friendships/Relationships:

10:00AM?3:3O PM
Workshop: Cycles of
Relationships and the
Faith Journey, Presented
by Maryanne Confoy,
RSC
Call for Location
Cost is $45 for workshop
and includes lunch.
Sponsoredby the Institute
for Religious Education and
Pastoral Ministry. Contact
Donna Deßosa at 552-8440

for more information.

Registration Deadline
October 30.
DISCO International

Career Forum

Hynes Convention Center,
900 Boylston Street, Boston
Offering college seniors
and recent graduates with
Japanese/Englishand
Korean/English speaking
ability opportunities to
interview with Japanese,
American andKorean
companies. Registration
required: call (800) 999-0179. Sponsored by the
Boston College Career
Center.

Result of Luck or Hard
Work?
Cabaret Room
An honest appraisalof the art
offriend-makingand
discussion on making and
keeping friends.
Refreshments Provided.
Sponsoredby the Office of
University Housing. Call
552-3060 for more

information.

Tuesday, November 7
6:30?8:30 PM
Voices of Imani Choir
Rehearsal
Lyons Hall 423
Sponsored by Voices of
Imani. ContactJoshua
Kennedy at 656-7247for
more information.
7:30 PM
Coming Together As One: A
Christian Fellowship
Meeting
St. Joseph's Chapel
For all Christian Fellowship
groups at BC andother
interestedparties. Sponsored
by the Asian Christian
Fellowship, Chi Alpha, and
the Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship. Contact Jihae
Chung at 656-4107for more

information.

Sunday, November 5

7:30 PM
5:00 PM
Young Alumni Panel
Concert: The Voices of
Cabaret Room 70 STM
7:00 PM
Imani Gospel Choir of
Join a group of recent
Lecture: I Promised I
Boston College
graduates as they offer some
Would
Sonia
Tell,
11:00 AM?l2:OO PM
Emmanuel Baptist Church,
advice on staying sane
Resume Writing Workshop Schrieber Weitz,
Maiden
through the job search.
Survivor
Holocaust
Sign up in Room 101.
With
the Office of
special
Sponsoredby
guest
FultOiisll
Sponsoredby the Boston
appearancesfrom Boston's
University Housing. Call
Sponsored
by
Emerging
the
College Career Center. Call
finest gospel singers! Ticket 552-3060 for more
Leader Program (ODSD),
552-3430 for more
price is $7 for adults, free
information.
8:00?10:00 PM
UGBC Lecture Series, and
information.
Thursday Night at the Cafe for children under 12.
the Jewish Students
Sponsoredby the Voices of
Wednesday, November 8
5:00 PM
Association. Contact ODSD Presents The Bostonians
Imani. CallJoshua
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
at 552-3470forfurther
Amnesty International
Kennedy at 656-7247for
5:00 PM? 7:OO PM
?
Sponsoredby the Campus
Meeting
information
more information.
InterculturalCafe: Chinese
Devlin 112
Information and Activities
Students' Association
Contact
Stacey
Sponsoredby Amnesty
Wednesday, November 1
Office.
DISCO International
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
Walthers at 656-1911 for
International. Contact
CareerForum
Cultural music andfood will
more information.
lvanna at 730-5863 for more 9:00 AM?10:00 PM
Hynes Convention Center,
be provided. Sponsoredby
Book Fair
900 Boylston Street, Boston the Chinese
information.
Students'
November
3
Campion Gl3
Friday,
See November 3 Event
Association. Call the
PM
See October 30 event
Discription. Registration
Intercultural Office al 552French Club Meeting
9:00 PM? 1:00 AM
description.
required: call (800) 999-8005 for more information.
80 CommonwealthAvenue
BC Vietnamese Student
the
Sponsoredby
-0179.
Second Floor Lounge
2:00?3:00 PM
Association Autumn Ball
Boston College Career
6:00 PM
Sponsored by the French
Central College
Lyons Hall?The Rat
Center.
Lecture: Benefits of BC and
Club. Contact Co-President
Information Session on
Vietnameseand Western
Beyond:
Anu Narayanan at 655-6267
Programs of Study in
music will be played.
Cabaret Room - 70 STM
Monday, November 6
China, France, Vienna,
for more information.
Admission is $8 for nonTwo programs in one! Learn
Germany, Spain, England, members, andfree for
5:00 PM
about the Alumni Association
7:00 PM
and Wales
members. College ID
Amnesty International
and also about what to look
Lecture: Were You A
Gasson 201
required to attend.
in a benefits package at
Meeting
for
Zygote? Reflections on the Sponsored by the Foreign
the BCVNSA.
Devlin 112
the job interview.
Beginning of Life Presented Study Office. Call 552-3830 Sponsoredby
Contact Thy-Nguyen Iran at Sponsoredby Amnesty
Refreshments provided.
by Ron Tacelli, S.J.
for more information.
254-0902 for more
International. Contact
Sponsored by the Office of
Devlin 026
information.
Ivanna at 730-5863for
University Housing. Call
Sponsoredby the
5:00?7:00 PM
more
552-3060
Intercultural Cafe: Cape
information.
for more
UndergraduatePhilosophy
DISCO International
Association
information.
Verdean Students'
Forum
Career
Association
Hynes Convention Center,
8:00 PM
McElroy Third Floor Cafe
900 Boylston Street, Boston
Lecture: Dispelling The
Cultural music andfood will Offering college seniors and
Myth, An Evening With
be provided. Sponsored by
recent graduates with
Laurie Cabot, Official
the Cape Verdean Students'
Japanese/Englishand
Witch of Salem
Association. Call the
Korean/English
speaking
Devlin 008
Intercultural Office at 552ability opportunities to
Sponsored by the UGBC
-8005 for more information.
Eagle's Eye Spotlight:
interview with Japanese,
Lecture Series. Contact
American
andKorean
David Cunningham at 655Sonia Schreiber Weitz
6:30 PM
companies. Registration
-2216 for more information.
EnvironmentalAction
required: call (800) 999f\ imm
"I Promised I Would Tell"
Center Meeting
-0179. Sponsored by the
Devlin 117
Tuesday, October 31
Boston College Career
7:00 PM
Sponsored by the EAC.
Tuesday, October 31
Fulton 511
Center.
9:00 AM?10:00 PM
Contact Amy Glaub at 655educator,
author, and
Sonia Weitz is a Holocaust
-1363 for more information.
Book Fair
Ms
camps.
Saturday,
November
4
survivor
of
five
Nazi
concentration
Campion Gl3
7:00?9:00 PM
Weitz, who is often called "A survivor with a poet's
See October 30 event
9:30 AM?4:3O PM
How To Find A Job On
eye," has, in recent years, been active in Holocaust
description.
International Careers
Wall Street
educationand Jewish-Christian relations. Ahighly
Forum
2:00?3:00 PM
Gasson Hall 100
motivated and energetic woman, she is committed
Boston University Law
Beaver College Information Recent graduates working
to preserving the uniquenessof the Holocaust, while
School, 765 Commonwealth
Session on Programs of
on Wall Street will describe
at the same time working to keep alive universal
Avenue
Study in Britain, Germany, their work life, interview
questions of obedience, racism, responsibility, and
An informational day with
strategies, and networking
justice so that history will not repeat itself.
Greece, Mexico, Ireland,
professionals speaking about
and Australia
tips. Employersfrom many
Sponsored by the Emerging Leader Program
their internationalcareers.
Gasson 201
companies will be
(ODSD), UGBC Lecture Series, and the Jewish
Attend workshops on
Sponsored by the Foreign
represented. Sponsored by
Students' Association. Contact ODSD at 552-3470
employment with the UN,
Career Center. Call 552Study Office. Call 552-3830
international law,
forfurther information.
-3430 for more information.
for more information.

information.
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